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Conditional Use Authorization Appeal 
32 Ord Street 

 
DATE:   June 6, 2016 
TO:   Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
FROM:   John Rahaim, Planning Director – Planning Department (415) 558-6411 
   Andrew Perry, Case Planner – Planning Department (415) 575-9017 
RE:   File No. 160534, Planning Case No. 2014-000174CUA - Appeal of the approval of  
   Conditional Use Authorization for 32 Ord Street,   
HEARING DATE:  June 14, 2016 
ATTACHMENTS: 

A. Planning Commission Staff Report Documents (including: Memo to 
Planning Commission from April 7, 2016 hearing; Exhibits, Final Motion No. 
19609) 

B. Project Sponsor Submittal and Drawings as Approved at April 7, 2016 
hearing 

C. Appeal Letter filed by Gary Weiss (May 5, 2016)   
D. BOS Resolution No. 76-15 

 
PROJECT SPONSOR:   Jonathan Pearlman, Elevation Architects, 1159 Green St., San Francisco, CA 94109 
APPELLANT:   Gary Weiss, on behalf of Corbett Heights Neighbors, 78 Mars Street, San 

Francisco, CA 94114 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This memorandum and the attached documents are a response to the letter of appeal to the Board of 
Supervisors (“Board”) regarding the Planning Commission’s (“Commission”) approval of the application 
for Conditional Use Authorization under Planning Code Sections 303 (Conditional Use Authorization) 
and 306.7 (Interim Zoning Controls), to permit a horizontal and vertical addition to a single-family home 
that would increase the existing square footage by more than 100% and result in square footage in excess 
of 3,000 square feet while also increasing the legal unit count from one- to two-units, within an RH-2 
(Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District (“the Project”).  
 
This response addresses the appeal (“Appeal Letter”) to the Board filed on May 5, 2016 by Gary Weiss, on 
behalf of Corbett Heights Neighbors. The Appeal Letter referenced the proposed project in Case No. 
2014-000174CUA.   
 
The decision before the Board is whether to uphold or overturn the Planning Commission’s approval of 
Conditional Use Authorization to allow the proposed addition and increased unit count to the existing 
building located at 32 Ord Street. 
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SITE DESCRIPTION & PRESENT USE 
The project is located on the west side of Ord Street, between Ord Court and the Vulcan Stairway to the 
north and 17th Street and the Saturn Street Steps to the South, Block 2626, Lot 005. The subject property is 
located within a RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) District and the 40-X Height and Bulk District, 
within the Castro/Upper Market neighborhood. The property is developed with an existing two-story 
over basement, +/- 1,765 square-feet, single-family structure on a 3,808 square foot lot, originally 
constructed in 1913 and without substantial subsequent alterations. Based on review conducted by 
Planning Department staff, the existing building is not eligible for listing in the California Register under 
any criteria individually or as part of a historic district, and is therefore not an eligible historic resource 
under CEQA. 
 
SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
The surrounding neighborhood consists of a mixture of one-, two-, and three-story buildings, containing 
mostly one or two residential dwelling units. Ord Street slopes up slightly to the north, but the 
neighborhood as a whole is characterized by very steep slopes; all of the lots along the western side of 
Ord Street are steeply upsloping, in excess of 20 percent. The adjacent building to the north is a two-story 
over garage, single-family home, and is two stories in height at the rear yard grade. The adjacent building 
to the south is a three-story over garage, two-family dwelling, and is also two stories in height at the rear 
yard grade; there is additionally a two-story cottage at the rear of the lot. 
 
The subject property is within the Castro/Upper Market neighborhood, and is located approximately one-
quarter mile west of the Castro and Market Street intersection. The immediately surrounding area is 
characterized by residential zoning districts, predominantly RH-2, RH-3, and RM-1, and then transitions 
around the aforementioned intersection, into the Upper Market Street NCD and NCT Districts as well as 
the Castro Street NCD. These latter zoning districts are multi-purpose commercial districts, well served 
by transit including the Castro Street MUNI station and the historic F-Market streetcar line, and which 
provide limited convenience goods to the adjacent neighborhoods, but also provide shopping 
opportunities for a broader area. 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The proposal is to expand the existing approximately 1,765 square foot single-family home through 
horizontal and vertical additions, which will bring the total area of the home to approximately 4,208 
square feet, an addition of approximately 2,413 square feet, including the basement garage level. The 
proposal will convert the two-bedroom single-family home with one off-street parking space, into a two-
unit home, comprised of a two-bedroom unit with 1,374 square feet at the basement and first floor levels, 
and a three-bedroom unit with 2,834 square feet at the second and third floor levels. The one existing off-
street parking space will remain, and two bicycle parking spaces will be provided within the garage. The 
addition will excavate into the upsloping lot at the basement and first floor levels, expand the building at 
the rear of the second floor, and add a new third story. The upper floor will be set back from the main 
front building wall by approximately 10 feet and by approximately 17 feet from the front property line. 
The proposal utilizes much of the existing building, with minor material changes to the front façade, and 
is therefore not “tantamount to demolition” under Planning Code Section 317. The proposed additions, 
while large in size, have been sensitively designed within the context of the adjacent buildings by 
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providing ample setbacks, and the vertical addition is consistent with the height and massing of other 
buildings along the west side of Ord Street, being two stories at the rear yard grade.  
 
BACKGROUND 
On October 17, 2014, Jonathan Pearlman (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”), on behalf of Sunae Chon, filed 
Building Permit Application Number 2014.10.17.9274 for the horizontal and vertical expansion to an 
existing single-family dwelling at 32 Ord Street. On February 20, 2015, the property was sold to John 
Harty, and on March 5, 2015 an Environmental Evaluation application was filed with the Planning 
Department (hereinafter “Department”). The initial project did not require Conditional Use 
Authorization. 
 
On March 9, 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed interim legislation (hereinafter “Interim Controls”) to 
impose interim zoning controls for an 18-month period for parcels in RH-1, RH-2, and RH-3 zoning 
districts within neighborhoods known as Corbett Heights and Corona Heights, requiring the following:  

1. Conditional Use Authorization for any residential development on a vacant parcel that would 
result in total residential square footage exceeding 3,000 square feet;  

2. Conditional Use Authorization for any new residential development on a developed parcel that 
will increase the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet by more than 75% 
without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the existing legal 
unit count; and  

3. Conditional Use authorization for residential development that results in greater than 55% lot 
coverage.  

The project triggered the the interim controls because it would increase the size of the development by 
more than 100% while adding a unit, thus requiring Conditional Use Authorization under number two 
above. 
 
On August 18, 2015, Jonathan Pearlman, on behalf of John Harty, filed Application No. 2014-000174CUA 
(hereinafter “Application”) with the Department seeking Conditional Use to comply with the Interim 
Controls. This initial CUA application had proposed a slightly different project than what was eventually 
approved by the Commission. The original proposal was for a larger structure overall, with 
approximately 4,750 square feet (compared to the approved 4,208sf) and it would have kept the building 
as a single-family dwelling instead of increasing the unit count. 
 
On January 4, 2016, the Project Sponsor submitted a revised proposal with the Department that included 
a proposed studio unit with 490 square feet of space at the first floor, increasing the total unit count to 
two (2) units. The revised proposal also eliminated some of the excavation that was proposed at the rear 
of the first floor, so that the total square footage for the building was reduced to 4,336 square feet. The 
previously proposed building envelope at the second and third stories remained unchanged. These 
changes were made to help the project be more necessary and desirable for the neighborhood and City 
through the provision of a new unit, and to be more in accordance with the Interim Controls. 
 
On January 7, 2016, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a 
duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on the Conditional Use Authorization. At 
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the hearing, the Commission directed the Project Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors regarding 
the Project design and the creation of a viable second unit. The Commission also asked the Project 
Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors to resolve any perceived discrepancies between the surveyed 
heights shown on the plans and the corresponding 3D massing and shadow studies. After public 
testimony, the Commission voted 6-0 to continue the item until March 3, 2016. To allow more time in 
order to resolve the Commission’s concerns, the Project Sponsor requested a continuance until April 7, 
2016. 
 
Between the time of the first and second hearing, the Project Sponsor continued to work with Department 
staff, neighbors and neighborhood groups, and revised the Project to respond to the comments made by 
neighbors and the Commission. The size of the second unit was increased from a 490 square-foot studio 
to 1,374 square-foot two-bedroom unit. This was achieved by maintaining the existing one-car garage 
instead of expanding to a two-car garage, and providing this additional space at the basement level to the 
second unit. As a result, the second unit has a clear second, direct entrance at street level and is better 
suited to function as an actual second unit instead of a short-term rental unit, as discussed by the 
Commission at the first hearing. To provide more light to the unit, lightwells are proposed below grade 
along the southern side of the building. The unit has access to the rear yard and patio area through the 
open-air passage and stairs along the northern side of the building, the door to which also allows for light 
into the unit. 
 
The massing of the building was also further reduced, pulling in the rear building wall by an additional 
9’-6”, to be 15’ less than the maximum building allowed. The new location of the rear wall does not 
extend further toward the rear yard than either adjacent neighbor. Along the southern side property line, 
a portion of the existing second floor and the new third floor were further set back from the adjacent 
building, providing a 6’-2” separation between buildings along the rear portion, which will increase light 
and air to the adjacent property line windows. Along the northern property line, this change did also 
move the Project slightly closer to the adjacent building. At the second floor the existing wall of the 
popout will remain, at approximately 4’ to the property line. The third floor will have a 7’-0” setback 
from the shared property line, however, with the neighbor’s adjacent setback, total building separation is 
approximately 16’-6”. Lastly, the overall height of the Project has been lowered, so that the top of parapet 
height is essentially equal to that of the adjacent building, resulting in zero shading to the adjacent solar 
panels. 
 
The Project Sponsor has revised the 3D models and looked further into the discrepancies with the 
shadow diagrams, adjusting the parameters such that the existing conditions in the model match the 
existing conditions as provided through photo evidence by the neighbor. Department staff has reviewed 
previously approved plans for the adjacent property and is not aware of any discrepancy with how 
heights are being represented in the current Project and plans, based off a licensed survey. 
 
On April 7, 2016, the Commission conducted the second hearing on the proposed Project. At the hearing, 
many neighbors, including both adjacent property owners, spoke in opposition to the Project. Most of the 
comments again focused on the potential impacts to light and air on the living room of the adjacent 
neighbor to the north, and the accuracy of the submitted shadow study. The neighbors stated that they 
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would be supportive of a project with a vertical addition that did not extend further to the rear than the 
existing main footprint of the house. Some of the stated opposition to the project was also due to the fact 
that the Project exceeded the 3,000 square foot and 100% increase trigger threshold of the Interim 
Controls.  
 
The Commission made a point to clarify that the Interim Controls were not intended to outright prohibit 
projects that exceeded the square footage triggers, but to require the Commission make additional 
findings about the Project being necessary and desirable. The Commission also commented that the 
Project Sponsor did respond to the direction given in the first hearing to create a larger second unit. 
Lastly, the Commission acknowledged that the densification of the City would inevitably result in some 
loss of light and air, however, the resulting separation between the Project and the neighbor to the north 
(at 16’-6”) is appropriate and consistent with Residential Design Guidelines, and would not need to be 
further reduced. The Commission recognized that this is a Code-complying project and that it has been 
designed sensitively within the constraints of the adjacent properties and site topography. After the 
Commission heard and considered the testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department staff, 
and other interested parties, the Planning Commission approved (7-0) the Conditional Use Authorization 
under Motion No. 19609. 
 
CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION REQUIREMENTS 

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Commission to consider when reviewing all 
applications for Conditional Use approval. To approve the project, the Commission must find that these 
criteria have been met: 
 

1. That the proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed 
location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with, the 
neighborhood or the community; and  

2. That such use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or 
general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property, 
improvements or potential development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including but not 
limited to the following:  

a. The nature of the proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, 
shape and arrangement of structures; 

b. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of 
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading; 

c. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, 
dust and odor; 

d. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces, 
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs; and  

3. That such use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of this Code and 
will not adversely affect the General Plan. 

4. That such use or feature as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the 
stated purpose of the applicable Use District. 
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In addition, the Interim Controls established by Board of Supervisor’s  Resolution 76-15 established one 
additional trigger applicable to this project, requiring Conditional Use Authorization by the Planning 
Commission as follows:  

Any new residential development on a developed parcel that will increase the existing gross square 
footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100% if increasing the existing legal unit count. 
The above Conditional Use Authorization requirement imposed by the Interim Controls would be 
applicable because the Project proposes to expand an existing 1,765 square-foot structure with one 
dwelling unit, to a 4,208 square-foot two-family dwelling. The resulting building is in excess of 3,000 
square feet and represents an increase to the existing building’s square footage of approximately 138%. 
 
The Interim Controls also require additional findings be made prior to approval of projects that exceed 
55% lot coverage, or propose development on the opposite street frontage on through lots. Neither of 
these additional findings are applicable to the project as it does not exceed 55% lot coverage, nor is a 
through lot. 
 
APPELLANT ISSUES AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES 
The concerns raised in the Appeal Letter are cited in a summary below and are followed by the 
Department’s response: 
 
ISSUE 1:  The appellant cites a concern about the project’s adherence to meet the standard conditional 
use requirements of Planning Code Section 303, specifically that the project is undesirable for the 
neighborhood and it is detrimental to its neighbors. 
 
RESPONSE 1:  The project meets the Conditional Use criteria and has been found to be desirable and 
compatible with the neighborhood. The Conditional Use specific criteria are outlined below in italics, 
followed by the Commission’s findings in standard font. 
 

1. The proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed location, will 
provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with, the neighborhood or the 
community. 

 
Planning Commission Findings: The proposed Project – a horizontal and vertical expansion of 
the existing single-family home – is consistent with development patterns in this residential 
neighborhood and with the requirements of the Planning Code. The Commission found that the 
Project is necessary and desirable in that it meets the Objectives and Policies of the Housing 
Element and Transportation Element of the General Plan. Specifically, the Project results in a net 
addition of one dwelling unit to the City’s Housing Stock, within an RH-2 Zoning District that 
permits a density of two dwelling units per lot. Both resulting units provide quality family-sized 
housing, with a two-bedroom unit and three-bedroom unit proposed. Furthermore, the location 
of the Project is well-served by public transit, providing housing that is accessible to residents of 
various needs, and supporting the City’s Transit First Policy. Compared with the original plans 
submitted for the Project, the plans that were approved by the Commission were supported, in 
part, because the Project will maintain the existing single-car garage, and provide the additional 
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area at that floor for use by a dwelling unit, instead of an additional parking space as originally 
proposed. 
 
The additions have been designed such that a large amount of the increase in square footage is 
achieved through excavation into the upsloping lot – approximately 1,558 square feet of the total 
expansion, or 65% of the added square footage is below grade – and will therefore be hidden 
from the public right-of-way, and with minimal impact to the adjacent neighbors. Much of the 
existing structure will be retained. Material changes are proposed for the front façade consistent 
with common residential materials that can be found elsewhere in the neighborhood and a new 
entry for the second unit will be created at street level. The other existing openings and 
proportions of the front façade will be retained, and the third floor addition will be set back from 
the main front building wall by 10’ and from the front property line by approximately 17’, so as 
to be minimally visible from the street. 

 
The vertical addition at the third floor raises the building height of the subject home, however, it 
will be approximately two inches taller than the height of the adjacent neighbor at 30 Ord Street, 
so that no shadowing of the adjacent solar panels will occur. The proposed vertical addition will 
also be 10 feet lower than the ridge of the adjacent neighbor at 36-38 Ord Street. At the rear, 
setbacks along the side property lines have been provided for both adjacent neighbors. Along the 
northern side, the second floor (at rear yard grade) will maintain the existing setback of the 
popout at approximately 4’, and the new third floor will be further set back, at 7’ from the side 
property line. In conjunction with the neighbor’s setback, total building separation is 16’-6”, 
which helps minimize shadowing of the adjacent property. Along the southern side property 
line, the Project maintains the existing building separation of 1’-7” at the front of the building. At 
the rear, the second floor and the new third floor will provide approximately 6 feet of separation 
between the buildings and help maintain light and air for the adjacent property’s bedroom 
windows. The third floor also has a 6’ side setback from the southern property line at the front 
portion of the building. 

 
Although the Project does result in an increase of 138% to the existing square footage, it will 
create a higher-quality two-family house, one unit with three bedrooms, the other with two.  The 
resulting depth and height of the Project is comparable and consistent with the immediately 
adjacent buildings and others in the surrounding neighborhood, and has been sensitively 
designed with regard to site-specific constraints. For these reasons, the Project has been found to 
be desirable for and compatible with the neighborhood. 

 
2. The use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general welfare 

of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property, improvements, or potential 
development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including, but not limited to the following: 

 
a. Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and 

arrangement of structures;  
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Planning Commission Findings: The Subject Property, similar to many lots within the 
surrounding neighborhood, is characterized by a steep slope, with a rear property line 
that is at least 50 feet higher than the front property line. The proposed additions will not 
exceed 55% lot coverage, as stipulated by Code, and is similar in coverage to both 
adjacent neighbors. The third floor level is set back from the front façade to be minimally 
visible, is in scale with the adjacent building heights, and due to the upsloping nature of 
the site, is only one story above grade at the rear of the building. At the rear portion, 
setbacks have been provided on both sides of the building relative to the adjacent 
buildings’ own extent of setbacks. The result is approximately 16’-6” separation from 30 
Ord Street, and approximately 6 feet of setback for much of the building at 36-38 Ord 
Street, which has a number of windows near the property line. To facilitate privacy, the 
Project is not proposing any windows at the rear along the northern or southern walls 
which would look directly onto either of the adjacent properties. 

 
b. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of such traffic, 

and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;  
 

Planning Commission Findings: The Project does propose to increase the unit count by 
one (1) unit, however will remain within the permitted density in the zoning district. This 
should have minimal impacts to overall traffic patterns in the neighborhood as the 
additional unit is a studio, which would likely only have a single vehicle. Furthermore, 
the existing house has a single curb cut and off-street parking for one vehicle; the Project 
proposes to maintain the existing curb cut and one off-street parking space. Within the 
garage are also two (2) Class 1 Bicycle Parking spaces. 

 
The subject property is also in close proximity to several transit lines, located only 
approximately a 10-minute walk away from the Castro Street Muni Station, and within a 
quarter-mile of the 24, 33, 35, and 37 Muni bus lines. 

 
c. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and 

odor;  
 

Planning Commission Findings: The Project will not produce noxious or offensive 
emissions related to noise, glare, and dust. 

 
d. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces, parking 

and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;  
 

Planning Commission Findings: The proposal does not include loading or services 
areas, nor will it include atypical lighting or signage. The existing front setback is 
occupied by the entry stair and garage structure, however the Project proposes an 
additional small planter at the base of the stair, and will retain the existing, healthy street 
tree in front of the property. Additional planters are proposed at the rear, second and 
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third floor levels, and existing trees in the rear yard will be retained to contribute to an 
enjoyable rear yard and open space area. A planter and wood trellis along the northern 
side of the front deck at the third floor will help to screen the area and provide privacy to 
the adjacent building at 30 Ord Street. The rear deck at the third floor creates level, usable 
open space within the steep site conditions, and is located such that it will minimally 
impact the neighboring properties and their own enjoyment of their space. 

 
3. That the use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code and 

will not adversely affect the General Plan. 
 
Planning Commission Findings: The proposed Project complies with all applicable requirements 
and standards of the Planning Code, and is consistent with the Objectives and Policies of the 
General Plan as detailed below: 
 

HOUSING ELEMENT 
Objectives and Policies 

 
OBJECTIVE 1: 
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE 
CITY’S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING. 
 
Policy 1.1: 
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially 
affordable housing. 
 
Policy 1.6: 
Consider greater flexibility in number and size of units within established building envelopes in 
community based planning processes, especially if it can increase the number of affordable units 
in multi-family structures. 
 
Planning Commission Findings: The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized 
home that could accommodate a family with multiple children or a multi-generational family, while 
additionally adding one net new unit to the City’s housing stock through the creation of a two-bedroom 
unit at the existing structure’s basement and first floors. 
 
OBJECTIVE 4: 
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS 
LIFECYCLES. 
 
Policy 4.1: 
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with 
children. 
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Planning Commission Findings: The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized 
home that could accommodate a family with multiple children or a multi-generational family. Families with 
children typically seek more bedrooms and larger shared living areas, which this home directly provides, 
and also maintains all bedrooms on the same living level. 
 
OBJECTIVE 11: 
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN 
FRANCISCO’S NEIGHBORHOODS. 

 
Policy 11.1: 
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty, 
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character. 
 
Policy 11.2: 
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals. 
 
Policy 11.3: 
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing 
residential neighborhood character. 
 
Planning Commission Findings: The Project supports these policies in that it is an addition that 
utilizes a large portion of the existing structure, is sensitively designed within existing site constraints and 
conforms to the prevailing neighborhood character. The Project is consistent with all accepted design 
standards, including those related to site design, building scale and form, architectural features and 
building details. The resulting height and depth is compatible with the existing building scale on the 
adjacent properties. The building’s form, façade materials, proportions, and third floor addition are also 
compatible with the surrounding buildings and consistent with the character of the neighborhood. 
 

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT 
Objectives and Policies 

 
OBJECTIVE 1: 
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND 
INEXPENSIVE TRAVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND OTHER 
PARTS OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QUALITY LIVING 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA. 
 
Policy 1.3: 
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automobile as the means of 
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs, particularly those of commuters. 
 
Planning Commission Findings: The Project furthers this policy by creating a quality two-family house 
in an area well-served by the City’s public transit system. The Castro Street Muni Station is less than a 
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10-minute walk from the project site, and several Muni bus lines (24, 33, 35, and 37) all have stops within 
a quarter-mile of the site. 
 

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT 
Objectives and Policies 

 
OBJECTIVE 4: 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL 
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY. 
 
Policy 4.15: 
Protect the livability and character of residential properties from the intrusion of incompatible 
new buildings. 
 
Planning Commission Findings: The Project furthers this policy by ensuring that the proposed 
addition is not incompatible with the surrounding properties and neighborhood. The height and depth of 
the resulting building is compatible with the adjacent buildings’ scale in terms of bulk and lot coverage. 
Setbacks have been provided at the rear to allow for increased light, air, and privacy to the adjacent 
buildings; a front setback minimizes the impact of the addition as seen from the street, and a side setback at 
the front and planter and privacy trellis minimize privacy concerns to the neighbors at the front deck area. 
 

Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review of 
permits for consistency with said policies.  On balance, the project does comply with said policies in 
that:  

 
i. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future opportunities for 

resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.  
 

This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as the project is residential and will not 
affect or displace any existing neighborhood-serving retail uses. 

 
ii. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to preserve the 

cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods. 
 

The Project is consistent with this policy, as the proposed additions are designed to be 
consistent with the height and size typical of the existing neighborhood. The openings and 
proportions of the existing façade and entry stair will be retained, and a large portion of the 
increase in square footage is achieved below grade through excavation, which will not be 
perceived from the street or adjacent properties. 

 
iii. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.  
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The Project does not propose to remove or add any affordable housing units, nor are any 
required under the Planning Code. The Project does help to create a high-quality two-family 
house. The Project contributes one net new family-sized unit to the City’s housing stock. 

 
iv. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or neighborhood 

parking.  
 

The Project is located in an area well-served by the City’s public transit systems, maintains 
the existing off-street parking space and provides two bicycle parking spaces. The Castro 
Muni Rail Station and several Muni bus lines are in close proximity to the subject property, 
therefore the Project will not overburden streets or neighborhood parking. Muni transit 
service will not be overburdened as the existing unit count is only increasing by one unit. 

 
v. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors from 

displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for resident 
employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced. 

 
This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as the project does not include 
commercial office development and will not displace industrial or service sector uses. 

 
vi. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life in an 

earthquake. 
 

The existing building is substandard relative to earthquake preparedness with removal of 
some interior walls, dry rot and foundations that were built in 1927. The Project will meet or 
exceed all current California Building Code requirements for earthquake preparedness, and 
is therefore consistent with this policy. 

 
vii. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.  

 
The Project will not adversely affect any landmarks or historic buildings. 

 
viii. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from development.  

 
The Project will not affect any parks or open space, through development upon such lands or 
impeding their access to sunlight. No vistas will be blocked or otherwise affected by the 
proposed project. 

 
 

4. That the use or feature as proposed would provide development that is in conformity with the stated 
purpose of the applicable Use District. 
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Planning Commission Findings: The proposed project is consistent with the stated purpose of 
the RH-2 District. The building structure is compatible to the height and size of development 
expected in this District, and within the permitted density. 

 
For the above reasons, the Commission found the proposed additions and increase by one dwelling unit 
at 32 Ord Street to be necessary and desirable. 
 
ISSUE 2:  The Appellant contends that the permit application and plans are based on factually incorrect 
claims. 
 
RESPONSE 2:  Based on materials submitted by the Appellant and testimony from neighbors at the 
Planning Commission public hearings, this contention appears to be focused primarily on the anticipated 
shading that is to occur to the property to the north as a result of the Project. The Appellant and northern 
neighbor have raised the following issues: 
 

1. Appellant Concern: Language contained within the Conditional Use Authorization application 
and within emails between the Project Sponsor and neighbors alludes to a development proposal 
that would not cause any shading, or virtually no shading during most of the year onto the 
property to the north, particularly to the adjacent living room at the rear ground floor and the 
solar panels on the roof; however, the shadow models submitted by the Project Sponsor and 
testimony at the hearings does show that the Project will result in some level of shadowing, 
particularly around the time of the winter solstice, but no shading of the solar panels should 
occur during the year. 
 
Department Response: The Planning Code does not regulate the amount of shadow that may be 
deemed acceptable for any given project; however, these design issues may still, in part, be 
addressed through the application of the Residential Design Guidelines. It is expected that in a 
dense urban environment development may result in reduced light and air to adjacent 
properties. Review of the Project by the Residential Design Team found the proposal to be 
consistent with the Guidelines. Specifically, at the rear of the proposed building, the Project 
provides a 7’ setback along the shared northern side property line for the new third floor. This 
setback, in conjunction with the adjacent property’s own 9’-6” setback, results in a total 
separation of 16’-6” along the sun access plane. Furthermore, the overall height of the Project has 
been lowered such that the proposed parapet sits below the adjacent solar panels, avoiding any 
potential shading. 
 

2. Appellant Concern: The original plan submittal contained errors in the representation of existing 
heights of buildings and features on the adjacent properties, and therefore understated or 
otherwise misrepresented the effects the Project would have on the adjacent properties. 

 
Department Response: Following the original submittal of plans, these discrepancies were 
brought to the Project Sponsor’s attention. The Project Sponsor subsequently hired a licensed 
surveyor, who performed a boundary and site survey for the Subject Property, as well as for the 
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adjacent buildings’ corners and heights. The revised plans were based on the results of this 
survey, and have therefore been prepared according to standard development practices. 
Department staff has also reviewed the plans that are on file with the Department of Building 
Inspection for the northern adjacent property (30 Ord St.) as part of their remodel and addition 
under Building Permit Application No. 2009.02.24.2710, completed in August 2011. Following the 
review of those plans, Department staff found no errors nor discrepancies in the Subject Project 
plan set, and found that existing conditions on the adjacent properties have been accurately 
represented. 

 
3. Appellant Concern: The shadow models that have been submitted by the Project Sponsor do not 

accurately represent the existing shadowing that is seen at the Subject Property and adjacent lot 
to the north. Photographs taken on the days represented in the models show that the model does 
understate the level of existing shading; therefore, it follows that the model for the proposed 
condition would also understate the amount of shading, and therefore make it difficult to 
determine the true level of impact to the adjacent property. 
 
Department Response: The photos supplied by the adjacent neighbor to the north, taken on 
December 21st, did not match the initial, existing shading conditions as represented in the Project 
Sponsor’s model for that same day. Following the first hearing in January, the Project Sponsor 
subsequently adjusted the model’s inputs to more accurately reflect the existing conditions, and 
was incorporated into the submittal for the April 7th hearing before the Planning Commission. 
Just prior to the hearing, it was also brought to the Project Sponsor’s attention that there were 
discrepancies in the representation of existing shadows on the spring date (March 21st). It is 
unclear what is causing the discrepancy, as the adjacent neighbor had another sun and shadow 
survey prepared based on the proposed plans, which resulted in a similar error as was seen in the 
Project Sponsor’s submittal. The Project Sponsor has demonstrated a willingness to find the error 
and correct the study based on the evidence provided. Ultimately, however, the Department 
agrees that some level of additional shading is anticipated as a result of the Project, but the 
Project is consistent with the Residential Design Guidelines and any additional shading would 
not be exceptional nor extraordinary. 

 
ISSUE 3:  The Appellant is concerned that the Interim  Controls may be rendered useless, as applied to 
this project. 
 
RESPONSE 3:  To the contrary, the Interim Controls do not prohibit new development such as the 
proposed project, but instead establish parameters for review of such projects. As described above, the 
Interim  Controls require that the Project Sponsor procure Conditional Use Authorization and asks the 
Commission to only approve projects that can be found  to meet specific aforementioned criteria.  The 
Commission duly considered both the standard Conditional Use criteria of Planning Code Section 303 as 
well as the additional criteria of the Interim Controls and appropriately approved the project. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, the Planning Department recommends that the Board uphold the Planning 
Commission’s decision in approving the Conditional Use authorization to permit a horizontal and 
vertical addition to a single-family home that would increase the existing square footage by more than 
100% and result in square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet while also increasing the legal unit count 
from one- to two-units, within an RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X 
Height and Bulk District, at 32 Ord Street and deny the Appellant’s request for appeal. 
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Memo to the Planning Commission 
HEARING DATE: APRIL 7, 2016 

Continued from the January 7, 2016 and March 3, 2016 Hearings 
 

Date: March 31, 2016 
Case No.: 2014-000174CUA 
Project Address: 32 ORD STREET 
Permit Application: 2014.10.17.9274 
Zoning: RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) District 
 40-X Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 2626/005 
Project Sponsor: Jonathan Pearlman 
 Elevation Architects 
 1159 Green Street, Suite 4 
 San Francisco, CA  94109  
Staff Contact: Andrew Perry – (415) 575-9017 
 andrew.perry@sfgov.org 
Recommendation: Approve with Conditions 

 

BACKGROUND 
On January 7, 2016, the Planning Commission heard Case No. 2014-000174CUA proposing a 2,592 square 
feet horizontal and vertical addition to an existing single-family house at 32 Ord St. The Project required a 
Conditional Use authorization due to the interim zoning controls passed by Resolution 76-15; the Project 
would result in a house in excess of 3,000 square feet, and an increase of more than 100% to the existing 
structure, while proposing a second unit. 
 
The Commission voted 6-0 to continue the Project. While recognizing the unique topography of the site 
and the addition of much of the square footage through excavation, the Commission did ask that the 
second unit deliver more, adding a quality unit to the City’s housing stock and functioning as a true 
second unit. Additionally, the Commission directed the Project Sponsor to continue working with 
neighbors regarding the Project’s massing at the third floor and along the side setbacks at the rear. Lastly, 
the Commission directed the Project Sponsor to work with neighbors in resolving perceived 
discrepancies between surveyed and proposed heights, and corresponding shadow impact studies. 
 

CURRENT PROPOSAL 
The current project responds to the comments made by neighbors and Commissioners at the hearing in a 
number of ways. Regarding the second unit, the proposed size has been increased from a 490 square-foot 
studio to 1,374 square-foot two-bedroom unit. This was achieved by maintaining the existing one-car 
garage instead of expanding to a two-car garage, and providing this additional space at the basement 
level to the second unit. As a result, the second unit has a clear second, direct entrance at street level. To 
provide more light to the unit, lightwells are proposed below grade along the southern side of the 
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building. The unit has access to the rear yard and patio area through the tradesman passage along the 
northern side of the building, the door to which also allows for light into the unit. 
 
The massing of the building has also been further reduced, pulling in the rear building wall by an 
additional 9’-6”, to be 15’-0” from the 45% rear yard line. Along the southern side property line, a portion 
of the existing second floor and the new third floor have increased the amount of setback with the 
adjacent building from 1’-7” to 6’-2”; this change will reduce impacts on light and air to the adjacent 
property line windows. Along the northern property line, the Project is now slightly closer to the adjacent 
building. At the second floor the existing wall of the popout will remain, at approximately 4’ to the 
property line. The third floor will have a 7’-0” setback from the shared property line, however, with the 
neighbor’s adjacent setback, total building separation is approximately 16’-6”. Lastly, the overall height of 
the Project has been lowered, so that the top of parapet height is essentially equal to that of the adjacent 
building, for no shading to the adjacent solar panels. 
 
The Project Sponsor has revised the 3D models and looked further into the discrepancies with the shadow 
diagrams, adjusting the parameters such that the existing conditions in the model match the existing 
conditions as provided through photo evidence by the neighbor. Department staff has reviewed 
previously approved plans for the adjacent property and is not aware of any discrepancy with how 
heights are being represented in the current Project and plans, based off a licensed survey. 
 

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION 
In order for the project to proceed, the Commission must grant Conditional Use authorization to allow 
for expansion of a single-family home to a two-family home, in excess of 3,000 square feet, and by more 
than 100% of the existing square footage, within a RH-2 District. 
 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 
 The project provides one net new family-sized dwelling unit to the City’s housing stock. 
 The project is compatible with the neighborhood and immediately adjacent buildings, providing 

setbacks to allow for light and air to neighboring windows, and minimizing the amount of 
shading. 

 The proposed Project meets all applicable requirements of the Planning Code. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve with Conditions 

Attachments: 
Revised Draft Motion 
Revised Draft Motion (with Tracked Changes from January 7th Draft Motion) 
Revised Project Sponsor Submittal 
 Revised Plans 
Letter from Daniel Westover, Project Surveyor 
Additional Comments in Opposition 
Project Plans as proposed during January 7th hearing (for reference) 
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* The Sanborn Maps in San Francisco have not been updated since 1998, and this map may not accurately reflect existing conditions. 
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Planning Commission Motion No. 19609
HEARING DATE: APRIL 7, 2016

CONTINUED FROM JANUARY 7, 2016 AND MARCH 3, 2016

Case No.: 2014-000174CUA
Project Address: 32 ORD STREET
Permit Application: 2014.10.17.9274
Zoning: RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) District

40-X Height and Bulk District
Block/Lot: 2626/005
Project Sponsor: Jonathan Pearlman

Elevation Architects
1159 Green Street, Suite 4
San Francisco, CA 94109

Staff Contact: Andrew Perry — (415) 575-9017
And rezv. Perry@s ~gov. org

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

Reception:
415.558.6378

Fax:
415.558.6409

Planning
I nformation:
415.55$.6377

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 303 AND 306.7 ESTABLISHING
INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS IMPOSED BY RESOLUTION NO. 76-15 ON MARCH 9, 2015 TO
PERMIT A HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ADDITION TO ASINGLE-FAMILY HOME THAT
WOULD INCREASE THE EXISTING SQUARE FOOTAGE BY MORE THAN 100% AND RESULT IN
EXCESS OF 3,000 SQUARE FEET WHILE ALSO INCREASING THE LEGAL UNIT COUNT FROM
ONE- TO TWO-UNITS, WITHIN AN RH-2 (RESIDENTIAL HOUSE, TWO-FAMILY) ZONING
DISTRICT AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE

On October 17, 2014, Jonathan Pearlman (hereinafter "Project Sponsor"), on behalf of Sunae Chon, filed
Building Permit Application Number 2014.10.17.9274 for the horizontal and vertical expansion to an
existing single-family dwelling at 32 Ord Street. On February 20, 2015, the property was sold to John
Harty, and on March 5, 2015 an Environmental Evaluation application was filed with the Planning
Department (hereinafter "Department").

www.sfplanning.org
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On March 9, 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed interim legislation to impose interim zoning controls

for an 18-month period for parcels in RH-1, RH-2, and RH-3 zoning districts within neighborhoods

known as Corbett Heights and Corona Heights, requiring Conditional Use Authorization for any

residential development on a vacant parcel that would result in total residential square footage exceeding

3,000 square feet; Conditional Use Authorization for any new residential development on a developed

parcel that will increase the e~cisting gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet by more than 75%

without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the existing legal unit

count; and requiring Condifaonal Use authorization for residential development that results in greater

than 55% lot coverage. T'he project site was affected by the interim legislation, requiring Conditional Use

Authorization.

On August 18, 2015, Jonathan Pearlman, on behalf of John Harty, filed Application No. 2014-000174CUA

(hereinafter "Application") with the Department seeking Conditional Use Authorization for horizontal

and vertical additions to the existing single-family dwelling that would increase the existing gross square

footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and more than 75% without an increase to the legal unit count,

within an RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.

The proposal will convert the two-bedroom single-family home with one off-street parking space, into a

four-bedroom single-family home with two off-street parking spaces, and is an addition of approximately

2,985 square feet, bringing the total square footage of the home to approximately 4,750. The addition will

excavate into the upsloping lot at the basement garage and first floor levels, expand the building at the

rear of the second floor, and add a new third story. The upper floor will be set back from the main front

building wall by approximately 10 feet and by approximately 17 feet from the front property line.

On January 4, 2016, the Project Sponsor submitted a revised proposal with the Department that would

provide an additional residential dwelling unit at the first floor. The revised proposal also eliminated

some of the excavation that was proposed at the rear of the first floor, so that the total square footage for

the building was reduced to 4,336 square feet. The previously proposed building envelope at the second

and third stories remained unchanged.

On January 7, 2016, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") conducted a

duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2014-

000174CUA. After receipt of public testimony, the Commission voted 6-0 to continue the item until March

3, 2016. At the hearing, the Commission directed the Project Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors

regarding the Project design and the creation of a viable second unit. The Commission also asked the

Project Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors to resolve any perceived discrepancies between the

surveyed heights shown on the plans and the corresponding 3D massing and shadow studies. To allow

more time in order to resolve these concerns, the Project Sponsor requested a continuance until the April

7, 2016 Commission hearing.

The project is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") as a Class 1 categorical

exemption under CEQA.

The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has

further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department

staff, and other interested parties.
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MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No. 2014-

000174CUA, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 establishing interim zoning controls

imposed by Resolution No. 76-15 on March 9, 2015 to permit expansion of asingle-family home and an

increase in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100% while

also increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, subject to the conditions contained in

"EX~-IIBIT A" of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS

Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and

arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:

1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2. Site Description and Present Use. The project is located on the west side of Ord Street, between

Ord Court and the Vulcan Stairway to the north and 17~ Street and the Saturn Street Steps to the

South, Block 2626, Lot 005. The subject property is located within a RH-2 (Residential House,

Two-Family) District and the 40-X Height and Bulk District, within the Castro/Upper Market

neighborhood. The property is developed with an existing two-story over basement, +/- 1,765

square-feet, single-family structure on a 3,808 square foot lot, originally constructed in 1913 and

without substantial subsequent alterations. Based on review conducted by Planning Department

staff, the existing building is not eligible for listing in the California Register under any criteria

individually or as part of a historic district, and is therefore not an eligible historic resource under

CEQA.

3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The surrounding neighborhood consists of a

mixture of one-, two-, and three-story buildings, containing mostly one- or two-residential

dwelling units. Ord Street slopes up slightly to the north, but the neighborhood as a whole is

characterized by very steep slopes; all of the lots along the western side of Ord Street are steeply

upsloping, in excess of 20 percent. The adjacent building to the north is a two-story over garage,

single-family home, and is two stories in height at the rear yard grade. The adjacent building to

the south is a three-story over garage, two-family dwelling, and is also two stories in height at the

rear yard grade; there is additionally atwo-story cottage at the rear of the lot.

The subject property is within the Castro/LTpper Market neighborhood, and is located

approximately one-quarter mile west of the Castro and Market Street intersection. The

immediately surrounding area is characterized by residential zoning districts, predominantly

RH-2, RH-3, and RM-1, and then transitions around the aforementioned intersection, containing

the Upper Market Street NCD and NCT Districts as well as the Castro Street NCD. These latter

zoning districts are multi-purpose commercial districts, well served by transit including the

Castro Street MUNI station and the historic F-Market streetcar line, and which provide limited

convenience goods to the adjacent neighborhoods, but also provide shopping opportunities for a

broader area.
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4. Project Description. T'he proposal is to expand the existing approximately 1,765 square foot

single-family home through horizontal and vertical additions, which will bring the total area of

the home to approximately 4,208 square feet, an addition of approximately 2,413 square feet,

including the basement garage level. The proposal will convert the two-bedroom single-family

home with one off-street parking space, into atwo-unit home, comprised of atwo-bedroom unit

with 1,374 square feet at the basement and first floor levels, and athree-bedroom unit with 2,834

square feet at the second and third floor levels. The one existing off-street parking space will

remain, and two bicycle parking spaces will be provided within the garage.. The addition will

excavate into the upsloping lot at the basement and first floor levels, expand the building at the

rear of the second floor, and add a new third story. The upper floor will be set back from the

main front building wall by approximately 10 feet and by approximately 17 feet from the front

property line. The proposal utilizes much of the existing building, with minor material changes to

the front facade, and is not tantamount to demolition under Planning Code Section 317. The

proposed additions have been sensitively designed within the context of the adjacent buildings

by providing ample setbacks, and the vertical addition is consistent with the height and massing

of other buildings along the west side of Ord Street, being two stories at the rear yard grade.

5. Public Comment/Community0utreach. The Department has received numerous emails with

regard to the Project from both adjacent neighbors at 30 and 36-38 Ord Street. The first

communication was received on January 8, 2015 with concerns about the accuracy of the plans

and the representation of the subject and adjacent properties. Additionally, the neighbor at 30

Ord Street presented concerns that the Project height and vertical addition would result in

shadowing and loss of function to their rooftop solar panels; also, that the addition at the rear

(including the new third story) would cause significant impacts to light, air, and privacy to their

property, particularly to their living room located at grade in the rear yard, with windows facing

the Subject Property. T'he neighbor at 36-38 Ord Street was concerned that the Project would have

significant impacts to several windows located in proximity to the shared property line and that

face onto the Subject Property.

The Planner has conveyed these communications to the Project Sponsor, and subsequent

revisions addressed the discrepancies and plan deficiencies that were identified in the public

comments. The Planner has also met with the neighbors in person on two occasions, including

one at the project site, so that conditions could be understood from inside both adjacent homes.

The Project Sponsor has revised the plans based on the comments received in order to alleviate

some of the concerns. Specifically, the Project height has been lowered toward the rear of the

proposed structure, so that it does not exceed the height of the solar panels and shadowing does

not occur; additional setbacks and lightwells have been provided to give more protection to the

windows along 36-38 Ord Street; at the rear of the proposed Project, the new building mass will

have a setback of 8'-9" from the shared side property line with 30 Ord Street, resulting in a total

setback of 18'-3" from the adjacent neighbor's living room wall.

Additionally, the Department received an inquiry from Jack Keating of the Eureka Valley

Neighborhood Association on December 9th, 2015 requesting information about the Project and

the Department's internal review procedures more generally for proposals subject to the interim

zoning controls under Ordinance 76-15.
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Following the original Commission hearing on January 7, 2016, the Project Sponsor and

neighbors were in communication regarding the modified Project design. During this time, a

meeting occurred at the Plannning Department, attended by the Project Sponsor, subject property

owner, neighbors and representatives of the Eureka Heights Neighborhood Association and

Corbett Heights Neighborhood Association. The Project Sponsor has submitted three sets of

revisions during this time. With regard to the shadow models for the Project, the Project Sponsor

has revised the parameters of the model and adjusted the sun angle, to more accurately represent

the existing conditions as documented in photographs supplied by the adjacent property owner.

6. Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the

relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:

A. Rear Yard (Section 134). Planning Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard depth

equal to 45% of the total depth of the lot on which the building is situated, except that rear

yard requirements can be reduced to a line on the lot, parallel to the rear lot line, which is the

average between the depths of the rear building walls of both adjacent properties.

The subject property has a lot depth of 136 feet, and a required rear yard depth of 61'-2~/z". The rear

building walls of the adjacent properties would not allow for any reduction of the rear yard

requirement. The Project maintains a rear yard setback of approximately 76'-2 ", with the rear wall of

the third floor 15' from the rear yard line. An elevated walkway connects the third floor with a patio

area and stairs that lead to the second floor below, which do encroach into the required rear yard

setback. However, these features qualify as permitted obstructions pursuant to Planning Code Sections

136(c)(14) and 136(c)(24), as they will be built into the upsloping topography of the site and will not

exceed a height that is 3 feet above grade within the required rear yard area.

B. Open Space (Section 135). Planning Code Section 135 requires a minimum of 125 square feet

of usable open space for each dwelling unit if all private.

The Project proposes to add one (1) additional dwelling unit for a total of two (2) dwelling units on the

property. The upper unit at the second and third floors meets the usable open space requirement

through the provision of a private front deck area at the third floor with approximately 224 square feet

of deck area, exceeding the 125 square feet that is required for the unit as private usable open space.

The lower unit has access to the rear yard through a passage along the northern side of the building. At

the rear, there is a shared common pafio with approximately 216 square feet of area; this exceeds the

166.25 square feet common usable open space requirement for the second unit.

C. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements (Section 138.1). Planning Code Section 138.1

requires one new street tree for every 20 feet of frontage for projects that meet the conditions

contained in Section 806(d) of the Public Works Code.

The Project triggers the requirement contained in the Public Works Code, as it proposes to add at least

500 square feet to the existing building. The subject property has 28 feet of linear frontage and would

SAN fRHNGISCD
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therefore require one (1) street tree. There is an existing street tree proposed to remain, therefore the

requirement is met.

D. Bird Safety (Section 139). Planning Code Section 139 requires that feature-related hazards,

such as free standing glass deck railings, either be treated with bird-friendly glazing ox

limited in size such that no unbroken glazed segment is 24 square feet or larger in size.

The Project proposes free-standing glass deck railings at the rear deck on the third floor level, however

the area of unbroken glazing is only approximately 8 square feet, therefore the requirement is met.

E. Off-Street Parking (Section 151). Planning Code Section 151 requires one off-street parking

space per dwelling unit, and the maximum parking permitted as accessory may not exceed

three spaces, where one is required by Code.

The Project proposes to maintain the existing 1-car garage. The Project with the addition of one unit,

does not constitute a major addition pursuant to Planning Code Section 150. No additional parking is

therefore required by Code.

F. Bicycle Parking (Section 155.2). Planning Code Section 155.2 requires one (1) Class 1 Bicycle

Parking space per dwelling unit, when there is an addition of a dwelling unit.

The Project proposes two (2) Class 1 Bicycle Parking spaces within the garage, therefore the

requirement is met.

G. Density (Section 209.1). Planning Code Section 209.1 permits up to two (2) dwelling units

per lot in an RH-2 District.

The Project proposes to increase the existing legal unit count from one (1) to two (2) units, therefore

the perrrcitted density is not exceeded.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when

reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with

said criteria in that:

A. The proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed

location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with,

the neighborhood or the community.

The proposed Project — a horizontal and vertical expansion of the existing single family home — is

consistent with development patterns in this residential neighborhood and with the requirements of the

Planning Code. The additions have been designed such that a large amount of the increase in square

footage is achieved through excavation into the upsloping lot —approximately 1,558 square feet of the

total expansion, or 65% of the added square footage is below grade —and will therefore be hidden from

the public right-of-way, and with minimal impact to the adjacent neighbors. Much of the existing

structure will be retained. Material changes are proposed for the front facade consistent with common
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residential materials that can be found elsewhere in the neighborhood and a new entry for the second

unit will be created at street level. The other existing openings and proportions of the front facade will

be retained, and the third floor addition will be set back from the main front building wall by 10' and

from the front property line by approximately 17', so as to be minimally visible from the street.

The vertical addition at the third floor raises fhe building height of the subject home, however, it will be

approximately two inches taller than the height of the adjacent neighbor at 30 Ord Street, so that no

shadowing of the adjacent solar panels will occur. The proposed vertical addition will also be 10 feet

lower than the ridge of the adjacent neighbor at 36-38 Ord Street. At the rear, setbacks along the side

property lines have been provided for both adjacent neighbors. Along the northern side, the second floor

(at rear yard grade) will maintain the existing setback of the popout at approximately 4 ;and the new

third floor will be further set back, at 7' from the side property line. In conjunction with the neighbor's

setback, total building separation is 16'-6", which helps minimize shadowing of the adjacent property.

Along the southern side property line, the Project maintains the existing building separation of 1'-7"

at the front of the building. At the rear, the second floor and the new third floor will provide

approximately 6 feet of separation between the buildings and help maintain light and air for the

adjacent property's bedroom windows. The third floor also has a 6' side setback from the southern

property line at fhe front portion of the building.

Although the Project does result in an increase of 138% to the existing square footage, it will create a

higher-quality two family house, one unit with three bedrooms, the other with fwo. The resulting

depth and height of the Project is comparable and consistent with the immediately adjacent buildings

and others in the surrounding neighborhood, and has been sensitively designed with regard to site-

specific constraints. For these reasons, the Project has been found to be desirable for and compatible

with the neighborhood.

B. The use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or

general welfare of persons residing or wanking in the vicinity, or injurious to property,

improvements, or potential development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including,

but not limited to the following:

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and

arrangement of structures;

The Subject Property, similar to many lots within the surrounding neighborhood, is characterized

by a steep slope, with a rear property line that is at least 50 feet higher than the front property line.

The proposed additions will not exceed 55% lot coverage, as stipulated by Code, and is similar in

coverage to both adjacent neighbors. The third floor level is set back from the front facade to be

minimally visible, is in scale with the adjacent building heights, and due to the upsloping nature

of the site, is only one story above grade at the rear of the building. At the rear portion, setbacks

have been provided on both sides of the building relative to the adjacent buildings' own extent of

setbacks. The result is approximately 16'-6" separation from 30 Ord Street, and approximately 6

feet of setback for much of the building at 36-38 Ord Street, which has a number of windows near

the property line. To facilitate privacy, the Project is not proposing any windows at the rear along

the northern or southern walls which would look directly onto either of the adjacent properties.

SAN FRANCISCO
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ii. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of

such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;

The Project does propose to increase the unit count by one (1) unit, however will remain within

the permitted density in the zoning district. This should have minimal impacts to overall traffic

patterns in the neighborhood as the additional unit is a studio, which would likely only have a

single vehicle. Furthermore, the existing house has a single curb cut and off-street parking for one

vehicle; the Project proposes to maintain the existing curb cut and one off-street parking space.

Within the garage are also two (2) Class 1 Bicycle Parking spaces.

The subject property is also in close proximity to several transit lines, located only approximately

a 10-minute walk away from the Castro Street Muni Station, and within aquarter-mile of the 24,

33, 35, and 37 Muni bus lines.

iii. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,

dust and odor;

The Project will not produce noxious or offensive emissions related to noise, glare, and dust.

iv. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,

parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;

The proposal does not include loading or services areas, nor will it include atypical lighting or

signage. The existing front setback is occupied by the entry stair and garage structure, however

the Project proposes an additional small planter at the base of the stair, and will retain the

existing, healthy street tree in front of the property. Additional planters are proposed at the rear,

second and third floor levels, and existing trees in the rear yard will be retained to contribute to an

enjoyable rear yard and open space area. A planter and wood trellis along the northern side of the

front deck at the third floor will help to screen the area and provide privacy to the adjacent

building at 30 Ord Street. The rear deck at the third floor creates level, usable open space within

the steep site conditions, and is located such that it will minimally impact the neighboring

properties and their own enjoyment of their space.

C. That the use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the

Planning Code and will not adversely affect the General Plan.

The proposed Project complies with all applicable requirements and standards of the Planning Code,

and is consistent with the Objectives and Policies of the General Plan as detailed below.

D. That the use or feature as proposed would provide development that is in conformity with

the stated purpose of the applicable Use District.
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The proposed project is consistent with the stated purpose of the RH-2 District. The building structure

is compatible to the height and size of development expected in this District, and within the permitted

density.

8. Interim Zoning Controls (Resolution 76-15). On March 9, 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed

interim legislation to impose interim zoning controls for an 18-month period for parcels in RH-1,

RH-2, and RH-3 zoning districts within neighborhoods known as Corbett Heights and Corona

Heights, requiring Conditional Use Authorization for any residential development on a vacant

parcel that would result in total residential square footage exceeding 3,000 square feet;

Conditional Use Authorization for any new residential development on a developed parcel that

will increase the e~cisting gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet by more than 75%

without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the existing legal

unit count; and requiring Conditional Use authorization for residential development that results

in greater than 55%lot coverage.

The proposed Project proposes residential development on a developed parcel that will increase the

existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100% while also

increasing the existing legal unit count, therefore Conditional Llse Authorization pursuant to

Planning Code Section 303 is required. An application was submitted to that end, and findings were

made in accordance with the requirements of Section 303.

A. The Planning Commission shall only grant a Conditional Use Authorization allowing

residential development to result in greater than 55% lot coverage upon finding unique or

exceptional lot constraints that would make development on the lot infeasible without

exceeding 55% total lot coverage, or in the case of the addition of a residential unit, that such

addition would be infeasible without exceeding 55%total lot coverage.

The Project would not result in greater than 55% lot coverage, therefore additional findings are not

required, however the lot is exceptional and unique due to the steep upsloping grade at the site. A deck

at the third floor and stairs which lead to the second floor below exceed the 55% lot coverage threshold,

but are considered as permitted obstructions under Section 136 of the Code; it would be difficult to

otherwise create usable open space at the rear of the property without these permitted obstructions

exceeding the coverage threshold.

B. The Planning Commission, in considering a Conditional Use Authorization in a situation

where an additional residential unit is proposed on a through lot on which there is already

an existing building on the opposite street frontage, shall only grant such authorization upon

finding that it would be infeasible to add a unit to the already developed street frontage of

the lot.

The Project is not a through lot, nor does it propose to add an additional residential unit, therefore

additional findings are not required.

9. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives

and Policies of the General Plan:
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OBJECTIVE 1:

IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE

CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

Policy 1.1:

Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially

affordable housing.

Policy 1.6:

Consider greater flexibility in number and size of units within established building envelopes in

community based planning processes, especially if it can increase the number of affordable units

in multi-family structures.

The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized home that could accommodate a family

with multiple children or amulti-generational family, while additionally adding one net new unit to the

City's housing stock through the creation of atwo-bedroom unit at the existing structure's basement and

flYSt fI00YS.

OBJECTIVE 4:

FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS

LIFECYCLES.

Policy 4.1:

Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with

children.

The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized hame that could accommodate a family

with multiple children or amulti-generational family. Families with children typically seek more bedrooms

and larger shared living areas, which this home directly provides, and also maintains all bedrooms on the

same living level.

OBJECTIVE 11:

SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN

FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Policy 11.1:

Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,

flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.

Policy 11.2:

SAN fRANGiSCO ~ Q
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Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.

Policy 11.3:

Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing

residential neighborhood character.

The Project supports these policies in that it is an addition that utilizes a large portion of the existing

structure, is sensitively designed within existing site constraints and conforms to the prevailing

neighborhood character. The Project is consistent with all accepted design standards, including those

related to site design, building scale and form, architectural features and building details. The resulting

height and depth is compatible with the existing building scale on the adjacent properties. The building's

form, facade materials, proportions, and third floor addition are also compatible with the surrounding

buildings and consistent with the character of the neighborhood.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT

Objectives and Policies

OBJECTIVE 1:

MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND

INEXPENSIVE TRAVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND OTHER

PARTS OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QUALITY LIVING

ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA.

Policy 1.3:

Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automobile as the means of

meeting San Francisco's transportation needs, particularly those of commuters.

The Project furthers this policy by creating a quality two family house in an area well-served by the City's

public transit system. The Castro Street Muni Station is less than a 10-minute walk from the project site,

and several Muni bus lines (24, 33, 35, and 37) all have stops within aquarter-mile of the site.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT

Objectives and Policies

OBJECTIVE 4:

IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL

SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.

Policy 4.15:

Protect the livability and character of residential properties from the intrusion of incompatible

new buildings.

The Project furthers this policy by ensuring that the proposed addition is not incompatible with the

surrounding properties and neighborhood. The height and depth of the resulting building is compatible
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with the adjacent buildings' scale in terms of bulk and lot coverage. Setbacks have been prouided at the rear

to allow for increased light, air, and privacy to the adjacent buildings; a front setback minimizes the impact

of the addition as seen from the street, and a side setback at the front and planter and privacy trellis

minimize privacy concerns to the neighbors at the front deck area.

10. Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review

of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said

policies in that:

A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future

opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.

This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as tke project is residential and will not affect or

displace any existing neighborhood-serving retail uses.

B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to

preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

The Project is consistent with this policy, as the proposed additions are designed to be consistent with

the height and size typical of the existing neighborhood. The openings and proportions of the existing

facade and entry stair will be retained, and a large portion of the increase in square footage is achieved

below grade through excavation, which will not be perceived from the street or adjacent properties.

C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,

The Project does not propose to remove or add any affordable housing units, nor are any required

under the Planning Code. T'he Project does help to create ahigh-quality two family house. The Project

contributes one net new family-sized unit to the City's housing stock.

D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or

neighborhood parking.

The Project is located in an area well-served by the City's public transit systems, maintains the

existing off-street parking space and provides two bicycle parking spaces. The Castro Muni Rail

Station and several Muni bus lines are in close proximity to the subject property, therefore the Project

will not overburden streets or neighborhood parking. Muni transit service will not be overburdened as

the existing unit count is only increasing by one unit.

E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors

from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for

resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as the project does not include commercial office

development and will not displace industrial or service sector uses.
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F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of

life in an earthquake.

The existing building is substandard relative to earthquake preparedness with removal of some interior

walls, dry rot and foundations that were built in 1927. The Project will meet or exceed all current

California Building Code requirements for earthquake preparedness, and is therefore consistent with

this policy.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.

The Project will not adversely affect any landmarks or historic buildings.

H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from

development.

The Project will not affect any parks or open space, through development upon such lands or impeding

their access to sunlight. No vistas will be blocked or otherwise affected by the proposed project.

11. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code

provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character

and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.

12. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use authorization would promote

the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other

interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other

written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use

Application No. 2014-000174CUA pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 establishing interim

zoning controls imposed by Resolution No. 76-15 on March 9, 2015 to permit expansion of asingle-family

home and an increase in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than

100%, while also increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, within an RH-2

(Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District, subject to the

conditions subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance

with plans on file, dated March 16, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by

reference as though fully set forth.

APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional

Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.

19609. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30-

day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the

Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-

5184, City Hall, Room 244,1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section

66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government

Code Section 66020. T'he protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and

must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development

referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of

imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject

development.

If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the

Planning Commission s adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning

Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the

development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code

Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun

for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.

I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on Apri17, 2016.

J s P, run

Commission Secretary

AYES: Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Johnson, Moore,l2ichards, Wu
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NAYS: None

ABSENT: None

ADOPTED: April 7, 2016
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This authorization is for a conditional use to to permit expansion of asingle-family home and an increase

in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100%, while also

increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, at 32 Ord Street, Block 2626, Lot 005

pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 within an RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family)

District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, dated March 16, 2016,

and stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2014-000174CUA and subject to

conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on April 7, 2016 under Motion No

19609. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not with a

particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning

Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder

of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is

subject to the conditions of approval contained herein .and reviewed and approved by the Planning

Commission on Apri17, 2016 under Motion No 19609.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS

The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19609 shall be

reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit

application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional

Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY

The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section

or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not

affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys

no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent

responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS

Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.

Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a

new Conditional Use authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE

1. Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years

from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a

Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within

this three-year period.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s~planning.org

2. Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year

period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an

application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for

Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit

application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of

the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of

the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued

validity of the Authorization.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s f~lanning.org

3. Diligent pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence

within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued

diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider

revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was

approved.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s~planning.org

4. Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of

the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an

appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or

challenge has caused delay.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s,~planning.org

5. Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other

entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in

effect at the time of such approval.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s,~planning.org
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DESIGN - COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE

6. Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the

building design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be

subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed

and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance. Finished materials and selected

paint color shall be a light color shade, per Commission comments and approval.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-575-9017,

www.sf-~lanning.org

7. Garbage, Composting, and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,

composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly

labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of

recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other

standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level

of the buildings.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-575-9017,

www.sf-~lanning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC

8. Managing Traffic During Construction. T'he Project Sponsor and construction contractors) shall

coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal

Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning

Department, and other construction contractors) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage

traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.

For inforrrcation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s~planni ng. org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC

9. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in

this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject

to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code

Section 176 or Section 176.1. T'he Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to

other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

www.s~,planning.org

10. Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in

complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not

resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the

specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning

Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public

hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
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For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Plarinifig Department at 415-575-6863,

www.sf-planning.org

OPERATION

11. Gazbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers

shall be kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when

being serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to

garbage and recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Llse and Mapping, Department of Public

Works at 415-554-.5810, http:lls~w.org

12. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building

and all sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance

with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public

Works, 415-695-2017, http:lls~w.org

13. Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding

sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.

Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be

directed so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,

wwzv. s~p l a n rT i ng. o rg
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32 ORD STREET IS A RENOVATION AND ADDITION TO A 1913 ECLECTIC STYLE 
HOME IN THE CORONA HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD.  THE PROJECT INCLUDES:

• Creation of a 3 bedroom  / 3 1/2 bath family-sized unit
• Creation of a new 2 bedroom / 2 1/2 bath family-sized unit
• Vertical addition of a new 3rd floor
• Retaining of the existing home

ELEVATIONarchitects • 1159 Green Street , Suite 4 • San Francisco, CA 94109
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CU FINDING 1: 
THAT THE PROPOSED USE OR FEATURE, AT THE SIZE 
AND INTENSITY CONTEMPLATED AND AT THE 
PROPOSED LOCATION WILL PROVIDE A 
DEVELOPMENT THAT IS NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE 
FOR,  AND COMPATIBLE WITH THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
OR COMMUNITY.

THE PROJECT IS DESIRABLE AND COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
OVERALL CHARACTER OF THE CORONA HEIGHTS 
NEIGHBORHOOD 

•  The addition creates two quality family-sized homes with a 
3-bedroom / 3 1/2 bath unit and a 2-bedroom / 2 1/2 bath unit;

•  A significant amount of the increased space of the addition is 
buried in the hill and invisible to the immediate neighbors and the 
community at-large;

•  Most of the existing building will be retained to preserve 
neighborhood character;

•  The new 3rd floor addition is setback 10’-0” from the front façade 
so as to be minimally visible from the street;

•  The addition is 15'-0” less than the allowable 55% lot coverage and 
is only one-story at the rear yard;

•   The design of the addition of the 3rd floor provides for privacy 
between neighbors and a form that reduces shadowing onto the 
neighboring homes.

ELEVATIONarchitects • 1159 Green Street , Suite 4 • San Francisco, CA 94109
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The project is designed to retain the existing house with an addition that is minimally visible from the street
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IS THE PROJECT A MONSTER HOUSE?

The Interim Zoning Controls for Corona Heights are based in the concern that new and renovated 
over-scaled homes are destroying the small-scale character of the neighborhood. From the legislation: 

WHEREAS, The Planning Code encourages development that preserves existing neighborhood character yet 
recent residential development proposals within the boundaries established by this Resolution have been 
significantly larger and bulkier than existing residential buildings

The legislation calls for a Conditional Use hearing for a project with a greater than 100% increase 
over 3,000 square feet (with an additional dwelling unit). The legislation does NOT limit the building 
size to 3,000 square feet. At 4,208 square feet, the project exceeds the 100% increase by 678 square 
feet.

THE FORM AND SCALE

• 64% (1,558 square feet) of the expansion is below grade and unseen from Ord Street or from the 
immediate neighbor's homes

• The 3rd floor addition is 893 square feet

• The 3rd floor addition is set back from the existing facade to not block the north facing windows of 
36-38 Ord.  The addition can be barely seen from the street.

• The 3rd floor addition is virtually the same height as 30 Ord and is significantly lower than 36-38 
Ord Street

• The rear of the 3rd floor has a setback away from 30 Ord creating a separation of 16'-6" at the 
north side property line

• The rear of the 3rd floor is setback 6'-2" from 36-38 Ord Street to allow light into their property 
line windows

• The massing of the new 3rd floor is smaller than the 3rd floor of 30 Ord and substantially smaller 
than the 3rd floor of 36-38 Ord

SENSITIVITY TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD

• Much of the existing house is retained to preserve the character of the street

• The new materials of the facade and addition are all common materials found throughout Corona 
Heights and in all residential neighborhoods of San Francisco

• The existing single-car curb cut and street tree will be retained in the same location 

HARTY RESIDENCE
32 ORD STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA • 94114
PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING:  APRIL 7, 2016
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CU FINDING 2: 
THAT SUCH USE OR FEATURE PROPOSED WILL NOT BE 
DETRIMENTAL TO THE HEALTH, SAFETY, CONVENIENCE OR 
GENERAL WELFARE OF PERSONS IN THE VICINITY, OR INJURIOUS 
TO PROPERTY OR POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE VICINITY, 
WITH RESPECT TO:

(A) THE NATURE OF THE PROPOSED SITE, INCLUDING ITS SIZE AND 
SHAPE,  AND THE PROPOSED SIZE, SHAPE AND ARRANGEMENT OF 
STRUCTURES;

• This is a unique site with 56'-0" of rise from front to rear property line
• 64% of the project is built into the hillside at the basement and 1st floor
• Due to the up-slope, the new 3rd floor is only 1-story above grade at the rear 
portion of the house

(B) THE ACCESSIBILITY AND TRAFFIC PATTERNS, THE TYPE AND VOLUME 
OF SUCH TRAFFIC, AND THE ADEQUACY OF PROPOSED OFF-STREET 
PARKING AND LOADING;

• There is an existing curb cut and a one-car garage. The project retains the curb 
cut and expands the garage for 2 cars
• There is no perceptible change to the nature or volume of traffic

(C) THE SAFEGUARDS  TO PREVENT NOXIOUS OR OFFENSIVE EMISSIONS 
SUCH AS  NOISE, GLARE, DUST AND ODOR;

• There will be no noxious or offensive emissions, noise, glare or dust emanating 
from the building.

(D) TREATMENT GIVEN TO SUCH ASPECTS AS LANDSCAPING, SCREENING, 
OPEN SPACES, PARKING AND LOADING AREAS, SERVICE AREAS, LIGHTING 
AND SIGNS:

• There is no change to the front of the house regarding landscape 
• Privacy for the northern neighbor is created with an 16'-6" side separation from 
the west rear side of 30 Ord 
• The 3rd floor addition is setback 6'-2" from the south property line to provide 
light to the property line windows of 36-38 Ord
• A privacy screen to the upper floor windows of 30 Ord is provided at the 
northeast corner of the new 3rd floor deck

ELEVATIONarchitects • 1159 Green Street , Suite 4 • San Francisco, CA 94109
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3rd floor addition

Sub-grade addition

Existing house
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CU FINDING 3: 
THAT SUCH USE AND FEATURE WILL COMPLY WITH THE APPLICABLE 
PROVISIONS OF THE CODE AND WILL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE MASTER PLAN.

The design of the remodel and addition to 32 Ord Street complies with all code provisions and its dimensions, mass and 
form are all well below all code maximums allowed in this RH-2 district.

Sec. 132: Front Setback Area in RH District:
There is no change to the location of the front of the building as the front entry stair and façade are retained in this project.
The new 3rd floor addition is setback 10’-0” from the front façade.

Sec 134(a)(2): Rear Yard Setback: 45% of total depth of the lot
The proposed addition to this building will be within the allowed area.

Sec 138.1 (c)(1)(B)(i)(cc): Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements
There is a healthy “Bottle Brush” street tree in front of the house which will be maintained

Sec. 151(b): Schedule of Required Off-street Parking Spaces
The project proposes to add one additional parking space for a total of 2 off-street parking spaces. 
The project will retain the single width garage door.

Sec. 155.2.(a)(3): Bicycle Parking For addition to a building or lot that increases the building's gross floor area by more than 20 percent;

One Class 1 bicycle parking space will be provided in the garage.
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CU FINDING 3: 
THAT SUCH USE AND FEATURE WILL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE MASTER PLAN.

1) That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such 
businesses enhanced: The existing building is residential with no business use.
 
2) That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our 
neighborhoods: Retaining the existing house and setting the new 3rd floor addition back 10'-0" will conserve existing housing and neighborhood character.

3) That the City’s supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced: There is no affordable housing on this site.

4) That commuter traffic not impede Muni transit service or overburden our streets or neighborhood parking.
The existing curb cut will be retained and with the addition of a 2nd dwelling unit there may be one or two additional cars on this street

5) That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and 
that future opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
There is no existing industrial or service sector use on this site.

6) That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life in an earthquake.
The existing building is sub-standard relative to earthquake preparedness with some dry rot and foundations built in 1913.  The new building will meet or exceed 
performance standards of the current California Building Code.

7) That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The existing building is not considered a historic resource and has been classified with a status rating of "C". Despite this listing, the project retains the 100 year old house.

8) That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from development.
There are no parks or open space in the vicinity of the proposed project. There will be no effect on parks and open space.



9 AM, December 21 12 PM, December 21 3 PM, December 21 

The neighbor to the north at 30 Ord Street has expressed concern that the 3rd floor 
addition to 32 Ord Street would throw additional shadow on his home. These diagrams 
represent the worst case scenario on the first day of winter, December 21.  There is a 
small increase of shadow during the mid-day hours.
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9 AM, March 21 and September 21 12 PM, March 21 and September 21 3 PM, March 21 and September 21 

At the Spring and Fall equinox, there is no change to the shadowing on 30 Ord.  
These diagrams are based on surveyed heights and locations.
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RESPONDING TO COMMISSION CONCERNS

REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT SINCE THE CU 
HEARING ON JANUARY 7, 2016

• The project sponsor has revised the project 3 times in response to the 
neighbor's concerns

• The project sponsor met with the neighbors and representatives of the 
neighborhood association and provided all drawings to them for their 
review

• The project sponsor acknowledges that the sun path study was not 
accurate.  It has been updated to reflect actual light conditions with a 
revision of 1.75º

• The project size has been reduced by 125 square feet while increasing the 
2nd unit by 885 square feet

• The 2nd unit has been increased from 490 square foot studio to a 1,374 
square foot 2 bedroom/ 2 1/2 bath unit with its own street level entry

• The upper unit has been reduced to a 3 bedroom / 3 1/2 bath unit

• The parapet has been lowered so it is lower than the solar panels on 30 
Ord

• The rear extension into the rear yard has been reduced by 9'-6" to be 
15'-0" from the rear yard setback line

• The side setback of 6'-2" to 36-38 Ord has been extended by 13'-0" 
impacting only one property line window

• The design of the rear of the 3rd floor has increased the privacy between 
the neighboring houses

ELEVATIONarchitects • 1159 Green Street , Suite 4 • San Francisco, CA 94109
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The 3rd floor addition is smaller than the 3rd floor of both 30 Ord and 36-38 Ord.
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THIS PROJECT MEETS ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION
AND COMPLETELY COMPLIES WITHTHE CORONA HEIGHTS INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS

THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS DESIREABLE TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND WILL HAVE VIRTUALLY NO IMPACT
ON THE NEIGHBORHOOD, ORD STREET AND THE IMMEDIATE NEIGHBORS

• Project is fully in context and is NOT larger or bulkier than neighboring houses on Ord Street
• Project adds a family-sized unit to the community
• Project retains existing 1913 house to preserve character of the street
• Project additions are either buried into the hillside or minimally visible from the street
• Project is respectful to immediate neighbors

HARTY RESIDENCE
32 ORD STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA • 94114
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A-2.02 (E) 2ND FLOOR & ROOF PLANS

A-2.1 (N) BASEMENT & 1ST FLOOR PLANS
A-2.2 (N) 2ND & 3RD FLOOR PLANS

A-3.01 (E) EAST ELEVATION
A-3.02 (E) SOUTH ELEVATION
A-3.03 (E) NORTH ELEVATION
A-3.04 (E) BUILDING SECTION

A-3.1 (N) EAST ELEVATION
A-3.2 (N) SOUTH ELEVATION
A-3.3 (E) & (N) WEST ELEVATIONS
A-3.4 (N) NORTH ELEVATION
A-3.5 (N) BUILDING SECTION

VICINITY MAP

PERMITS

• SITE PERMIT
• ADDENDA FOR ARCHITECTURAL, STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
• ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING PERMITS TO BE FILED SEPARATELY

APPLICABLE CODES

BUILDING: 2013 CBC 
MECHANICAL: 2010 CMC  
PLUMBING: 2013 CPC 
ELECTRICAL: 2013 CEC 
FIRE: 2013 CFC 
ENERGY: 2013 CEC (TITLE 24, PART 6)

SCOPE OF WORK

• REMODEL INTERIOR OF HOUSE. ADD 3RD FLOOR. 
• EXPAND BASEMENT AND 1ST FLOOR 
   TO ADD NEW DWELLING UNIT

PLANNING DEPARTMENT NOTES

LOCATION: 32 ORD STREET 
BLOCK/LOT: 2626/005
ZONING: RH-2
EXISTING BUILDING USE: 1-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
PROPOSED BUILDING USE: 2-UNIT RESIDENTIAL 
SETBACKS: FRONT: AVERAGE (NO CHANGE)  

SIDE:  NONE REQUIRED
REAR: 45% OF LOT: NOT < 15'-0"

HEIGHT & BULK: 40-X
(E): BUILDING HEIGHT: 31'-8" 
(N): BUILDING HEIGHT: 39'-0"
PARKING: 1-CAR GARAGE 
PARKING: 1-CAR GARAGE 

BUILDING DEPARTMENT NOTES

OCCUPANCY CLASS: R-3
OCCUPANCY SEPARATION: 1-HR BETWEEN GARAGE AND LIVING SPACE

1-HR BETWEEN UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2
CONSTRUCTION TYPE : V-B
NUMBER OF FLOORS: 3 STORIES OVER BASEMENT

SQUARE FOOTAGE CALCULATIONS

EXISTING NEW 
BASEMENT:         200 SF 1,003 SF
1ST FLOOR: 315 SF 1,070 SF
2ND FLOOR: 1,250 SF 1,242 SF 
3RD FLOOR:    893 SF + 224 SF DECK

TOTAL: 1,765 SF 4,208 SF + 224 SF DECK  

UNIT 1: 2,834 SF
UNIT 2: 1,374 SF

GENERAL NOTES

1. THESE DRAWINGS CONSTITUTE A PORTION OF THE CONTRACT 
DOCUMENTS AS DEFINED IN AIA DOCUMENT A201, THE GENERAL 
CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCTION. REFER TO 
PROJECT MANUAL.

2. IN BEGINNING WORK, CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGES THOROUGH 
FAMILIARITY WITH THE BUILDING SITE CONDITIONS, WITH THE 
DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS, WITH THE DELIVERY FACILITIES AND 
ALL OTHER MATTERS AND CONDITIONS WHICH MAY AFFECT THE 
OPERATIONS AND COMPLETION OF THE WORK AND ASSUMES ALL RISK. 
CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY SURVEY DIMENSIONS BEFORE COMMENCING 
WORK.  CONTRACTOR SHALL REPORT, AT ONCE, TO THE ARCHITECT ANY 
ERROR, INCONSISTENCY OR OMISSION THAT MAY BE DISCOVERED AND 
CORRECT AS DIRECTED, IN WRITING, BY THE ARCHITECT.

3. BY ACCEPTING AND USING THESE DRAWINGS, CONTRACTOR AGREES 
TO ASSUME SOLE AND COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITY  FOR JOB SITE 
SAFETY CONDITIONS DURING THE COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION OF THIS 
PROJECT, INCLUDING SAFETY OF ALL PERSONS AND PROPERTY; THAT 
THIS REQUIREMENT SHALL APPLY CONTINUOUSLY  AND NOT BE 
LIMITED TO NORMAL WORKING HOURS AND THAT THE CONTRACTOR 
SHALL DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD THE OWNER AND THE 
ARCHITECT HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY, REAL OR 
ALLEGED, IN CONNECTION WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK ON 
THIS PROJECT, EXCEPTING LIABILITY ARISING FROM THE SOLE 
NEGLIGENCE OF THE OWNER, THE ARCHITECT OR ANY UNAUTHORIZED 
PERSON ON THE SITE WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE CONTRACTOR.

4. ARCHITECT AND OWNER WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY 
CHANGES IN PLANS, DETAILS OR SPECIFICATIONS UNLESS APPROVED 
IN WRITING IN ADVANCE OF CONSTRUCTION.

5. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS. WRITTEN DIMENSIONS SHALL HAVE 
PRECEDENCE OVER SCALED DIMENSIONS.  CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY 
AND BE MADE COMPLETELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL DIMENSIONS AND 
CONDITIONS SHOWN AND A WRITTEN CHANGE ORDER REQUEST SHALL 
BE ISSUED BEFORE MAKING ANY CHANGES AT THE JOB SITE.

6. CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOCATING ANY AND ALL 
EXISTING UNDERGROUND UTILITIES.  ALL DAMAGE TO SUCH SHALL BE 
REPAIRED AT CONTRACTOR EXPENSE.

7. CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE BRACING AND SUPPORT AS REQUIRED TO 
MAINTAIN THE INTEGRITY AND SAFETY OF THE EXISTING STRUCTURE 
AND ADJACENT STRUCTURE(S)  AS NECESSARY.

8. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF STUD, FACE OF CMU OR 
CENTERLINE OF STEEL, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

9. ALL EXISTING WALLS, FLOORS AND CEILING AT REMOVED, NEW OR 
MODIFIED CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE PATCHED AS REQUIRED TO MAKE 
SURFACES WHOLE, SOUND AND TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT 
CONSTRUCTION, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE NOTED.

10. ALL WORK SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE 
AND LOCAL BUILDING CODES AND SAFETY ORDINANCES IN EFFECT AT 
THE PLACE OF BUILDING.

11. ALL DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND COPIES THEREOF 
FURNISHED BY THE ARCHITECT ARE COPYRIGHTED DOCUMENTS. 
THESE DOCUMENTS ARE THE INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE AND AS 
SUCH, SHALL REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF ELEVATION ARCHITECTS AND
THE PROPERTY OWNER WHETHER THE PROJECT FOR WHICH THEY ARE 
INTENDED IS EXECUTED OR NOT.  THESE DOCUMENTS SHALL NOT BE 
USED BY ANYONE OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY OWNER FOR OTHER 
PROJECTS, ADDITIONS TO THIS PROJECT OR FOR COMPLETION OF THIS 
PROJECT BY OTHERS EXCEPT AS AGREED IN WRITING BY ELEVATION 
ARCHITECTS AND WITH APPROPRIATE COMPENSATION.

SUBMISSION OR DISTRIBUTION TO MEET OFFICIAL REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
PROJECT IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS PUBLICATION IN DEROGATION 
OF THE ARCHITECT'S COMMON LAW COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESERVED 
RIGHTS.

12. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL TAKE APPROPRIATE STEPS THROUGHOUT 
THE EXECUTION OF THE PROJECT TO PREVENT AIRBORNE DUST DUE 
TO THE WORK.  MAINTAIN WORK AREAS CLEAN AND FREE FROM UNDUE 
ENCUMBRANCES  AND REMOVE SURPLUS MATERIALS AND WASTE AS 
THE WORK PROGRESSES.

13. IT IS THE INTENT OF THESE DOCUMENTS TO FULLY COMPLY WITH 
THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) AND TITLE 24 OF THE 
CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS.  WHERE A REQUIREMENT IS IN 
CONFLICT, THE MORE STRINGENT REQUIREMENT SHALL GOVERN. 
WHERE DIMENSIONS, SLOPE GRADIENTS AND OTHER CRITICAL 
CRITERIA ARE NOTED, THEY ARE TO BE ADHERED TO EXACTLY, UNLESS 
NOTED AS APPROXIMATE.  CONTRACTOR'S FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 
ANY PROVISION DESCRIBED IN THE DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS  
RELATED TO THESE ACCESSIBILITY  LAWS AND CODES WILL REQUIRE 
CORRECTION, AT CONTRACTOR'S EXPENSE.  WHERE MAXIMUM 
DIMENSIONS AND SLOPE GRADIENTS ARE NOTED, NO EXCEPTION WILL 
BE MADE FOR EXCEEDING THESE REQUIREMENTS.

PROJECT TEAM

Building Owner:
John Harty
627 Occidental Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94402
Contact:John Harty
Phone: 415-716-0093
dharty913@yahoo.com

Architect:
Elevation Architects
1159 Green Street, Suite 4
San Francisco, CA 94109
Contact: Jonathan Pearlman
415.537.1125 x101
jonathan@elevationarchitects.com
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Construction activity stormwater pollution 
prevention and site runoff controls - Provide a 
construction site Stormwater Pollution Prevention 
Plan and implement SFPUC Best Management 
Practices.

〈 See CA T24 Part 11 Section 

5.714.7

Acoustical Control: Wall and roof-ceilings STC 50, exterior windows STC 30, party 
walls and floor-ceiling STC 40. (13C.5.507.4)

Limited exceptions. See CA T24 
Part 11 Section 5.714.6

Air Filtration: Provide at least MERV-8 filters in regularly occupied spaces of 
mechanically ventilated buildings. (13C.5.504.5.3)

n/r

〈 

(Testing & Balancing)

Paints and coatings: Comply with VOC limits in the Air Resources Board
Architectural Coatings Suggested Control Measure and California Code of Regulations 
Title 17 for aerosol paints. (13C.5.504.4.3)

Adhesives, sealants and caulks: Comply with VOC limits in SCAQMD Rule 1168 
VOC limits and California Code of Regulations Title 17 for aerosol adhesives. (13C.5.504.4.1)

n/r n/r n/r

CFCs and Halons: Do not install equipment that contains CFCs or Halons. (13C.5.508.1)

Construction Waste Management: Divert 75% of construction and demolition 
debris (i.e. 10% more than required by the San Francisco Construction & Demolition Debris 
Ordinance)

Meet C&D ordinance only

Renewable Energy or Enhanced Energy Efficiency
Effective January 1, 2012: Generate renewable energy on-site equal to ≥1% of total 
annual energy cost (LEED EAc2), OR
demonstrate an additional 10% energy use reduction (total of 25% compared to Title 24 
Part 6 2008), OR
purchase Green-E certified renewable energy credits for 35% of total electricity use
 (LEED EAc6).

n/r

n/r n/r n/r

Meet LEED prerequisites

Meet C&D ordinance only

n/rn/r n/r n/r

GOLD SILVER SILVER

n/r n/r n/r n/r

50

 

n/r

n/r
See San Francisco Planning

Code 155

n/r n/r

n/r

Adjustment for retention / demolition of
historic features / building:

Final number of required points (base number +/-
adjustment)

Gross Building Area 2,541 SF Primary Occupancy Single Family

# of Dwelling Units 1 Height to highest occupied floor 25'-9"

Project Name Owiesny Residence Block/Lot 1282/029

Type of Project Proposed (Indicate at right)

Instructions:
As part of application for site permit, this form acknowledges the specific green building requirements that apply to a project 
under San Francisco Building Code Chapter 13C, California Title 24 Part 11, and related local codes. Attachment C3, C4, or C5 
will be due with the applicable addendum. To use the form:
(a) Provide basic information about the project in the box at left. This info determines which green building requirements apply.
AND
(b) Indicate in one of the columns below which type of project is proposed. If applicable, fill in the blank lines below to identify the 
number of points the project must meet or exceed. A LEED or GreenPoint checklist is not required to be submitted with the 
site permit application, but such tools are strongly recommended to be used.
Solid circles in the column indicate mandatory measures required by state and local codes. For projects applying LEED or 
GreenPoint Rated, prerequisites of those systems are mandatory. This form is a summary; see San Francisco Building Code
Chapter 13C for details.

LEED PROJECTS
New Large 

Commercial

New 
Residential 
Mid-Rise1

New 
Residential 
High-Rise1

Commercial Interior

  

  Requirements below only apply when the measure is applicable to the project. Code
  references below are applicable to New Non-Residential buildings. Corresponding 
  requirements for additions and alterations can be found in Title 24 Part 11. Division 5.7.
  Requirements for additions or alterations apply to applications received July 1, 2012 or
  after3

ALL PROJECTS, AS APPLICABLE

Energy Efficiency: Demonstrate a 15% energy use reduction compared to 2008 
California Energy Code, Title 24, Part 6 (13C.5.201.1.1)

GREENPOINT RATED PROJECTS
Proposing a GreenPoint Rated Project
(Indicate at right by checking the box.)

Base number of required Greenpoints: 75

Stormwater Control Plan: Projects disturbing ≥ 
5,000 square feet must implement a Stormwater 
Control Plan meeting SFPUC Stormwater Design 
Guidelines
Water Efficient Irrigation - Projects that include
≥1,000 square feet of new or modified landscape 
must comply with the SFPUC Water Efficient Irrigation 
Ordinance

Recycling by Occupants - Provide adequate space 
and equal access for storage, collection and loading of compostable, recyclable and 
landfill materials. See Administrative Bulletin 088 for details.

Construction Waste Management - Comply with 
the San Francisco Construction & Demolition 
Debris Ordinance

Other New
Non-

Residential

Addition
 >2,000 sq ft

OR
Alteration
>500,0003

  LEED certification level (includes prerequisites:

  Base number of required points:

GOLD GOLD GOLD

60
  Adjustment for retention / demolition of historic
  features / building:

50 60 60 60

n/a

Commercial 
Alteration Residential Alteration

  Final number of required points
  (base number +/- adjustment)

  Bicycle parking: Provide short-term and long-term bicycle
  parking for 5% of total motorized parking capacity each, or meet
  San Francisco Planning Code Sec 155, whichever is greater, or
  meet LEED credit SSc4.2. (13C.5.106.4)

  Designated parking: Mark 8% of total parking stalls
  for low-emitting, fuel efficient, and carpool/van pool vehicles.
  (13C.5.106.5)

  Water Meters: Provide submeters for spaces projected 
  to consume more than 1,000 gal/day, or more than 100 gal/day if in
  building over 50,000 sq ft. (13C5.303.1)

  Air Filtration: Provide at least MERV-13 filters in residential 
  buildings in air-quality hot-spots (or LEED credit IEQ 5).  (SF Health 
  Code Article 38 and SF Building Code 1203.5)

  Enhanced Commissioning of Building Energy Systems
  LEED EA 3

  Renewable Energy or Enhanced Energy Efficiency
  Effective 1/1/2012:
  Generate renewable energy on-site ≥1% of total annual energy 
  cost (LEED EAc2), OR
  Demonstrate an additional 10% energy use reduction (total of 25%
  compared to Title 24 Part 6 2008), OR
  Purchase Green-E certified renewable energy credits for 35% of
  total electricity use (LEED EAc6).

  Water Use - 30% Reduction LEED WE 3, 2 points

  Enhanced Refrigerant Management LEED EA 4

  Acoustical Control: Wall and roof-ceilings STC 50, exterior
  windows STC 30, party walls and floor-ceilings STC 40. (13C.5.507.4)

  Air Filtration: Provide at least MERV-8 filters in regularly
  occupied spaces of mechanically ventilated buildings (or LEED
  credit IEQ 5). (13C.5.504.5.3)

1) New residential projects of 75' or greater must use the "New Resi-
dential High-Rise" column. New residential projects with >3 occupied
floors and less than 7t feet to the highest occupied floor may choose
to apply the LEED for Homes Mid-Rise rating system; if so, you must
use the "new Residential Mid-Rise" column.

2) LEED for Homes Mid-Rise projects must meet the "Silver" standard,
including all prerequisites. The number of points required to achieve
Silver depends on unit size. See LEED for Homes Mid-Rise Rating
System to confirm the base number of points required.

3) Requirements for additions or alterations apply to applications
received on or after July 1, 2012.

Notes

Meet all California Green Building Standards
Code requirements
(CalGreen measures for residential projects have been integrated into the 
GreenPoint Rated system.)

GreenPoint Rated (i.e. meets all prerequisites)

Energy Efficiency: Demonstrate a 15% energy use
reduction compared to 2008 California Energy Code,
Title 24, Part 6.

  Low-Emitting Materials LEED IEQ 4.1.4.2, 4.3, and 4.4

  Indoor Air Quality Management Plan LEED IEQ 3.1

See CBC 1207

n/r n/r

Meet LEED prerequisites

n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r

n/r n/r

n/r n/r n/r

n/r

n/r n/r
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Carpet: All carpet must meet one of the following:
   1. Carpet and Rug Institute Green Label Plus Program
   2. California Department of Public Health Standard Practice for the testing of VOCs
   (Specification 01350)
   3. NSF/ANSI 140 at the Gold level
   4. Scientific Certifications Systems Sustainable Choice
   AND Carpet cushion must meet CRI Green Label,
   AND Carpet adhesive must not exceed 50 g/L VOC content. (13C.5.504.4.4)

OTHER APPLICABLE NON-RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

Bicycle Parking: Provide short-term and long term bicycle parking for 5% of total 
motorized parking capacity each, or meet San Francisco Planning Code Sec 155, 
whichever is greater (or LEED credit SSc4.2). (13C.5.106.4)
Fuel efficient vehicle and carpool parking: Provide stall marking for 
low-emitting, fuel efficient, and carpool/van pool vehicles; approximately 8% of total 
spaces (13C 5 106 5)

Type of Project Proposed (Check box if applicable)

Protect duct openings and mechanical equipment during construction 
(13C.5.504.3)

Water Meters: Provide submeters for spaces projected to consume >1,000 gal/day, 
or >100 gal/day if in buildings over 50,000 sq  ft

Indoor Water Efficiency:  Reduce overall use of potable water within the building by 20% for showerheads, lavatories, kitchen 
faucets, wash fountains, water closets, and urinals. (13C.5.504.3)

Commissioning: For new buildings greater than 10,000 square feet, commissioning 
shall be included in the design and construction of the project to verify that the building 
systems and components meet the owner's project requirements. (13C.5.410.2) 
 OR for buildings less than 10,000 sq ft, testing and adjusting of systems is required.

Green Building: Site Permit Checklist
BASIC INFORMATION:
These facts, plus the primary occupancy, determine which requirements apply. For details, see AB 093 Attachment A Table 1.

Address   209 Grattan Street
Design Professional/Applicant: Sign & Date 

Number of occupied floors 4

Overall Requirements:

Specific Requirements: (n/r indicates a measure is not required)

  15% Energy Reduction
  Compared to Title-24 2008 (or ASHRAE 90.1-2007)
  LEED EA 1, 3 points

  Construction Waste Management - 75% Diversion AND comply 
  with San Francisco Construction & Demolition Debris Ordinance
  LEED MR 2, 2 points

Additional Requirements for New A, B, I, OR M Occupancy Projects 5,000 - 25,000 Square Feet

Composite wood: Meet CARB Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood (13C.5.504.4.5)

Resilient flooring systems: For 50% of floor area receiving resilient flooring, install
resilient flooring complying with the VOC-emission limits defined in the 2009 Collaborative
for High Performance Schools (CHPS) criteria or certified under the Resilient Floor
Covering Institute (RFCI) FloorScore program. (13C.5.504.4.6)

n/r

LEED
prerequisite only

Environmental Tobacco Smoke: Prohibit smoking within 25 feet of building 
entries, outdoor air intakes, and operable windows. (13C.5.504.7)

n/r n/r

A-0.2

Green Building
Site Permit Submittal

      Harty Residence 

  4,143 SF

   2626/005          32 Ord Street        

   3   32'-1"

October 16, 2014

#    date     issue
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093 Attachment A Table 1.

Address 2
Design Professional/Applicant: Sign Sign Sign ign Sign Sign SignggngggnSign & Da& Da& Da& D& D& Da& Date& DaDD& D& DD  

Number of occupied floors 

      32 Ord Street 

 333333333333

October 16, 20142-UNIT RESIDENTIAL MARCH 1, 2016
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 SEC. 317(b)(2)   "Residential  Demolition" shall mean any of  the 
following:
         (A)   Any work on a Residential Building for which the 
Department of  Building Inspection determines that an application 
for a demolition permit is required, or

==> DBI DOES NOT CONSIDER THIS A DEMOLITION

         (B)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the sum of  the Front Facade and 
Rear Facade and also proposes the removal of  more than 65% of  
the sum of  all exterior walls, measured in lineal feet at the 
foundation level, or

==> 54% OF THE SUM OF THE FRONT AND REAR FACADES 
REMOVED AND ALSO THE REMOVAL OF 47% OF ALL EXTERIOR 
WALLS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

         (C)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the Vertical Envelope Elements 
and more than 50% of  the Horizontal Elements of  the existing 
building, as measured in square feet of  actual surface area.

==> REMOVAL OF 35% OF VERTICAL ELEMENTS AND 40% OF 
HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

DOES NOT MEET THE DEFINITION OF DEMOLITION:  SEC. 317 (b)(2)

DEMOLITION CALCULATIONS
CHART FROM PG. 9 OF SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DOCUMENT:
ZONING CONTROLS ON THE REMOVAL OF DWELLING UNITS
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 SEC. 317(b)(2)   "Residential  Demolition" shall mean any of  the 
following:
         (A)   Any work on a Residential Building for which the 
Department of  Building Inspection determines that an application 
for a demolition permit is required, or

==> DBI DOES NOT CONSIDER THIS A DEMOLITION

         (B)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the sum of  the Front Facade and 
Rear Facade and also proposes the removal of  more than 65% of  
the sum of  all exterior walls, measured in lineal feet at the 
foundation level, or

==> 54% OF THE SUM OF THE FRONT AND REAR FACADES 
REMOVED AND ALSO THE REMOVAL OF 47% OF ALL EXTERIOR 
WALLS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

         (C)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the Vertical Envelope Elements 
and more than 50% of  the Horizontal Elements of  the existing 
building, as measured in square feet of  actual surface area.

==> REMOVAL OF 35% OF VERTICAL ELEMENTS AND 40% OF 
HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

DOES NOT MEET THE DEFINITION OF DEMOLITION:  SEC. 317 (b)(2)
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East/West Elevation
Demo Plan

A-3.010 1' 2' 4' 8' 16'

LINEAR FOOTAGE MEASUREMENT

ELEMENT LENGTH REMOVED % REMOVED

FRONT FAÇADE 27'-0" 2'-7" 10%
REAR FAÇADE 26'-6" 26'-6" 100%
TOTALS 53'-6" 29'-1" 54%

NORTH SIDE 49'-0" 28'-0" 57%
SOUTH SIDE 49'-0" 13'-10" 28%
TOTALS 151'-6" 68'-4" 47%

AREA MEASUREMENT

VERTICAL ELEMENTS
FRONT FAÇADE 1,028 SF 28 SF 3%
REAR FAÇADE 410 SF 410 SF 100%
NORTH SIDE 1,078 SF 538 SF 50%
SOUTH SIDE 1,145 SF 314 SF 27%
VERTICAL TOTAL 3,661 SF 1,290 SF 35%

HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS
1ST FLOOR 277 SF 0 SF 0%
2ND FLOOR 1,249 SF 195 SF 60%
ROOF 1,249 SF 914 SF 73%
HORIZONTAL TOTALS 2,775 SF 1,035 SF 40%

 SEC. 317(b)(2)   "Residential  Demolition" shall mean any of  the 
following:
         (A)   Any work on a Residential Building for which the 
Department of  Building Inspection determines that an application 
for a demolition permit is required, or

==> DBI DOES NOT CONSIDER THIS A DEMOLITION

         (B)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the sum of  the Front Facade and 
Rear Facade and also proposes the removal of  more than 65% of  
the sum of  all exterior walls, measured in lineal feet at the 
foundation level, or

==> 54% OF THE SUM OF THE FRONT AND REAR FACADES 
REMOVED AND ALSO THE REMOVAL OF 47% OF ALL EXTERIOR 
WALLS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

         (C)   A major alteration of  a Residential Building that proposes 
the Removal of  more than 50% of  the Vertical Envelope Elements 
and more than 50% of  the Horizontal Elements of  the existing 
building, as measured in square feet of  actual surface area.

==> REMOVAL OF 35% OF VERTICAL ELEMENTS AND 40% OF 
HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS. THEREFORE, THIS DOES NOT APPLY.

DOES NOT MEET THE DEFINITION OF DEMOLITION:  SEC. 317 (b)(2)
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DEMOLITION CALCULATIONS
CHART FROM PG. 9 OF SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DOCUMENT:
ZONING CONTROLS ON THE REMOVAL OF DWELLING UNITS

DEMOLITION CALCULATION

(E) ELEVATION: 1,028 SF
REMOVED:  28 SF 
PERCENT REMOVED: 3%

DEMOLITION CALCULATION

(E) ELEVATION: 410 SF
REMOVED:  410 SF 
PERCENT REMOVED: 100%
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NOTICE TO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF APPEAL.. 
FROM ACTION OF THE CITY PL.ANNING COMMISsftirtr· - ) 

Notice is hereby given of an appeal to the Board of Supervisors from the following action of the City 
Planning Commission. 

The property is located at 

Date of City Planning Commission Action 
{Attach a Copy of Planning Commission's Decision) 

Appeal Filing Date 

___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for reclassification of 
property, Case No. ____________ _ 

___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for establishment, 
abolition or modification of a set-back line, Case No. ____________ _ 

>< The Planning Commission approved in whole or in part an application for conditional use 
authorization, Case No. ;(0l4-0C0174 CUA . 

___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for conditional use 
authorization, Case No. _____________ _ 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process5 
August 2011 



Statement of Appeal: 

a) Set forth the part(s) of the decision the appeal is taken from: 

b) Set forth the reasons in support of your appeal: 

Person to Whom 
Notices Shall Be Mailed 

~o otd <S'f..r-QQ~ 
Si?V} ~VlCi5CO; CA g411t 

Address 

Telephone Number 

twtti!i/: b..A.@ul/af (i)1WllOI ii .covvi 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process6 
August 2011 

Name and Address of Person Filing Appeal: 

~a~ WQ~S . 

{J~.?Jld~V1i- of Coi-b~ f-/,~;ri~s f\)~~Vibor) 
Name 

76 l-10110 0fr.~d-
75aV! "Pivtl/lci'5co 1 cA 2411~ 

Address 

Telephone Number 

tVll\oid ·: 30\"f@coi--b~#-i?Q~l1f-s _ o~ 



Statement of Appeal: 

a) The set forth part(s) of the decision the appeal is taken from: 

The approval of Conditional Use Authorization No. 2014-00017 4CUA, 
including, among other things, to permit an increase to the existing 
square footage by more than 100%. 

b) Set forth the reason in support of your appeal: 

Among other things, the project fails to meet the criteria of the Interim 
Zoning Controls Legislation and it fails to meet the City's Conditional 
Use requirements. Specifically the project is undersirable for the 
neighborhood and it is detrimental to its neighbors. Further, the permit 
application is based on factually incorrect claims. 

We incorporate by reference materials submitted and presented at the 
Planning Commission Conditional Use Hearings. We will provide further 
explanation, testimony and materials in our brief and at the Board of 
Supervisors Hearing. 



CORBETT HEIGHTS NEIGHBORS 
www.corbettheights.org 

May 2, 2016 

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Re: Conditional Use Appeal: 32 Ord St. Board of Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is Gary Weiss. I am the President of Corbett Heights Neighbors, a 
neighborhood association that is registered with the City and County of San 
Francisco and the Secretary of State of California. 

Corbett Heights Neighbors supported Supervisor Scott Wiener's Interim Zoning 
Controls legislation that were passed in 2015. 
Th is project, as currently designed, does not comply with the intent of the 
legislation. We feel that there are alternative solutions that would allow for an 
equally good design and that would respect the Interim Zoning Controls. We 
previously requested that the Planning Commission deny the Conditional Use 
authorization. We are appealing their decision (Case Number 2014-000174CUA) 
for the same reasons. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Weiss, President 
Corbett Heights Neighbors 

cc: Supervisor Scott Wiener 



May 5, 2016 

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103-9425 

Gary Weiss 
President of Corbett Heights Neighbors 
78 Mars Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

32 Ord Street Appeal: Letter of Authorization 

To whom it may concern 

I am the Appellant of the 32 Ord Street Conditional Use Authorization Case No 
2014-000174CUA. I authorize ~itl:: ~dotr to act as my agent and 
on my behalf for all purposes of this a eal. 

Please communicate directly with: 

b~rk ~;.lor~. _ , 
'?Jo OlU( '5~~~1, '3cw1 FN11VLCc5cO, CA ::1~119 
b A~~v1;'1a"(§)~w01; L.coVVI j C415) ~ ~7 -'?if15 



May 5, 2016 

Office of the Clerk of the Board 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 

Gary Weiss 
President of Corbett Heights Neighbors 
78 Mars Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

32 Ord Street Appeal: Letter of Authorization 

To whom it may concern 

I am the Appellant of the 32 Ord Street Conditional Use Authorization Case No 
2014-000174CUA. I authorize bl1-b:- u1'lar to act as my agent and 
on my behalf for all purposes of this ap al. 

Please communicate directly with: 

n ~,/;::_ -~u~'lay-
~ 016{ 5i~<lt( ~ li1 "Ftoi11tcc'sco r CA !J4ll~ 
D ~u \lGtli"@.tj- vvi01~ l- COVVl / c 415) 3 47 ~s 415 



SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

13'5 
"---·-·-·--··-- --IOSUMrsSlon St Subject to: (Select only if applicable) 

D Affordable Housing (Sec. 415) D First Source Hiring (Admin. Code) Suite 400 

D Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413) 

0 Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412) 

O Child Care Requirement (Sec .. 414) San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

D Other 
Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Planning Commission Motion No. 19609 
HEARING DATE: APRIL 7, 2016 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

CONTINUED FROM JANUARY 7, 2016 AND MARCH 3, 2016 

Case No.: 2014-000174CUA 
Project Address: 32 ORD STREET 
Permit Application: 2014.10.17.9274 

Zoning: RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) District 
40-X Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 2626/005 
Project Sponsor: 

Staff Contact: 

Jonathan Pearlman 
Elevation Architects 
1159 Green Street, Suite 4 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
Andrew Perry- ( 415) 575-9017 
Andrew.Pen-y@sfgov.org 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF CONDITIONAL USE 
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 303 AND 306.7 ESTABLISHING 
INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS IMPOSED BY RESOLUTION NO. 76-15 ON MARCH 9, 2015 TO 
PERMIT A HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ADDffiON TO A SINGLE-FAMILY HOME THAT 
WOULD INCREASE THE EXISTING SQUARE FOOTAGE BY MORE THAN 100% AND RESULT IN 
EXCESS OF 3,000 SQUARE FEET WHILE ALSO INCREASING THE LEGAL UNIT COUNT FROM 
ONE- TO TWO-UNITS, WITHIN AN RH-2 (RESIDENTIAL HOUSE, TWO-FAMILY) ZONING 
DISTRICT AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT. 

PREAMBLE 

On October 17, 2014, Jonathan Pearlman (hereinafter "Project Sponsor"), on behalf of Sunae Chon, filed 

Building Permit Application Number 2014.10.17.9274 for the horizontal and vertical expansion to an 
existing single-family dwelling at 32 Ord Street. On February 20, 2015, the property was sold to John 
Harty, and on March 5, 2015 an Environmental Evaluation application was filed with the Planning 
Department (hereinafter "Department"). 

www.sfplanning.org 



Motion No. 19609 
Hearing Date: April 7, 2016 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

On March 9, 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed interim legislation to impose interim zoning controls 
for an 18-month period for parcels in RH-1, RH-2, and RH-3 zoning districts within neighborhoods 
known as Corbett Heights and Corona Heights, requiring Conditional Use Authorization for any 
residential development on a vacant parcel that would result in total residential square footage exceeding 
3,000 square feet; Conditional Use Authorization for any new residential development on a developed 
parcel that will increase the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet by more than 75% 
without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the existing legal unit 
count; and requiring Conditional Use authorization for residential development that results in greater 
than 55% lot coverage. The project site was affected by the interim legislation, requiring Conditional Use 
Authorization. 

On August 18, 2015, Jonathan Pearlman, on behalf of John Harty, filed Application No. 2014-000174CUA 
(hereinafter "Application") with the Department seeking Conditional Use Authorization for horizontal 
and vertical additions to the existing single-family dwelling that would increase the existing gross square 
footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and more than 75% without an increase to the legal unit count, 
within an RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District. 
The proposal will convert the two-bedroom single-family home with one off-street parking space, into a 
four-bedroom single-family home with two off-street parking spaces, and is an addition of approximately 
2,985 square feet, bringing the total square footage of the home to approximately 4,750. The addition will 
excavate into the upsloping lot at the basement garage and first floor levels, expand the building at the 
rear of the second floor, and add a new third story. The upper floor will be set back from the main front 
building wall by approximately 10 feet and by approximately 17 feet from the front property line. 

On January 4, 2016, the Project Sponsor submitted a revised proposal with the Department that would 
provide an additional residential dwelling unit at the first floor. The revised proposal also eliminated 
some of the excavation that was proposed at the rear of the first floor, so that the total square footage for 
the building was reduced to 4,336 square feet. The previously proposed building envelope at the second 
and third stories remained unchanged. 

On January 7, 2016, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") conducted a 
duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2014-
000174CUA. After receipt of public testimony, the Commission voted 6-0 to continue the item until March 
3, 2016. At the hearing, the Commission directed the Project Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors 
regarding the Project design and the creation of a viable second unit. The Commission also asked the 
Project Sponsor to continue to work with neighbors to resolve any perceived discrepancies between the 
surveyed heights shown on the plans and the corresponding 3D massing and shadow studies. To allow 
more time in order to resolve these concerns, the Project Sponsor requested a continuance until the April 
7, 2016 Commission hearing. 

The project is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") as a Class 1 categorical 
exemption under CEQA. 

The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has 
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department 
staff, and other interested parties. 

SAN fRANClSCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 2 



Motion No. 19609 
Hearing Date: April 7, 2016 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No. 2014-
000174CUA, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 establishing interim zoning controls 
imposed by Resolution No. 76-15 on March 9, 2015 to permit expansion of a single-family home and an 
increase in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100% while 
also increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, subject to the conditions contained in 
"EXHIBIT A" of this motion, based on the following findings: 

FIN~DINGS 

Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and 
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows: 

1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission. 

2. Site Description and Present Use. The project is located on the west side of Ord Street, between 
Ord Court and the Vulcan Stairway to the north and 17th Street and the Saturn Street Steps to the 
South, Block 2626, Lot 005. The subject property is located within a RH-2 (Residential House, 
Two-Family) District and the 40-X Height and Bulk District, within the Castro/Upper Market 
neighborhood. The property is developed with an existing two-story over basement,+/- 1,765 
square-feet, single-family structure on a 3,808 square foot lot, originally constructed in 1913 and 
without substantial subsequent alterations. Based on review conducted by Planning Department 
staff, the existing building is not eligible for listing in the California Register under any criteria 
individually or as part of a historic district, and is therefore not an eligible historic resource under 
CEQA. 

3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The surrounding neighborhood consists of a 
mixture of one-, two-, and three-story buildings, contai..'ling mostly one- or two-residential 
dwelling units. Ord Street slopes up slightly to the north, but the neighborhood as a whole is 
characterized by very steep slopes; all of the lots along the western side of Ord Street are steeply 
upsloping, in excess of 20 percent. The adjacent building to the north is a two-story over garage, 
single-family home, and is two stories in height at the rear yard grade. The adjacent building to 
the south is a three-story over garage, two-family dwelling, and is also two stories in height at the 
rear yard grade; there is additionally a two-story cottage at the rear of the lot. 

The subject property is within the Castro/Upper Market neighborhood, and is located 
approximately one-quarter mile west of the Castro and Market Street intersection. The 
immediately surrounding area is characterized by residential zoning districts, predominantly 
RH-2, RH-3, and RM-1, and then transitions around the aforementioned intersection, containing 
the Upper Market Street NCD and NCT Districts as well as the Castro Street NCD. These latter 
zoning districts are multi-purpose commercial districts, well served by transit including the 
Castro Street MUNI station and the historic F-Market streetcar line, and which provide limited 
convenience goods to the adjacent neighborhoods, but also provide shopping opportunities for a 
broader area. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 3 



Motion No. 19609 
Hearing Date: April 7, 2016 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

4. Project Description. The proposal is to expand the existing approximately 1,765 square foot 
single-family home through horizontal and vertical additions, which will bring the total area of 
the home to approximately 4,208 square feet, an addition of approximately 2,413 square feet, 
including the basement garage level. The proposal will convert the two-bedroom single-family 
home with one off-street parking space, into a two-unit home, comprised of a two-bedroom unit 
with 1,374 square feet at the basement and first floor levels, and a three-bedroom unit with 2,834 
square feet at the second and third floor levels. The one existing off-street parking space will 
remain, and two bicycle parking spaces will be provided within the garage .. The addition will 
excavate into the upsloping lot at the basement and first floor levels, expand the building at the 
rear of the second floor, and add a new third story. The upper floor will be set back from the 
main front building wall by approximately 10 feet and by approximately 17 feet from the front 
property line. The proposal utilizes much of the existing building, with minor material changes to 
the front fa\:ade, and is not tantamount to demolition under ·Planning Code Section 317. The 
proposed additions have been sensitively designed within the context of the adjacent buildings 
by providing ample setbacks, and the vertical addition is consistent with the height and massing 
of other buildings along the west side of Ord Street, being two stories at the rear yard grade. 

5. Public Comment/CommunityOutreach. The Department has received numerous emails with 
regard to the Project from both adjacent neighbors at 30 and 36-38 Ord Street. The first 
communication was received on January 8, 2015 with concerns about the accuracy of the plans 
and the representation of the subject and adjacent properties. Additionally, the neighbor at 30 
Ord Street presented concerns that the Project height and vertical addition would result in 
shadowing and loss of function to their rooftop solar panels; also, that the addition at the rear 
(including the new third story) would cause significant impacts to light, air, and privacy to their 
property, particularly to their living room located at grade in the rear yard, with windows facing 
the Subject Property. The neighbor at 36-38 Ord Street was concerned that the Project would have 
significant impacts to several windows located in proximity to the shared property line and that 
face onto the Subject Property. 

The Planner has conveyed these communications to the Project Sponsor, and subsequent 
revisions addressed the discrepancies and plan deficiencies that were identified in the public 
comments. The Planner has also met with the neighbors in person on two occasions, including 
one at the project site, so that conditions could be understood from inside both adjacent homes. 
The Project Sponsor has revised the plans based on the comments received in order to alleviate 
some of the concerns. Spetjfically, the Project height has been lowered toward the rear of the 
proposed structure, so that it does not exceed the height of the solar panels and shadowing does 
not occur; additional setbacks and lightwells have been provided to give more protection to the 
windows along 36-38 Ord Street; at the rear of the proposed Project, the new building mass will 
have a setback of 8' -9" from the shared side property line with 30 Ord Street, resulting in a total 
setback of 18' -3" from the adjacent neighbor's living room wall. 

Additionally, the Department received an inquiry from Jack Keating of the Eureka Valley 
Neighborhood Association on December 9th, 2015 requesting information about the Project and 
the Department's internal review procedures more generally for proposals subject to the interim 
zoning controls under Ordinance 76-15. 
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Following the original Commission hearing on January 7, 2016, the Project Sponsor and 
neighbors were in communication regarding the modified Project design. During this time, a 
meeting occurred at the Plannning Department, attended by the Project Sponsor, subject property 
owner, neighbors and representatives of the Eureka Heights Neighborhood Association and 
Corbett Heights Neighborhood Association. The Project Sponsor has submitted three sets of 
revisions during this time. With regard to the shadow models for the Project, the Project Sponsor 
has revised the parameters of the model and adjusted the sun angle, to more accurately represent 
the existing conditions as documented in photographs supplied by the adjacent property owner. 

6. Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the 
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner: 

A. Rear Yard (Section 134). Planning Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard depth 
equal to 45% of the total depth of the lot on which the building is situated, except that rear 
yard requirements can be reduced to a line on the lot, parallel to the rear lot line, which is the 
average between the depths of the rear building walls of both adjacent properties. 

The subject property has a lot depth of 136 feet, and a required rear yard depth of 61'-21/z''. The rear 
building walls of the adjacent properties would not allow for any reduction of the rear yard 
requirement. The Project maintains a rear yard setback of approximately 76'-2", with the rear wall of 
the third floor 15' from the rear yard line. An elevated walkway connects the third floor with a patio 
area and stairs that lead to the second floor below, which do encroach into the required rear yard 
setback. However, these features qualify as permitted obstructions pursuant to Planning Code Sections 
136(c)(14) and 136(c)(24), as they will be built into the upsloping topography of the site and will not 
exceed a height that is 3 feet above grade within the required rear yard area. 

B. Open Space (Section 135). Planning Code Section 135 requires a minimum of 125 square feet 
. of usable open space for each dwelling unit if all private. 

The Project proposes to add one (1) additional dwelling unit for a total of two (2) dwelling units on the 
property. The upper unit at the second and third floors meets the usable open space requimnent 
through the provision of a private front deck area at the third floor with approximately 224 square feet 
of deck area, exceeding the 125 square feet that is required for the unit as private usable open space. 
The lower unit has access to the rear yard through a passage along the northern side of the building. At 
the rear, there is a shared common patio with approximately 216 square feet of area; this exceeds the 
166.25 square feet common usable open space requirement for the second unit. 

C. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements (Section 138.1). Planning Code Section 138.1 
requires one new street tree for every 20 feet of frontage for projects that meet the conditions 
contained in Section 806( d) of the Public Works Code. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

The Project triggers the requirement contained in the Public Works Code, as it proposes to add at least 
500 square feet to the existing building. The subject property has 28 feet of linear frontage and would 
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therefore require one (1) street tree. There is an existing street tree proposed to remain, therefore the 
requirement is met. 

D. Bird Safety (Section 139). Planning Code Section 139 requires that feature-related hazards, 
such as free standing glass deck railings, either be treated with bird-friendly glazing or 
limited in size such that no unbroken glazed segment is 24 square feet or larger in size. 

The Project proposes free-standing glass deck railings at the rear deck on the third floor level, however 
the area of unbroken glazing is only approximately 8 square feet, therefore the requirement is met. 

E. Off-Street Parking (Section 151). Planning Code Section 151 requires one off-street parking 
space per dwelling unit, and the maximum parking permitted as accessory may not exceed 
three spaces, where one is required by Code. 

The Project proposes to maintain the existing 1-car garage. The Project with the addition of one unit, 
does not constitute a major addition pursuant to Planning Code Section 150. No additional parking is 
therefore required by Code. 

F. Bicycle Parking (Section 155.2). Planning Code Section 155.2 requires one (1) Oass 1 Bicycle 
Parking space per dwelling unit, when there is an addition of a dwelling unit. 

The Project proposes two (2) Class 1 Bicycle Parking spaces within the garage, therefore the 
requirement is met. 

G. Density (Section 209.1). Planning Code Section 209.1 permits up to two (2) dwelling units 
per lot in an RH-2 District. 

The Project proposes to increase the existing legal unit count from one (1) to two (2) units, therefore 
the permitted density is not exceeded. 

7. Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when 
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with 
said criteria in that: 

A. The proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed 
location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with, 
the neighborhood or the community. 

SA~ FRANCISCO 

The proposed Project - a horizontal and vertical expansion of the existing single1amily home - is 
consistent with development patterns in this residential neighborhood and with the requirements of the 
Planning Code. The additions have been designed such that a large amount of the increase in square 
footage is achieved through excavation into the upsloping lot - approximately 1,558 square feet of the 
total expansion, or 65% of the added square footage is below grade - and will therefore be hidden from 
the public right-ofway, and with minimal impact to the adjacent neighbors. Much of the existing 
structure will be retained. Material changes are proposed for the front fa~ade consistent with common 
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residential materials that can be found elsewhere in the neighborhood and a new entry for the second 
unit will be created at street level. The other existing openings and proportions of the front far:;ade will 
be retained, and the third floor addition will be set back from the main front building wall by 10' and 
from the front property line by approximately 17', so as to be minimally visible from the street. 

The vertical addition at the third floor raises the building height of the subject home, however, it will be 
approximately two inches taller than the height of the adjacent neighbor at 30 Ord Street, so that no 
shadowing of the adjacent solar panels will occur. The proposed vertical addition will also be 10 feet 
lower than the ridge of the adjacent neighbor at 36-38 Ord Street. At the rear, setbacks along the side 
property lines have been provided for both adjacent neighbors. Along the northern side, the second floor 
(at rear yard grade) will maintain the existing setback of the popout at approximately 4', and the new 
third floor will be further set back, at 7' from the side property line. In conjunction with the neighbor's 
setback, total building separation is 16'-6", which helps minimize shadowing of the adjacent property. 
Along the southern side property line, the Project maintains the existing building separation of 1'-7" 
at the front of the building. At the rear, the second floor and the new third floor will provide 
approximately 6 feet of separation between the buildings and help maintain light and air for the 
adjacent property's bedroom windows. The third floor also has a 6' side setback from the southern 
property line at the front portion of the building, 

Although the Project does result in an increase of 138% to the existing square footage, it will create a 
higher-quality two-family house, one unit with three bedrooms, the other with two. The resulting 
depth and height of the Project is comparable and consistent with the immediately adjacent buildings 
and others in the surrounding neighborhood, and has been sensitively designed with regard to site
specific constraints. For these reasons, the Project has been found to be desirable for and compatible 
with the neighborhood. 

B. The use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or 
general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property, 
improvements, or potential development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including, 
but not limited to the following: 

SAN FRANCISCO 

i. Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and 
arrangement of structures; 

The Subject Property, similar to many lots within the surrounding neighborhood, is characterized 
by a steep slope, with a rear property line that is at least 50 feet higher than the front property line. 
The proposed additions will not exc~ed 55% lot coverage, as stipulated by Code, and is similar in 
coverage to both adjacent neighbors. The third floor level is set back from the front far:;ade to be 
minimally visible, is in scale with the adjacent building heights, and due to the upsloping nature 
of the site, is only one story above grade at the rear of the building. At the rear portion, setbacks 
have been provided on both sides of the building relative to the adjacent buildings' own extent of 
setbacks. The result is approximately 16'-6" separation from 30 Ord Street, and approximately 6 
feet of setback for much of the building at 36-38 Ord Street, which has a number of windows near 
the property line. To facilitate privacy, the Project is not proposing any windows at the rear along 
the northern or southern walls which would look directly onto either of the adjacent properties. 
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ii. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of 
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading; 

The Project does propose to increase the unit count by one (1) unit, however will remain within 
the permitted density in the zoning district. This should have minimal impacts to overall traffic 
patterns in the neighborhood as the additional unit is a studio, which would likely only have a 
single vehicle. Furthermore, the existing house has a single curb cut and off-street parking for one 
vehicle; the Project proposes to maintain the existing curb cut and one off-street parking space. 
Within the garage are also two (2) Class 1 Bicycle Parking spaces. 

The subject property is also in close proximity to several transit lines, located only approximately 
a 10-minute walk away from the Castro Street Muni Station, and within a quarter-mile of the 24, 
33, 35, and 37 Muni bus lines. 

iii. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, 
dust and odor; 

The Project will not produce noxious or offensive emissions related to noise, glare, and dust. 

iv. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces, 
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs; 

The proposal does not include loading or services areas, nor will it include atypical lighting or 
signage. The existing front setback is occupied by the entry stair and garage structure, however 
the Project proposes an additional small planter at the base of the stair, and will retain the 
existing, healthy street tree in front of the property. Additional planters are proposed at the rear, 
second and third floor levels, and existing trees in the rear yard will be retained to contribute to an 
enjoyable rear yard and open space area. A planter and wood trellis along the northern side of the 
front deck at the third floor will help ta screen the area and provide privacy ta the adjacent 
building at 30 Ord Street. The rear deck at the third floor creates level, usable open space within 
the steep site conditions, and is located such that it will minimally impact the neighboring 
properties and their own enjoyment of their space. 

C. That the use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the 
Planning Code and will not adversely affect the General Plan. 

The proposed Project complies with all applicable requirements and standards of the Planning Code, 
and is consistent with the Objectives and Policies of the General Plan as detailed below. 

D. That the use or feature as proposed would provide development that is in conformity with 
the stated purpose of the applicable Use District. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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The proposed project is consistent with the stated purpose of the RH-2 District. The building structure 
is compatlble to the height and size of development expected in this District, and within the permitted 
density. 

8. Interim Zoning Controls (Resolution 76-15). On March 9, 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed 
interim legislation to impose interim zoning controls for an 18-month period for parcels in RH-1, 
RH-2, and RH-3 zoning districts within neighborhoods known as Corbett Heights and Corona 
Heights, requiring Conditional Use Authorization for any residential development on a vacant 
parcel that would result in total residential square footage exceeding 3,000 square feet; 
Conditional Use Authorization for any new residential development on a developed parcel that 
will increase the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet by more than 75% 
without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the existing legal 
unit count; and requiring Conditional Use authorization for residential development that results 
in greater than 55% lot coverage. 

The proposed Project proposes residential development on a developed parcel that will increase the 
existlng gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100% while also 
increasing the existing legal unit count, therefore Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to 
Planning Code Section 303 is required. An application was submitted to that end, and findings were 
made in accordance with the requirements of Section 303. 

A. The Planning Commission shall only grant a Conditional Use Authorization allowing 
residential development to result in greater than 55% lot coverage upon finding unique or 
exceptional lot constraints that would make development on the lot infeasible without 
exceeding 55% total lot coverage, or in the case of the addition of a residential unit, that such 
addition would be infeasible without exceeding 55% total lot coverage. 

The- Project would not result in greater than 55% lot coverage, therefore additional findings are not 
required, however the lot is exceptional and unique due to the steep upsloping grade at the site. A deck 
at the third floor and stairs which lead to the second floor below exceed the 55% lot coverage threshold, 
but are considered as permitted obstructions under Section 136 of the Code; it would be difficult to 
otherwise create usable open space at the rear of the property without these permitted obstructions 
exceeding the coverage threshold. 

B. The Planning Commission, in considering a Conditional Use Authorization in a situation 
where an additional residential unit is proposed on a through lot on which there is already 
an existing building on the opposite street frontage, shall only grant such authorization upon 
finding that it would be infeasible to add a unit to the already developed street frontage of 
the lot. 

The Project is not a through lot, nor does it propose to add an additional residential unit, therefore 
additional findings are not required. 

9. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives 
and Policies of the General Plan: 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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HOUSING ELEMENT 

Objectives and Policies 

OBJECTIVE 1: 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE 
OTY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING. 

Policyl.1: 
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the Oty and County of San Francisco, especially 
affordable housing. 

Policyl.6: 
Consider greater flexibility in number and size of units within established building envelopes in 
community based planning processes, especially if it can increase the number of affordable units 
in multi-family structures. 

The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized home that could accommodate a family 
with multiple children or a multi-generational family, while additionally adding one net new unit to the 
City's housing stock through the creation of a two-bedroom unit at the existing structure's basement and 
first floors. 

OBJECTIVE 4: 
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS 
LIFECYCLES. 

Policy4.1: 
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with 
children. 

The Project advances this policy by creating a quality family-sized home that could accommodate a fami1y 
with multiple cht1dren or a multi-generational family. Families with children typically seek more bedrooms 
and larger shared living areas, which this home directly provides, and also maintains all bedrooms on the 
same living level. 

OBJECTIVE 11: 
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DNERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN 
FRANOSCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS. 

Policy 11.1: 
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty, 
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character. 

Policy 11.2: 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Ensure implementation of accepted design standards :in project approvals. 

Policy 11.3: 
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing 
residential neighborhood character. 

The Project supports these policies in that it is an addition that uti1izes a large portion of the existing 
structure, is sensitively designed within existing site constraints and conforms to the prevailing 
neighborhood character. The Project is consistent with all accepted design standards, including those 
related to site design, building scale and form, architectural features and building details. The resulting 
height and depth is compatible with the existing building scale on the adjacent properties. The building's 
form, fa9ade materials, proportions, and third floor addition are also compatible with the surrounding 
buildings and consistent with the character of the neighborhood, 

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT 

Objectives and Policies 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND 

INEXPENSIVE TRAVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN 1HE CITY AND OTHER 

PARTS OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING 1HE HIGH QUALITY LIVING 

ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA. 

Policyl.3: 
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automobile as the means of 
meeting San Francisco's transportation needs, particularly those of commuters. 

The Project farthers this policy by creating a quality two1a:mily 1wuse in an area well-served by the City's 

public transit system. The Castro Street Muni Station is less than a 10-minute walk from the project site, 
and several Muni bus lines (24, 33, 35, and 37) all have stops within a quarter-mile of the site. 

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT 

Objectives and Policies 

OBJECTIVE 4: 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL 

SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY. 

Policy 4.15: 
Protect the livability and character of residential properties from the intrusion of incompatible 

new buildings. 

The Project farthers this policy by ensuring that the proposed addition is not incompatible with the 
surrounding properties and neighborhood. The height and depth of the resulting building is compatible 
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with the adjacent buildings' scale in terms of bulk and lot coverage. Setbacks have been provided at the rear 
to allow for increased light, air, and privacy to the adjacent buildings, a front setback minimizes the impact 
of the addition as seen from the street, and a side setback at the front and planter and privacy trellis 
minimize privacy concerns to the neighbors at the front deck area. 

10. Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review 
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said 
policies in that: 

A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future 
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced. 

This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as the project is residential and will not affect or 
displace any existing neighborhood-serving retail uses. 

B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to 
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods. 

The Project is consistent with this policy, as the proposed additions are designed to be consistent with 
the height and size typical of the existing neighborhood. The openings and proportions of the existing 
fai;;ade and entry stair will be retained, and a large portion of the increase in square footage is achieved 
below grade through excavation, which will not be perceived from the street or adjacent properties. 

C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced, 

The Project does not propose to remove or add any affordable housing units, nor are any required 
under the Planning Code. The Project does help to create a high-quality two1amily house. The Project 
contributes one net new family-sized unit to the City's housing stock. 

D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or 
neighborhood parking. 

The Project is located in an area well-served by the City's public transit systems, maintains the 
existing off-street parking space and provides two bicycle parking spaces. The Castro Muni Rail 
Station and several Muni bus lines are in close proximity to the subject property, therefore the Project 
will not overburden streets or neighborhood parking. Muni transit service will not be overburdened as 
the existing unit count is only increasing by one unit. 

E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors 
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for 
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

This policy does not apply to the proposed project, as the project does not include commercial office 
development and will not displace industrial or service sector uses. 
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F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of 
life in an earthquake. 

The existing building is substandard relative to earthquake preparedness with removal of some interior 
walls, dry rot and foundations that were built in 1927. The Project will meet or exceed all current 
California Building Code requirements for earthquake preparedness, and is therefore consistent with 
this policy. 

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved. 

T'rte Project will not adversely affect any landmarks or historic buildings. 

H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from 
development 

The Project will not affect any parks or open space, through development upon such lands or impeding 
their access to sunlight. No vistas will be blocked or otherwise affected by the proposed project. 

11. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code 
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character 
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development 

12. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use authorization would promote 
the health, safety and welfare of the City. 
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DECISION 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other 
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other 
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use 
Application No. 2014-000174CUA pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 establishing interim 
zoning controls imposed by Resolution No. 76-15 on March 9, 2015 to permit expansion of a single-family 
home and an increase in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 
100%, while also increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, within an RH-2 
(Residential House, Two-Family) Zoning District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District, subject to the 
conditions subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance 
with plans on file, dated March 16, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by 
reference as though fully set forth. 

APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional 
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No. 
19609. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30-

day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the 
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-
5184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102. 

Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section 
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government 
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and 
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development 
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of 
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject 
development. 

H the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the 
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning 
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the 
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code 
Section 66020 has begun. H the Gty has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun 
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period. 

I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on April 7, 2016. 

Commission Secretary 

AYES: Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Johnson, Moore, Richards, Wu 
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NAYS: None 

ABSENT: None 

ADOPTED: April 7, 2016 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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AUTHORIZATION 

EXHIBIT A 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

This authorization is for a conditional use to to permit expansion of a single-family home and an increase 
in the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by more than 100%, while also 
increasing the existing legal unit count from one- to two-units, at 32 Ord Street, Block 2626, Lot 005 
pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 306.7 within an RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Family) 

District and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, dated March 16, 2016, 
and stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2014-000174CUA and subject to 
conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on April 7, 2016 under Motion No 
19609. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not with a 
particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator. 

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning 
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder 
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is 
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning 
Commission on April 7, 2016 under Motion No 19609. 

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS 

'.fhe .conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19609 shall be 
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit 
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional 
Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications. 

SEVERABILITY 

The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section 
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not 
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys 
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent 
responsible party. 

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS 

Changes to the . approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator. 
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall reqmre Planning Commission approval of a 
new Conditional Use authorization. 
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CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting 
PERFORMANCE 

1. Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years 
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a 
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within 
this three-year period. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sfplanning.org 

2. Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year 
period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an 
application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for 
Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit 
application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of 
the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of 
the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued 
validity of the Authorization. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sf-planning.org 

3. Diligent pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence 
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued 
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider 
revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was 
approved. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sf-planning.org 

4. Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of 
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an 
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or 
challenge has caused delay. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sfplanning.org 

5. Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other 
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in 
effect at the time of such approval. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
·www.sf-vlanning.org 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 17 



Motion No. 19609 
Hearing Date: April 7, 2016 

DESIGN-COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
32 Ord Street 

6. Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the 
building design. Final materials, glazing.. color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be 
subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be revie~ed 
and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance. Finished materials and selected 
paint color shall be a light color shade, per Commission comments and approval. 
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-575-9017, 
www.sf-planning.org 

7, Garbage, Composting, and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage, 
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly 
labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of 
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other 
standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level 
of the buildings. 
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-575-9017, 
www.sf-planning.org 

PARKING AND TRAFFIC 

8. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall 
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning 
Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage 
traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sf-planning.org 

PARKING AND TRAFFIC 

9. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in 
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject 
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code 
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to 
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction. 
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sf-planning.org 

10. Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in 
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not 
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the 
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning 
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public 
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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Motion No. 19609 
Hearing Date: April 7, 2016 

CASE NO. 2014-000174CUA 
3 2 0 rd Street 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
www.sf-planning.org 

OPERATION 

11. Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers 
shall be kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when 
being serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to 
garbage and recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works. 
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public 

Works at 415-554-.5810, http://sfdpw.org 

12. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building 
and all sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance 
with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards. 
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public 

Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org 

13. Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding 
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents. 
Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be 
directed so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property. 
For in.formation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 
ww·w.sf-planning.org 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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May 5, 2016 

San Francisco Public Works 

Bureau of Street Use & Mapping 

1155 Market Street, 3rd Floor 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

Re: 32 Ord Street 

Lot 005 of Assessor's Block 2626 

Appealing Planning Commission's approval of Conditional Use Application 2014-000174CUA 

To Whom It May Concern 

My name is Gary Weiss. I am the President of Corbett Heights Neighbors, a neighborhood association that is 

registered with the City and County of San Francisco and the Secretary of State of California. We are the 

appellant in the above referenced case. 

We are pleased to provide the enclosed signatures in support of our appeal. Many of the respective homes are 

held in Trust, in which cases we are supplying proof of authorized signatures. Evidence comprises of relevant 

extracts from the Trust themselves and notarized Deeds that have been recorded with the City of San Francisco. 

Please feel free to direct any questions to: 

b It{( ~v1'lctl, w ()11!1.._ rot~~( 0~11 Frcrwc15COr cA B111~ 
bA_~~f'''a1@~1JVl&1:1_ covvi 1 (Lf-rs) t?4'7-CJ4f5 

Gary Weiss 

President of Corbett Heights Neighbors 
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I : 0 City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~Dtt-DCOl74CU.4 

The undersigneacrecrareinanneyare hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. tJ ORD s:'T 

2. i. t.f£ :ikTc-s rt 
3. Li~:) d 11 'f-fi ::S f -

j /.l j_ 4.38C?rud 
5. ~R?V G<d!NiJ 
s. z~~cJ t:¥tD s:r 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 
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City Planning Commission 
Case No. '~l.o t 't -oco 174C U A 

THe ~rtedl:tectro'etflanfiey are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, Assessor's 
property owned Block & Lot 

1. }Lf- V~lc,kn f1::'1w;y ltrg/o(!J 
2. }-tf (1 u!tl?11 ,5/tL1rt1/t? J.,6 r8 01 · 

3. ' , V V 1.-C:A"'-1 2t2£ /os 3 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

Aiavi g)7J l<SS<t,,) 

~1 'lt·.·" 4 'fl"'/'-l, /l/ ,t?lvlt i [ e (J ( . 01 t: 
M~ t-.1'3v R.:];LD~ 

4. 1 \I,., 1co-v-- ~h,'1'GA1rk.V\ 20i_b /os3 GsnL.Q C+\\erlY'cvv 
: - ! ~&~i/O~j ,_...-- '\ 

5. _,,,, c·~Le-4-A/ $//'J-,r~ W.4-Y ~ f!,;//,,:k_ 
(7 

s-:---3 J/u?e,,;-4/ ..fhr°"l>w.4 y J6J..,b/olj G-£t>RG£. £ (,J~rr? 
7. 30 ord Sf~_Q_ t i62b I O(Jq -~=-i.l-=-C{=-Vl=->ctb.,__,.a.__111=-q--'~=-l'U=--7--=-t--

il 

8. l 72 -il 4 /V{ u5~Ub_ [,Ju ).blO /010 Mrtt,/L Ro.Jq.Jt r~ c./ttl~ 
uO Sj ;;_6 :<.£ /01J..._ /*1<!_101( ,Aup;f,:~r;f 9. 

10. ~r) o~{J s+. )..l26 /012. ''fe-nqJA L=if;N{ifr 
Z6 'l./; /OCJ b F~ 2 o lA G)G A-R-tt..c-113 ~'ljf-11. 3 Co - 3 ~ 0,--J f;+-

12. 1 6 c-:.v 1 .t-f= 
13. 41 o vol }{:-. 

,1._{; 1...6 /oob Sk--i. De-eL 
r1l:L'S/o-?J4 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



I : City Planning Commission 
Case No. 1°AO t 't -oco I 74C U A 

t1. , ..... 

The l:lfl€l~ctar~·marmey are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

~ the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. /() 0Rf1 6ac>P-< 

2. /e£ c1 fLD <Lr 
3. /a; °' IS D C,P 

4. (~ 0P..D C'/ 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

J6i 9/73 
2c:c,1 Y-:U-
1h/ f71 

J.0//9 /'7;2 

5. (io i)O~.t6 ~ASS Sr J·&1$ /o'tt> 
6. (.;lo j)DHt-J Ul-S5 SI f;l,(,:J.lo /ol/ 0 

7. 

8. 

9. 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



Ptanmnc C.'1mmi&s1or 
case t'tu ,to i LJ -OC•{) i74 cu A 

The- uii1det:;.i.;noo.·J3:Zl"'.z it•ii.I fne¥.are sub$crd.:.16!1S to thi.s. ~~ofice o~ and are ov.-oorG :::! prci;.""'~t·, 
21tf>:>::::;;1;:l by me arrlf!'lldnl'.M1f or rof!O!t1ona! us.f.! ~thm is. ownrer~· oi pr;.:!p'3ty ~n the ,'.'lft:"..a that is Iht: ot 
•tie a..'1tpl~::,'lt""i$1 for •"lf'll('f1·idrr1'1."'fl1 uoi: corn:ln'1c.!'flaf t1:s.e, <CY'I mthm a rad1m; ·ol ':~O!l fet"'!t of trie e~1L~M fxltmdar~; ol the propi.:-ri·,·. 

t: 

U. 

';:b .. 

21 

ll ,-.... rn.=,r<:1run nas ,~t.'"""~""' and assessme11t roll r1as nut been amt;1100d, -,4<: aEtat:h pn:i..'1f r:'>! '""'rn"'•rc:11~"" ,..,.,,.,nx• 

~~lreet ti0t1to::r.~, 
;.:w upeny OV.'fle'CI 

cf a;u:tnoft:a11m1 tq sign Of! behatt of the· :,;ngumzabrm ts atta,c;tied. 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. -~tot't--DCOI74CUA 

' 13J-
:) ' ~~-•-r·-~ I• • 

The undersigned decfare-ffiaflnerare hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

2. ~ t9-v) C\-

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

2,613/021 

J..t i 3 QJ__I 
!_ 

Printed Name of Owner(s} 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\ConditiorJ Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. 9,,0 t 4- -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigned declare they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and, assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. ~6 ocd Corl ct it- 3 
2. t 6 D '.LtJ ~ ~ I 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

;1..613 /10') 

26tEt /101 

Printed Name of Owner(s) Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

'Co.v-t\ NCJ15Vvo~fty ;i_~J-~ , .. 
T4"'?~ >.1~h u.,,,,r_r"1 I~ tJ,ifOh,.~J/j 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~tot't--DCOI74CUA 

·" :· --·--·---·" .. JL::l:__ .. -·~·~------
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 2 SA-/V/f!.N ~Tl.$ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) J 
,I.~~ 

CA~ C& 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. c2.01~-CX0174c.uA 

The unaersignetrtt~ire~ffiaTtheyare hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

2626 /0~] 
J.-{; J...6 /0 lfO 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

(d; /f/p M +f-o/±:z.tn&fV 

tv/J/t~ L1¥cv 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals Jnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



. 1 : City Planning Commission 
· .11 · 

1 
Case No. ~.ot4--DcOI74CUA 

The 15urrctersiITneNecrare·ffiat l:fiey.are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

obt'i-0£.3 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

~ zD~ 
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City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~l.0 t 't -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. tt 5 0'fld Court 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

. " JO.~~~~~~~~~-

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) , 
,~. [C·) 

/. ·l{oF::;:sii_b (f(C, 

!_,/ 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. 2.ot't--ocoI74CUA 

. tJ .. J 
The undersTgneacleCiare that theyAare ·hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
. the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 'fJ OtZJ.... C-1. >t:t11 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

26 i CJ I ~:J 
Printed Name of Owner(s) 

R· ,;i"•""-t£ J.. C.0.1t.uE.,.'t.1.j 

~/cp >. A-:1-t," 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original SignaJ4, ~ 
ofOwner(s)K, :t:t.., 
(ilan!k. , 



City Planning Commission 
... · , ..-- Case No. 1A.otj.-oco174CUA 

p u' ·········--·· 
The undersigRec:tdectar1nliaCffiey are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
property owned Block & Lot 

1. ?% 0 ( c1 Celt!~ '1..bl C\ (/;!::;L G'A f(.1 f-{.D(,( __ ~ loV\J 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) _,,A 
~t~ 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~tot 'r-DCO I 74C U A 

• P,;J 
The undersigried-·aecfareif'iaflnerare··nerel5y subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
~ the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

G O~ ~J-

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

2£ 1~/075 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

·1kc,)IVVl.<;; t-t-4((t 11 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
. . I 1: Case No. c2.01tt--CX0174c..vA 

The unc;iE:l.rnigned. £tharthey--are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. )q -3\ toa3k.ss 
2. Ld.-3i ~~Rf: 

u ' 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

J..b)~ /o4it 
262~ /otttt 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
. .. Case No. 20 t 't -oro I 74C U A 

.. . ............ ~-ffe.1--...... ~-·--···-····· 
The undersigned aeclare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
. the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

1. 21 °boL'.~lA.0) 5f-.r-Q~t 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10.~~--~~----

11.~----~----

12.~----~----

13.~----~----

14.~---------

15.~----~-~--

16.~----~----

17.~~~~~~~~~~ 

18.~~~~~~~--~ 

19.~----~----

20.~----~----

21.~-~------~ 

22.~--------~ 

"-'3..1JJA2 l 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

------·----

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 



City Planning Commission 
, , '·' ;; , Case No . .2.014--CXOJ"74c..uA 

The undersigned.Jli;tcJar.e.~ithey: . .are.hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

\S7DDvGe&s qt- J.6J.1J/o4-f; ~fl\ 1-a<A 
\A.~ \.1Qvl ~~ , 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

~ 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~tot j.-oro174CUA 

~ 
The unde~kignecraeclareffia:Cffiey--are-nereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

r"', 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
_ the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
property owned Block & Lot 

1. 26 z "j I 2..1--6 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original SjgR9iure /-1 

of~~ --~~~
/ ( 



1L City Planning Commission 
Case No . .2.014-(X()J74c..uA 

-········-··---.fi:;I_ --·-.. --· 
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. qo 'Doo&Jr;s ST 
( < 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

J.6 :l 5 Joo 3 A M fllL PfNMi..1 J D&1 o((;f)Jf 

( ' l( 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

~ 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. r.A.ot 4--DCOI74CVA 

The undersignea~ae~ffianneyare'hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

1. 781)oue kts5 SAA<:.~ r;{6A5joo9 
2. rzta bouv tV\<?5 sk~\ t 26 25 /o 10 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

16. ----------

17. _________ _ 

18. _________ _ 

19. _________ _ 

20. _________ _ 

21. _________ _ 

22. _________ _ 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 



:J ' 
/}:J 

City Planning Commission 
Case No. ;tl.o t 't -oro I 74C U A 

The undersigned-declar.e-.-tbaUh.e,}L9JJLbereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

.<. 6 ;:z.s lo 1 b 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
. , :, , , , Case No. fitot 't--oco174CUA 

The undersigReedeclai:~tJbe}carn __ b_E:Jreby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

'7 ~Rb $r 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

:Z.615/o;B 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature P---__, 



City Planning Commission . 
1 

A 
, Case No. ~.0-1/f -C05274CU1-r 

The undersjgn~d declarelfiJt th~y ar

1

e hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposea· amendment or condffional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. L/ 1-i Cl I /lr!i S:i71o/C 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

'1- t z r; (oi~_,oz "( f 1?. fl;J M IJYb"1 
l 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 

~ 



City Planning Commission 
1• Case No. J!l.ot4--oco174CUA 

The undersigriech:leclare th~eyarehereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Ji J.l la u 

Printed Name of Owner(s} 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner( 

\ I 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. '2,o l 't- -oco l 74C U A 

.· &:7 . 
The undersignecfCfecrarinnaflfieyare~~hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 4 ·'3oa 17 lltt q~~-~+ 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

'-.tl..6/014,A WI\ \v~ 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

ktl~·~ 
' 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. 2.ot't--DCOI74CUA 

The undersigned ~declare that t~>i.-are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment_()~IJditionaLuse (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment orconditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

5 TFI 17tS 5 T ff 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

-~l lcJ· /i':?O 
l 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

---~------+-..._,,../ 

1,./ 
' 

,,•' 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. fA.O t 4- -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigoeddecla~t-ttiey.-afB-hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

" the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1.5. ----------

16. _________ _ 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

/J..£.2.6 /tFr7 
J 

Printed Name of Owner(s) Original ~ignature 
~((s) 

AJl)/-BZ.O SJ,})(:;,_~~~··· 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 

. . .JJ;} ___ ..... -·-- Case No. ;aot't--DCOI74CUA 

The undersigr\edBedare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

· If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. //J ·-J;z SA'rw &1 
2. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

Printed Name of Owner(s) Original Signature 
of Ow er(sf 

Do 12 u ·n+ y 6f3t)G.lfl2GtJ>r&_( ___,./--:;r-"......,../ ~~~----rp,r--~-' 0 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

1 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. c2.014-0.:UJ74c.uA 

Tbe undersigned .declare that th9'?~e hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amemfmenn:>r~firnt1oi1aTuse (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1 . 5 lb l..JvJ (!,,1 T...e ,({IA t '( 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

:L6J..6 /o?JJ 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Si~ 
of Owner(s) 

£~ 



City Planning Commission 
•• 1. i .. · , Case No. ;tl.oi,._DCC>i74CUA 

The unctersigoed.decl~Jtl:Jat.:they-.ar.ehereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

. the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. ff 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

i. { so...+-1;.,n s\v.'.l~r iv\ll.Hf I 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. _________ _ 

11. _________ _ 

12. ----------

14. _________ _ 

15. _________ _ 

16.~---------

i7.~---------

18.~---------

20.~---------

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

;!_/, Jl ;6 4) 
! 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lntormaiion\Condiiion Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

lk'\y1r~ yb11!&"'"(f \J.~ 
' . I I u 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. ~tot 1r-oco I 74C U A 

J,. ; 

The undersigneq declare that tr/Jifa.re hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amefidiftenrcwcontlitiI:irral-ase (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, Printed Name Qf Owner(s) Original Signature 
property owned 

1. 

2. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

~"'----'---.!..~--F'Zr 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 

/£l.. ··~····. Case No. 2.ot't--DCOI74CUA 
The undersignecraeClare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
_ the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. d. Vulrtul Shi1irw41 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

J_{; :zt/oltb 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of Owner(s) 

~~· 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. i?l, . .o l ft. -oco I 74C U A 

L ' ' ' A 

The undersigned decla!~lt}a)care . .l:!ereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposefd' amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 1-j3Di I zf;k Jt. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

~ 6 2 (Io 4 B bf.Iv J//w£e111 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 

~ 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. 2o t 4- -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigned decla;e tha~~~are __ h,greby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposedariienament or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

Assessor's Printed Name of Owner(s) 
Block & Lot 

::<.6.4tk4q ~Lk>iL M~t>w--

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. '2,0 t 4- -oro I 74C U A 

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. §.3 5qtV'lill 5~1<tQJ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

15·--~~~~~~~~-

16. __ ~~~~~~~~-

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

.J..6~ 6/047 

Printed Name of Owner(s) Original Signature 
of ~~er(s) , / 

·"Dvt.u.eA ~45 /J.Aa14p -r.i 21~~ 
tR_U51.E.k- d4~='U 

[) fA ft/ k )(_ v k&:-11-s-- (_~ . 

'J...Cl 13 d);j AM re Pf{of'E-R--r y/fv-:sr 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



30 orcL 

City Planning Commission 
Case No. ?.o t 4- -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Street Address, Assessor's 
property owned Block & Lot 

--fz-· _S~&-( fi~t/1_,,_i/-"'-w_Sf "< 6 q l/{, 51 

Printed Name of Owner(s} Original Signature . '/} -~) +::2 f3r/tt<!__/a Tt:I{Q ·~tt_~ u:L/~~ 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. :A . .o t 4- -oco I 74C U A 

The undersigned QSLC!areJ~-afe-hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 

, the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 3 s f'<\Vtz..t-l ~ -r. 
.---

2. 3 5 ,tyf\JW ..r r 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

.ttl.£6/155 
1-~4 ~('is 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

JoE.L \I l L..L~L.6N 

• J ostf vA ScJfwAPt 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 5· S4ru1 ,v Sr-. 
2. S' 5a ruriv <;r: 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

oZ646./l5b 
J.646 lo 56 

Printed Name of Owner(s) Original Signature 
of r 

OO!iwn!J lUel~ /f--. ~#---+--'~~ 
Cw { {w rV Cor-l'ft2 /.,,,____~---==-

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



City Planning Commission 
Case No. 13.ott-DCOI74CUA 

JZ.7 
The undersigned deClare t~-they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 

affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
. the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 35 Strrv~tJ Si"~:LET 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

14. ____ _ 

15. ----

18.~--------~ 

20. 

21 

22. 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

J-646//t 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

A 13,mocct-11 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 

Original Signature 
of 0 ner(s) . . .1 _ 

i}f,t/t~;.,. __ J: __ 



City Planni~:ommission 1 • A 
Case No. · 014-00(.H7-rC U /"\ 

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property 
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of 
the application for.amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property. 

If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If 
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached. 

Street Address, 
property owned 

1. 22:..., 'ST .otE s- ~T 
2. 

3. AO o rr/-- Cou 1+ 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

13.~~~~~~~~~ 

14.~~~~~~~~~ 

18.~~~~~~~~~ 

19.~~~~~~~~~ 

Assessor's 
Block & Lot 

161E'/1a~g 

Printed Name of Owner(s) 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process? 
August 2011 



.. 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 
Chicago Tltle Company 
Escrow No.: 12·36512623-BJ 

111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Phil Tinga..Assessor·Recorder 

Locate No.: CACT177JS-n38·2365·0036512623 
'ntla No.: 12-36512623-RM 

When Recorded Mall Document 
and Tax statement To: 

DOC- ~012-J353449-00 

Barbara Taylor Mayper 
33 Ord Street 

Acct t•CHJ:CAGO Title Campany 

Tue•day, FEB 14, 2112 18:01:11 
TU Pd $21.19 Rc~t # 1894338768 
REEL k583 IMAGE 0140 San Francisco, CA G4 "'-' 

APN: Lot 027, Block 2619 
1>5 o1t1) COi.f.'fl.T 

The undenlgned grantor(s) declare(•) 

GRANT DEED 

Documentary transfer tax Is $ City Transfer Tax Is $ 
[ ] computed on full value of property conveyed, or 

aai/GG/1-2 

SPACE ABt:NE THIS UNE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

[ ] computed on full value less value of liens or encumbrances remaining at time of sale, 
[ ] Unlnairpcrated Area City of San Frandsco, 

FOR A VAWABLE CONSIDERAnON, receipt of which Is hereby acknowledged, Barbara Taylor Mayper, a 
married woman as her sole and separate property • who acquired ttlle as Barbara Anne Taylor, an unmarried woman 

hereby GRANT(S) to Barbara Taylor Mayper,·a married woman as her sole and separate property 
the following desalbed real property In the Cly of Slln Francisco, County of Slln Frandsco, State of Cllllfomla: 

SEE EXHIBIT nA• ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART HEREOF 

DATED: January 23, 2012 

State of cautomla 
County of :S~Ss:r.c \$.. c:- C> 

~~,u/ ~ Barbara Taylor M&YPef 
On !:6. _.$J.. 2g{_Z-:_ before me, 
?)O;;r;5;;:St\rt;i:~~ 'fV»\\ '- , Notary Public 

(here i~ name and t11ie0f the ~l'S9nally appeared 
~.s'AO('o....Jo..y\ssf ~ell 

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactDry evidence to be the 
personCs'S' whose narn$) Is/~ su=~ the within 
lnstrument~n =~edged to me that sh ev executed the 

= in her/ r authorized ca , . and that by 
her/.i!Ke slgna re(s) on the instrume~ tlie personUf, or the 
tyTupon behalf of which the person acted, eXeCUted the 

Instrument. 

I certify under PENAL lY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State 
of callfornla that the foregoing ragraph Is true and correct. 

WITNE I 
·-~~ 

MAIL TAX STAJEMENIS A$ DIRECTED ABOVE 
FD-213 (Rev 12107) GRANT DEED 
(grantfll) ( lD-03) (Rev. 07-11) 



RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
" · ~anlel Byrne, Esq. 

AND WHEN RECORDEP MAIL TO: 

I\ I I l ll I 1\111ll1111 \I \llll II ll lllll 111111111\I 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Carmen Chu Assessor-Recorder 9 00 
DOC- 2014-J94940 -

Name IGeorge and Josephine White I 
street 3 Vulcan St. 

Check NUlllb•r 2795 
ttondav SEP 15 2014 11:33:36 

Ttl Pd · $21 00' Rcpt ~ 0005017149 
• aar/AB/1-2 i Address San Francisco, CA 94114 I 

~ 
Zip L _J ------------=---~----:---:i./W, --------------.....a..--......;;.-=sPA'CE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE V'" / 

Trust Transfer Deed 
ded from Reappraisal Under Proposition 13, I.e., Calif. Const. Art 13A§1 et. seq.) 

The undersigned Grantor(s) declare(s) under penalty of perjury that the foHowing is true and correct: 

THERE IS NO CONSIDERATION FOR THIS TRANSFER. 
Documentary transfer tax is $ 0.00 . 
D Computed on full value of property conveyed, or D Computed on full value less value of liens and encumbrances remaining 

at time of sale or transfer. . 
Iii There is no Documentary_ transfer tax due. (state reason and give Code § or Ordinance number) Revenue & Tax Code 

11930 - Grantee is a Trust created for the benefit of the Grantors 
D Unincorporated area: D City of and 

This is a Trust Transfer under §62 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and Grantor(s) has (have) checked the applicable 
exclusion: 

Iii Transfer to a revocable trust: 
D Transfer to a short-term trust not exceeding 12 years with trustor holding the reversion: 
O Transfer to a trust where the trustor or the trustor's spouse is the sole beneficiary; 
O Change of trustee holding title; 
D Transfer from trust to trustor or trustor's spouse where prior transfer to trust was excluded from reappraisal and for a valuable 

consideration, receipt of which is acknowledged. · ' 
D Other. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

G RANTOR(S): George E. White and Josephine White, his wife, as JOINT TENANTS 

hereby GRANT(S) to George E. White and Josephine White, as Trustees of the George E. White and Josephine White 
· Revocable Liviµg Trust Dated September ·ID 2014 . 

the following described real propertj In the County Of -San Francisco , State of California 
Please See Exhiibt A attached hereto · 

.Dated: Jl::::.[o '/Y ~ t '1.J2rt,. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA -efe~ged'"E.-- slGNATURE White 
COUNTY OF San Francisco - °'"rf,; j ~ ------

------ ---- /)_.lO~j>l)fn~ SIGNATURE White 
On _!J_-:.L. I) ._' tf' _ ~efore me, ~c.(/_,._ ,~~IJL- __ [name & title of officer], 

personally appeared__ George E. Wlute and Josephin~ Vflute __ , who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory . 
evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they 
executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their slgnature(s) on the instrument the person(s), 
or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing paragraph Is true and correct. 

WITNESS.my hand and official seal. ., .. a a a ~a •wfENrErW:. ·1 
: ·Clllrnllalan •...., -= ..,,.. ~ ca.1111 

..... "'" ..... ClullJ I :JI ..... ..,,_ 

Title Order No. _ Escrow, Loan or Attorney Fila No. 

MAIL TAX 
STATEMENTS TO: George and Josephine White, 3 Vulcan Stwx. San Francisco, CA 94114 

[Rev. January 28, 2008) 

NAME ADDRESS CITY,STATE, ZIP 



·EXHIBITA 

Real property located in the City and County of San Francisco and more commonly 
known as 3 Vulcan Stairway, San Francisco, California 94114 and more fully described 
as follows: 

Lot No. 14, in Block U, Park Lane Tract No. 5, according to map thereof recorded 
September 22, 1891, in Map Book "E" and "F" at page 157, in the office of the Recorder 
of the City and County of San Francisco, State of California. 

Assessor's Parcel Number: Block 2626, Lot 29 

\. 

.. :· 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 

ROBERTA LEBLANG-DAVIS 

MAIL DEED and TAX STMTS TO: 

ROBERTA LEBLANG-DAVIS 
4322A 17th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

APN: 2646-059 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Ill 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
D. Hoa Nguyen: Acting Assessor-Recorder 
DOC-2012-J556722-00 
Chec:k Number 1829 
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Address: 4322A 17th Street, San Francisco, CA 94114 

----SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE--

GRANT DEED 

The undersigned grantor(s) declare(s): 

Documentary transfer tax is $ NONE (Transfer to grantors' revocable trust) R& T Sect. 
11930 

(X ) Realty not sold 

FOR NO CONSIDERATION, ROBERTA LEBLANG DAVIS (a.k.a. ROBERTA B. 
LEBLANG DAVIS), a married woman as her sole and separate property, 

hereby GRANT(S) to HARVEY C. DAVIS and ROBERTA LEBLANG-DAVIS as 
Trustees of the HARVEY AND ROBERTA DAVIS 2012 LIVING TRUST dated 
December 6, 2012, 

the real property situated in the City and County of San Francisco, San Francisco, State 
of California, more particularly described as follows: 

PARCELi: 

Condominium Unit No. 1 Lot No. 59, as shown u~on the Condominium Map and 
diagrammatic floor plan entitled "Map of 4322 17 Street, a Condominium, being a 
resubdivision of Lot 5 portion of Assessor's Block 2646, • which was filed for record on 
March 30, 1990 in Condominium Map Book 31, at pages 5 to 7, inclusive, in the office of 
the Recorder of the City and County of San Francisco, State of California (referred to 
herein as "the Map"), and as further defined in the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions 
and Restrictions recorded on April 3, 1990, in Book E526 Page 127 and following, 



... 

the Declaration. 

Dated: December 6, 2012 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTARY PUBLIC 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
)SS 

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO ) 

On December 6, 2012, before me, Wallis W. Lim, Notary Public, personally 
appeared ROBERTA LEBLANG-DAVIS, who proved to me on the basis of satisfadory 
evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument 
and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized 
capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or 
the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) aded, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY of PERJURY under the laws of the State of California 
that the foregoing paragraph is true and corred. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

Signature uJ CRflffu uJ · ~ 
Wallis W. Lim, Notary Public 



... 
. . . ..- : . 
) . : Recording ~uested by: 

• . IJllllllllllllfll lllllllllll llll llilllllll Ill 
: · · Amy Shelf· · San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 

Carmen Chu Assessor-Recorder Counselor At Law 
28 Gladys Street 
San Francisco, CA .94110 

When recorded mail to: 
Maurice Belote and Alan Broussard 
74 Vulcan Stairway 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
A.PN: Lot 13, Block 2619 

DOC- 2814-J901613-80 
Check Number 1111 
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Ttl Pd $21. II Rcpt.# 1814963181 
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GRANT DE~D : ~ 
The undersigned Grantors declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and correct: Documentary transfer tax is SO; 

:TRANSFER TO GRANTORS' REVOCABLE TRUST (REVENUE & TAXATION CODE'§l 1930) NOT PURSUANT TO . 
'SALE; NO LOANS ASSUMED . . 
. ( ] computed on full value of property conveyed, or [ J computed on full value less value ofliens or.encumbrance~ remaining at 
time of sale. 

.. 

FOR valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Alan V. Broussard, who took tit~e:as An 
Unmarried Man. and Maurice A. Belote. who took title as An Unmarried Man. as Joint Tenants · 

hereby GRANT to Maurice Belote and Alan Broussard, Co-Trustees of The Maurice Belote and Alan Broussard 
Revocable Trust dated June 16, 2014, to be held as their community propeny, the following described real property in 
the City and County of San Francisco, State of California: 

See EXHIBI! A attached hereto and.incorporated herein. 

Comii1only known as 74 Vulcan Stairway, San Francisco, CA 94114 

. :~~~: June 16, 2014 
......... 

I • .. 0 .. . ..... 
~: hj~;~:-.J~.n~ 16, 2014 

Maurice A. Belote .. 
• ... 

-:· .. 
STATE OF CALJFORNIA } 

} 
:coUNTV OF SAN FRANCISCO } 

. On June 16, 2014, before me, Amy Shelf, a Notary Public, personally appeared Alan V. Broussard and Maurice A. 
· BeloJe, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s)1s/are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that halHelthey executed the same in-Aisihcdtheir authorized. capacity(ies), and that by 

:hisi'hef'llheir signature(s) on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the Pc:rson acted, executed the 
insP'Ument. . 

LTV OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is ~~e and 

r~· AMY sH'ELF *l 
ift cou.t 1962148 UI 
w ::'1."e~~= l 1tr CC.. EJP, Da:. 21. 20t5 t 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS AS DIRECTED ABOVE 
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Recording Requested By: Equity Source Account® DEED OF TRUST 
LSI ACCOUNTNO.: 108100106346000 

In this Deed, "You," "Your" and "Yours" means,JANE E. WHITAKER.TRUSTEE UNDER THE JANEE. WHITAKER 
REVOCABLE TRUST DATED APRIL 26. 2005. of 187 STATES SJ. SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94114-1403. each person signing 
as trustor. "We," "Us" and "Our" means CITIBANK, N.A. ("Beneraclary"), 3900 Paradise Road, Suite 127, Las Vegas, Nevada 
89109. 1be "Trustee" means Verdugo Trustee Service Corporation or any successor appointed pursuant to Paragraph 26 of this Deed of 
Trust. The "Borrower" means the individual(s) who has{ve) signed the Equity Source Account® Agreement and Disclosure (the 
"Agreement") of even date herewith and in connc:ction with this Deed of Trust. 

The "Property" means the real estate, including the leasehold (if any), located at 187 ST ATES ST. SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94114-
1403 and having the legal description anached to and made a part of this Deed of Trust. 

THIS MORTGAGE between You, Trustee and Us is made as of the date next to Your first signature below and has a final 
maturity date 30 years from such date. 

The Agreement provides that the credit secured by the Property is an open-end revolving line of credit at a variable rate of interest. The 
maximum amount of all loan advances made to the Borrower under the Agreement and which may be secured by this Deed of Trust may 
not exceed $150.000.00 (the "Cm:lit Limit"). At any particular time, the outstanding obligation of Borrower to Us under the Agreement 
may be any sum equal to or less than the Credit Limit plus interest and other charges owing under the Agreement and amounts owing 
under this Deed of Trust. Obligations under the Agreement. Deed of Trust and any riders thereto shall not be released even if all 
indebtedness under the Agreement is paid, unless and until We cause a rcconveyance of the Property to be executed to You and such 
reconveyance is properly recorded. 

TO SECURE to Us: (a) the payment and performance of all indebtedness and obligations of the Borrower under the Agreement 
or any modification or replacement of the Agreement; (b) the payment of all other sums advanced in accordance herewith to protect the 
security of this Deed of Trust, with finance charges thereon at the variable rate described in the Agreement; and {c) the payment of any 
future advances made by Us to Borrower (pursuant to Paragraph 16 of this Deed of Trust (herein "Future Loan Advances"}) and, in 
consideration of the indebtedness herein recited and the trust herein created, You hereby irrevocably grant and convey to Trustee, in trust, 
with, if allowed by applicable law, power of sale, the Property. 

TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the Property, and all easements, rights, appuncnances, 
rents (subject however to the rights and authorities given herein to You to collect and apply such rents). royalties, mineral, oil and gas 
rights and profits, water, water rights and water stock, and all fixtures now or hereafter attached to the Property (which, if this Deed of 
Trust is on a unit in a condominium project or planned unit development, shall include the common elements in such project or 
developmem associated with such unit), all of which, including replacements and additions thereto, shall be deemed to be and remain a 
part ofthe Properly. 

CFX-11-51-703-CA 
WHITAKF.R . .. 

I of6 Revised 09J04/2008 
ACAPS: 108100106346000 



Deed of Truitt, continued 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, YOU HAVE EXECUTED THIS DEED OF TRUST, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND DY ALL TERMS 
AN CONDITIONS STATED ON PAG S 2 THROUGH 6 FOLLOWING. 

10/1512008 
Trustor: 

lfl Unmarried I J Married I I Unmarried 

Trustor: Trustor: 
I I Married I I Unmarried I I Married I ] Unmarried 

I I Married I I Unmarried I I Married I ] Unmarried 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY oF · Sc..n F~·s(.g:) 
On 10/1512008, before me,, ________ ___,M:.=..:.:~:c=....-S_.-'~;::;;___-------'NOTARY PUBLIC, 
personally appeared JANE E. WHIT AKER 
------------------------ who proved to me an the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the 
person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in 
hi~/their authorized ciP8city(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of 
which the pcrson(s) acted. executed the instrument -

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State ofCalifomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

~o 
(Signature of Person Taking Acknowledgment) 

You covenant that You are lawfully seized of the estate hereby conveyed and have the right to mortgage, grant, and convey the Property, 
and that the Property is unencumbered, except for the encumbrances of record and any first deed of trust. You covenant that You warrant 
and will defend generally the tille to the Property against all claims and demands, except those disclosed in writing to Us as of the date of 
this Deed of Trust. 

You and We covenant and agree as follows: 

1. Payment of Indebtedness. Borrower shall promptly pay when due the indebtedness secured by this Deed ofTrust including, without 
limitation, that evidenced by the AgreemenL 

2. Application of Payments. Unless applicable law provides otherwise, all payments received by Us under the Agreement will be 
applied to the principal balance and any finance charges. late charges, collection costs, and other charges owing with respect to the 
indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust in such order as We may choose from time to time. 

3. Charges; Liens. Except as expressly provided in this Paragraph 3, You shaU pay a\I taxes. assessments and other charges, fines and 
impositions attributable to the Property which may attain a priority over this Deed of Trust, and leasehold payments or ground rents, if 
any, by Your making payments, when due, directly to the payee thereof. In the event You make payments directly lo the payee thereof, 
upon Our request You shall promptly fwnish to Us receipts evidencing such payment 

CFX-H-SI· 703.CA 
WHITAKER 

• '• I 

2nr6 Revised @/0412008 
ACAPS: 108100106346000 
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(oDq /~~ 
SHORT FORM DEED OF TRUST 

(EQUITY MAXIMIZER® ACCOUNT) 

ThisDeedofTrustismadeon JANUARY 7, 2016 byROBERT J MAC KAY, 
ROBERT J. MAC KAY Trustee of the ROBERT J. MAC KAY TRUST, DATED: 
OCTOBER 27, 2009 

(collectively and individually "Trustor"); ReconTrust Company, N.A. ("Trustee"); and the beneficiary, Bank of 
America, N.A ("Bank"). Trustee is a subsidiary of Bank. Any non-titleholder signs below as Trustor solely for the 
purpose of subjecting any community property interest in the property described below to this Deed of Trust. The 
words "I," "me,'' and "my" in this Deed of Trust refer to the Trustor, whether one or more. 

BANK AND I AGREE: 
1. Property Security. For the purpose of securing the obligations described below, I irrevocably grant, convey, 
transfer and assign to Trustee, in trust with power of sale, the property located in SAN FRANCISCO 
County, California described as follows: 
£CHl3DUI::ifr A ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART OF. 

e~~1on-

withthestreetaddress: 14 ORD CT, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94114 
and with Parcel No. {0,- 2.fn\tl- 01'l - O \ and including all improvements and fixtures now or later 
erected on the property, and all easements, rights, appurtenances and fixtures now or later a part of or related to the 
above described property (collectively the "Property"). 

Trustor'saddressis 14 ORD COURT, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94114 

ROBERT J MAC KAY/995152871641440 
CALIFORNIA SHORT FORM DEED OF TRUST 
(EQUITY MAXIMIZERD ACCOUNT) 
CAHESISF.BOA 01102115 Page 1 of 4 

DocMaglc~ 
www.docmaglc.com 

1111~111~101~111111111 



BY SIGNING BELOW. Trustor accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this Security 
Instrument and in any Rider executed by Trustor and recorded with it. 

~-~It. 
ROBERTJ C KAY ? (Seal) 

-Trustor 

(Seal) ---------------""""'-Trustor 

---------------..., (Seal) 
-Trustor 

ROBERT J MAC KAY/995152871641440 

=~~~~-::T:.~~~~-'-f:,,.....;..-...p--,, (Seal) 
-Trustor 

the ROBERT J. MAC 
DATED: OCTOBER 27, 

-~-------------,. (Seal) 
-Trustor 

(Seal) ---------------""""'-Trustor 

CALIFORNIA SHORT FORM DEED OF TRUST 
(EQUITY MAXIMIZ~ ACCOUNT) 
CAHESISF.BOA 01/02/15 Page 3 of 4 

DocMaglc~ 
www.docmagic.com 
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RECORDING REQUESTED B-

STEVEN E. PAYETTE, Esq. 

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 

STEVEN E. PAYETTE 
Attorney at Law 
1253 Ninth Avenue 
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The undersigned grantor declares: 

Cerrito, California 

Documentary transfer tax is $ -0-

_ ___j_SPACE ABOVE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY- ~ 

TRUST TRANSFER DEED 

APN: Block 2619 Lot 73 
Address: 10 Ord Court, San Francisco, CA 

( ) computed on full value of property conveyed, or 
( ) computed on full value less value of liens and encumbrances remaining at time of sale. 
(X ) City and County of San Francisco 
(X ) Realty not sold (Transferred from Transferor's Living Trust) 

. FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, ...... . . 
< • . 

. :. JUNE V. JOHNSON, as Trustee of the JOHNSON LIVING TRUST DATED OCTOBER 22, 1990, 

., 

and amendments thereto, hereby REMISES, RELEASES AND FOREVER QUITCLAIMS to JUNE V. 
JOHNSON, a single woman, surviving Truster and beneficiary of the JOHNSON LIVING TRUST DATED 
OCTOBER 22, 1990, and amendments thereto, all the real property situated in the City and County of San 
Francisco, State of California, described as follows: 

FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY SEE EXHIBIT •A9 ATTACHED HERETO 

Mail tax statements to: Mrs. June V. Johnson, 1 O Ord Court, San Francisco, California 94114 

Dated: /J..-3-1?1' , 2008 
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ISpace Above Tbil Line For Realnlilli: Dalal 
3322926687 DEED OF TRUST 

~ MlN10003903~229266873 

DEFI~ITIONS 
Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other wonts arc defined in 
Sections J. 11. 13. 18. 20 and 21. Certain roles regarding the usage of words used in this document arc 
also provided in Section 16. 

{A) "Security lmlrument" mea11s this document. which is dated January 30 , 2014 
together with all Riders to this document. 
CB> "Borrower"is Thomas Reeves Harre 11 • trustee of the Thomas Reeves Harre 11 
Trust. dated 2/22/2005 

~\tiJ~ 

Borrower'saddn:ssis 6 Ord Ct . San Francisco. CA 94114 

(C) "Lender"is Quicken Loans Inc. 
. Borrower is the trustor under 1his Security lnstromcnt. 

Lender is a 
0rganizcd and existing under the laws of 

Corporation 
the State of Michigan 

CALIFORNIA-Single Family-F1111nleMaeJFreddieMac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS Form 3005 1J01 

2772809686 
Woltera Kluwer Flnancial Servicas AAA--
VMP'°-&A(CA) 11311210D /A 
P.1119 , al 15 ll'll!all:__,f,____ 



The undersigned Borrower requests tbal a c:opy of any Notice of Default and any Notice of Sale under 
dds Security lnslrument be mailed lo the Bonower at the address set forth above. A copy of any Notice of 
Default and any Notice or Sale wW be sent only ao the address conlaincd in Ibis n:con!cd requcSL If tbe 
Borrower's address changes, a oi:w request must be recotdl:d. 

BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees lo lhc terms and covenanlS contained in this 
Security lnstrumcnl and in any Rider executed by Bonowc.'I' and recorded with it. 

WilDcsSCS: 

BY SIGHING BELOW, the undersi 

~---~---------~~------~~<Seal> ------------~------------------~<Seal) 
·Borrower -Bonowcr 

-----~------~~~~---~--<Seal> ---------~~---------------~--<Seal) 
-Borrower -Borrower 

~----------------------------------<Seal) ------------~----------------------<Seal) 
-Borrower -Borrower 

l!!lll11~1'JJ ll 11!1111111111 
CAUFORNIA-Single Family-l=ennla Mae/Fnlddla Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT wmt MERS Form 3005 1/01 
VMPID-8A(CA) 11ao21.oo """'14 o1111 
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SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 
Deed to a Trust Nqt q sale 
DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX $. ......... None ........................... .. 
•••. Computed on the consideration or value of property Conveyed; OR 
•••. Computed on the consideration or value less liens or encumbrances 

remaining at time of sale 

As declared by the undersigned Grgntor 
Sjgngh rre at Dpclgmnt or Agent defeanjnjng tax -Ban Nome 

GRANT DEED 
FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which Is hereby acknowledged, 
MELODY SUE MARKS. a single woman. 

h•WNTS to ~ELODY MARKS, Trustee of the Melody Marks Revocable Living Trust dated 
l&i!1l::lfV 2._ . 2007, ...... 

the real property In the City and County of San Francisco, Stale of Callfomla, described as follows: 

SEE LEGAL DESCRIPTION AnACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART HEREOF. 

Block 2619 Lot 084 
(Commonly known as 42-44 Vulcan Stairway. San Francisco, CA 94114-1425) 

Dated:~. 2007 

State of Colifomio } 
}SS. 

County of San Francisco } 

On Q C[OIUf< ¢.(a . 2007, before me. GREGORY P. O'KEEFFE, 
a notary public, personally appeared MELODY SUE MARKS, aka 
MELODY MARKS. personally known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that she executed the same in her authorized capacity and 
that by her signature on the instrument the person or the entity 
upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRUST 
FOR THE SMART-DAHLIN TRUST 

We, Clarence A. Dahlin and Joel R. Smart, hereby declare under penalty of perjury under the 
laws of the State of California that: 

1. On January 11, 2016, we signed a Declaration of Trust which established a revocable 
living trust on behalf of the settlors, Clarence A. Dahlin and Joel R. Smart, known as The Smart
Dahlin Trust ("Trust" herein). 

2. The within Certificate is a true and correct representation of the terms of the Trust. 

3. We, Clarence A. Dahlin and Joel R. Smart, are the currently-acting cotrustees of The 
Smart-Dahlin Trust. Any of our signatures as the currently-acting cotrustees is binding on the 
Trust and its beneficiaries and may be relied upon by third parties. 

4. The Trust is not of record in any court oflaw and has not been recorded in the real 
property records of any county. 

5. The Trust has not been revoked, modified, or amended in any manner which would cause 
the representations contained herein to be incorrect. 

6. We have reserved the right and authority to amend and revoke the Trust as long as we are 
alive. 

7. We are the current beneficiaries of the Trust. 

8. The Trust is classified as a "grantor trust" under applicable U.S. Treasury Regulations, 
and either Settlor' s social security numbers, or may be used as the 
Taxpayer Identification Number for the Trust. 

9. Title to assets of the Trust should be taken in substantially the following form: 

"Clarence A. Dahlin and Joel R. Smart, Trustees of The Smart-Dahlin Trust, Dated 
January 11, 2016." 

10. This Certificate is intended to serve as a "Certification of Trust" under California Probate 
Code Section 18100.5, as amended. Its purpose is to certify the existence of the Trust, the 
identity and powers of the Trustee(s), the manner of taking title to assets and to summarize some 
of the more important provisions of the Trust, so that the Trustee(s) can deal with third parties, 



such as financial institutions, stock transfer agents, brokerage houses, title companies, insurance 
companies, and others, without disclosing the entire Trust, which is a private and confidential 
document. 

11. All third parties dealing with the Trustee(s) may rely on this Certificate of Trust as a true 
statement of the provisions of the Trust described herein as of the date of this Certificate is 
presented to such third party (regardless of the date of execution of this Certificate), unless the 
third party has actual knowledge that the representations contained herein are incorrect. Any 
third party who demands trust documents in addition to this Certification (other than excerpts 
from the original trust documents) in order to prove facts set forth in this certification may be 
liable for damages, including attorney's fees, incurred as a result of the refusal to accept this 
Certification in lieu of the requested documents. 

12. Under the terms of The Smart-Dahlin Trust, the Trustees' powers include the powers set 
forth in Exhibit "A," which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. The 
Trustees' powers also include all other powers and authority granted to trustees under the 
California Probate Code as amended from time to time. 

13. This Certificate of Trust is being signed by the currently-acting Trustees of The Smart-
Dahlin Trust. 

r'- Executed f.~f January 11, 2016, at San Francisco, California. 

~J~~c ££3 ; I ; } ~ 

Clare~ce A. Dahlirtt Co-Trustee _Jo_e_l_)fS_._,,,_m_art---T-, -~_-r--ru-s-te~e~+---

, \\ 
A notar~ public or other '~1 

fficer completing 
this certii'icate verifies on y the identity of 
the individual who signed the document to 
which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
document. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO ) 

On January 11, 2016, before me, Erin M. L. Loftus, a notary public in and for the State of California, 
personally appeared Clarence A. Dahlin and Joel R. Smart, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence 
to be the persons whose names are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed 
the same in their authorized capacities, and that by their signatures on the instrument the persons, or the entities 
upon behalf of which the persons acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY of PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
paragraph is true and correct. 

WIT~S my hand and official seal. 
I 'r . -·· . 

Signature , '~ . (Seal) 
Notary Public; ,:: 

ERIN M L LOFTUS $ 
COMM. # 2055992 ~ 

NOTARY PUBLIC· CfaUFORNIA GJ 
SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY () 

COMM. EXPIRES JAN. 26, 2018 _. 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
M. Jean Johnston, Esq. 
Johnston!Childress, LLP 
220 Montgomery Street. l 51h Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

APN: Lot 044, Block 2623 

San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 

~8J~~2~:r~1~~:140-00 
Check Number 1781 
F~lday, NOV 16, 2817 12:!6:13 
TU Pd $.12.00 Nbr-113351198 
REEL J519 IMAGE 0516 

ate/ER/1-2 

(29 D_!)_!g~l!ss1.~~n Francisco CA 94114 . ··~~~~~~~~ 

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

GRANT DEED (INDIVIDUAL) 

The undersigned gr.:mtor declares: 
Documentary transfer tax is $-0-. 

Transfer by Grantors to Revocable Living 
Trust of which Grantors are the sole Trustees 
and Beneficiaries. R&T Code § 11930. 

FOR AV ALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, 

Jonathan E. Berkeley and Lauren Britt, husband and wife, as joint tenants, 

hereby GRANT to Jonathan E. Berkeley and Lauren Britt, as Trustees of the Berkeley-Britt Family 
Revocable Trus dated November 13, 2007, 

all of the right, title and interest in the foJlowing described real property in the City and County of San 
Francisco, State of California: 

BEGINNING at a point on the easterly line of Douglass Street, distant thereon 285 feet norther1y 
from the northerly line of 171

h Street; running thence northerly along said line of Douglass Street 
25 feet; thence at a right angle easterly 102 feet; thence at a right angle southerly 25 feet; thence 
at a right angle westerly 102 feel to the point of beginning. 

C;\J\E1DIBERKQ3.GRANTOEED.DOC 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO: 
Jonathan E. Berkeley and 

Lauren.Britt 
29 Douglass Street 

San Francisco, ~A 94114 



. ,.._ 

::AN F~AMC ! SC:O ~ C::'.i ~:'.C-D~'.D£.~ ····;: 
... ,,.. ... 'f', .... ;-' 
_1:~- • •• :: 

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 

BURTON J. PACIORETTY 
Attorney at Law 
431 Castro Street 
San Francisco, California 94114 

I•nJ:O:e .I.am! :::.i:i~·!~ F:~ei:..::~·i::;?•' 
DC1c::- E9.£.74:~:5 

AFFIDAVIT TO ESTABLISH FACT OF DEATH 
TO TERMINATE A JOINT TENANCY 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ss: 

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

LOUISE J. PALMER, being first duly sworn, deposes and says; 

That BIANCA CASSINERIO, also known as BIANCA C, CASSINERIO, 
died March 9, 1991, in San Francisco, State of California~ being a 
resident of said State and County; and said decedent mentioned in 
the attached certified copy of certificate of Death 3 91 38 is 
the.same person as BIANCA CASSINERIO, named as one of the joint 
tenants in that certain Grant Deed dated March 8, 1990, recorded 
March 20, 1990, as Instrument £519506 in Reel. F BS, ::tmage 1272 
of the Official. Records of the San Francisco County Recorder's 
Office, State of california, wherein BIANCA CASSINERIO,_ a widow 
and mother, conveyed to BIANCA CASSINEIUO, a widow and mother, 
and LOUISE J. PALMER, a widow and daughter, as joint tenants, 
the_ following described real property: 

All that real property situated in the City and 
County of San Francisco, State of Cal.ifornia, 
described as: 

BEGINNING at a point on the easterly line of 
Douglass Street, distant thereon 310 feet 
northerly from the northerly line of Seventeenth 
Street; running thence northerly along said 
line of Douglass Street 25 feet; thence at a 
right angle easterly 102 feet; thence at a 
right angle southerly 25 feet; and thence at 
a right angle westerly 102 feet to the point 
of beginning. 
BEING portion of Horner's Addition Block 
No. 200. 

APN: 2623/45 

DATED.: August LIJ 1991. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

this --J'+-1,.._-

\ 

) 



f11!COHOfNG REQUESTED BY 

_ I ORl>fn. ~ 

SAN FRANcrsco,.cA 
RECORDER~s OFFICE 

DOC- E519506 

T~1l>sda~1 
Rec 

March 20, !990 _ ::!2141 HJ2Pm 
3.00 ___ ;.. p~ 1.00 . 
1.00 ---: Anit. 5.00 Mic 

TOTAL -) is.Bll nmF 851~~Gt12'72 

The undcl'Rlgnod grantor(a) d<Cl"!lJ.<t1_;__ 
Do<::umentnry transfer lax 1a .$.::::::tz~~-·-····:. 
< J computed on run val110 of property eonvoycd, or 
( ) computed on lull valuo less VRluo of Uens ruuJ encumbrances nmudnlng at Ume ot att.le .. 
1 l Untncorporalod area: ( ) City of .............................................................................................. ., 
( _1 Rea1ly,no~_::01d- FOR __ LOYE .. ANILAFFECTION 

1 

m~~~.lOll:ll, recelplof\\•foch lshcrobyacknowlcdgcd, 

BIANCA CASSINERIO, a widow and mother 

hereby GRANT(S) to 

BIANCA CASSINERIOi a widow and mother, and LOUISE J. PALMER, a 
widow and daughter, as joint tenants 

that· properly in the City and County of San Francisco ·§i<>Mw,StaleofCallfornla;described 

BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE EASTERLY LINE OF DbUdLASS STREE'l' 1 

DISTANT THEREON 310 FEET NORTHERLY FROM THE NORTHERLY LINB OF 
SEVENTEENT.11 STREET; RlmNtNG THENCE NORTHERLY ALONG SAID LINE OF 
DOUGLASS STREB~ 25 FEETJ THENCE AT A RI<lHT ~GLE EASTERLY 102 FE~'TI 
THENCE AT A Rf <1HT ANGLE SOUTHERLY 25 FEET1 AND THENCE AT A RIGHT 
ANGLE WESTERLY 102 FEE'r TO THE! POINT OF BEGINNING. 

BElING -i?O~TION OF HORNER' S ADDITION BLOCK --No. 200. 

- - ' /;J - ' . /) ,~__..___, 
Moll tax stnlemcnts to ,.:~ ~V(a4~ .. 4-¢& ~,,J../~r= 

Date March Bt 1990 
STA':tE- OF CAiJFORNIA } 
C<itiNTY 01" -Sari -Francisco SS. 
On March 8-; - 199 0 before me, the underslguea; 
a Noto,Y Public In and -tor said State, pei-oonally appeared. 
·..Bianaa cass1 nerio----
personony known· to me (or proycd to mo on tha be.sis or 
satisfactory evideucc) tO be tho per11on_wh011e nan1.&_i_a_ 

Bianca Cassinerio 

'taJJ&~ 

\ 

st1bs0l'ibed lo the within ln.~1rument and acknowledged that -------------------

~~-' 

FTG·JOOS 

N•me- rTyped or p;inted) 

OFtlOIAI. 8EAL 
IAVINQ E, WISNER 

NOTARY PUBLIC.CALIFORNIA 
City and COUnlY or SAii FIWIQSCO _ 
Mv CommlSslOn &.ri!•• llar. t 19112 

MAil TAX STATEMENTS AS DIRECTED ABOVE 

.- .. -; · ..... ~-· .. 
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Recording Requested by: 

ATTORNEY 

When Recorded Mail to: 

Martha Howard 
P. 0. BOX 714 
Inverness, CA 94937 

APN: 262~-046 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111 II 1111111 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder · 
Carinen Chu Assessor-Recorder 
DOC-2014-J841878-00 
Ch-le Nulllber 2688 

Frlcfay, FEB 21. 2014 14:15:9! 
TU Pd S24.88 R~t # 8184893171 
REEL L089 IMAGE 0359 

afia/FT/1-3 
... _. ____ ·--· 

The undersigned de~lares that 
this conveyance is exempt from 
documentary transfer tax because it 
is a gift/transfer to the grantor's 
revocable trust. 

DEED OF REALTY IN TRUST 

Deed made on December Ci\, 2013, by GRANTOR: ELSA CAMERON, a 
married woman as her sole and separate property, who took title 
as a single woman, Settler, to GRANTEE: ELSA SUE CAMERON, 
Trustee of the CAMERON TRUST dated December'1 , 2013. 

_ GRANTOR hereby grants to GRANTEE, that certain real property 
located at 15 Douglass Street, City and County of San Francisco, 
California, and more particularly described in the Legal 
Description attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 

EXECUTED at ~fq"fAA..Ci~(Q , California on the date first 
~~~~~~~~~ 

above written. 

ELSA CAMERON 

Mail Tax Statements to: 
.,f 

Elsa Cameron, 15 Douglass Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94114 

1 



RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 
Fidelity National Title Company 

Escrow Order No.: FSFM-3031500505 

When Recorded Mail Document To: 
Randy D. Lindholm, Trustee of The Randy D. 
Lindholm Trust, dated August 7, 2002 
2343 Bignonia St 
Melbourne, FL 32901-5905 

Property Address: 43 Douglass Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

APN/Parcel ID(s): Lot 226, Block 2623 

20159K09170800003 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Carmen Chu, Assessor-Recorder 
DOC 2015-K091708-00 
Acct 6003-Fidelity National Title - San Francisco 
Thursday, JUL 16, 201513:12:00 
Ttl Pd$12,297.25 Nbr-0005185808 
okc/RE/1-3 

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

GRANT DEED 

The undersigned grantor(s) declare(s) 

D This transfer is exempt from the documentary transfer tax. 
0 The documentary transfer tax is $12,266.25 and is computed on: 

D the full value of the interest or property conveyed. 
0 the full value less the liens or encumbrances remaining thereon at the time of sale. 

The property is located in 0 the City of San Francisco. 

FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Roland Meier and Daniela Meier, 
husband and wife as community property with right of survivorship 

hereby GRANT(S) to Randy D. Lindholm, Trustee of The Randy D. Lindholm Trust, dated August 7, 2002 

the following described real property in the City of San Francisco, County of San Francisco, State of California: 

SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE APART HEREOF 

Dated: July 14, 2015 

; W~Ott:::'igned ~~ ;7l~doooment on the date(s) set forth below 

~land Meier 

t/ V\. (/\JL)\ a 01 l lS / ?o ( ':) 
Daniela Meier 

Grant Deed 
SCA0000129.doc/ Updated: 04.29.15 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS AS DIRECTED ABOVE 
Printed: 07.14.15 @ 08:42 AM 

CA-FT-FSFM-01500.080303-FSFM-3031500505 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY: 

JEWEL cl- STONEMAN, llP 
220 Mon1gomery Slreet, Suite 678 
San Francisco. CA 94104 

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 

Michelle A. Edkins 
51 Ord Street 
$an Francisco, CA 94114 

. 11111111,1111111111111111111111111111111111111 
· San Francisco Assessor·Recorder 

Carmen Chu Assessor-Recorder 
DOC-2014-J915466-00 
Check Numbe,. 7U9 

Tuesclay, Jtl.. 29, 2114 14:29:19 
Ttl Pd $21.88 Rcpt# 1884979651 

af a/.JL/1-2 

TRUST TRANSFER DEED 

GRANT DEED (Excluded from Reappraisal Under Proposition 13 i.e., Calif. Const. An. 13 A§I et Seq. and Calif. Revenue & 
Taxation Code Section 11930-Grantee is a trust for the benefit of the Grantor. THIS CONVEYANCE TRANSFERS AN INTEREST 
INTO OR OUT OF A LIVING TRUST, R &:T 11930) 

The undersigned Grantor(s) declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and correct: 

There is no consiCleration for this transfer. Documentary transfer ta.xis $0. This is a Transfer under §62 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code, which qualifies for an exclusion because the transfer is to a revocable trust. Not p11rsua111 to a sale and/or the H11t!fit aft/1e 
Grantar. 

GRANTOR(S): MICHELLE A. EDKINS, a married woman, who took title as·an married woman, as her sole and separate property, 
hereby grant(s) to MICHELLE A. EDKINS and VINCENT GUY SERGE NONDI FANGUJNOVENY, Trustees, or their successors in 
trust. under the EDKINS FANGUINOVENY FAMILY TRUST dated July I, 2014, and any amendments thereto, as her sole and 
separate property, the following described property in the City of San Francisco, County of San Francisco, State of California, 
described as follows: 

SEE EXHIBIT"A" ATTACHED HERETO AND MADEA PART HEREOF.· 

APN: Lot: 020, Block:2625 

DATED: July I, 2014 

Staie ofCDliromia 
Counly of San 1=nincisco 

Commonly known as: 51 Ord Street. San Francisco, CA 94114 

On July I. 2014. before me. Headier R~S man, a Notary Public, personally appeared MICHELLE A. lmKINS wh~vcd lo me on 1hc basis of~ory 
evidence 10 be lhc pcrson(s) whose nam i an subscribed lO 1he wi1hin instrument and acknowledged to me that hey executed the same in h~ir 
:iu111ori~ eapac:ity(ies), and lhat by hi ir signalure(s) on the ins1rumi:n1 lhc person(s}. or lite entily upon behalf which 1hc person{S) ac1ed, cxecutcd the 
1nstrwncn1. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under lhc laws of the SWe of California thot lhc foregoing paragraph is true and corrcc:t. 

Witness my hand 111d olTicial seal. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO: 

Michelle A. Edlcins 
51 Ord Slreet 
San Francisco, CA 94JJ4. 

j-HEA1HeR ROS£ BTOJIEllAlf ~ iii COMM.I 1980265 : 
VI llOTo\l!Y FUBLIC • CAl.lfC!lllllA VI 

Cm A'C CMrr Of Siie FllMZllCll -
~ Mr CoalL EXP. JUIE ~· 201& T 

j 



===~~BY !Ph~'l!!l!'!!!J!lJllll llM 
. 1 J Tut; Assessor-Recorder 

A!fD WHEN RECORDED MAIL DOCUMENT TO: DOC- 2011-..1309998-00 
Michelle A. Edkins Acct 3-FIRST Al'IERICAN 
51 Ord Street Friday, DEC 12, 2fJU r~~-;;:;any 
San Francisco, CA 94114 TtJ Pd S23.88 R~t ·# eie42B945J 

REEL k534 IMAGE 0027 
oat/GG/1-3 

S( 01-p S7Y'iet?f _______________ ........ ___ ~-- .. --·-··· 
A.P.N.: LOT: 020, BLOCI<: 2625 Ale No.: 3807-3882304 (KC) 

INTERSPoUSAL TRANSFER GRANT DEED 

This is an Interspousal Transfer and not a change in ownership under SectlQn 63 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code, and transfer by Grantor(s) Is excluded from reappraisal as a creation, transfer, or termination, solely 
between the spouses of any co-owner's interest. 
SURVEY MONUMENT FEE $0 

The Undersigned Grantor(s) declare(s): DOCUMENTARY lRANSFER TAX $0; CITY TRANSFER TAX $0; 

This conveyance is solely between spouses and is EXEMPT from the imposition of Documentary Transfer Tax 
because it is an inter Yivos gift pursuant to Section 11930 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and therefore 
mr5l~ does ~:;;::;;:. pursuant ID 11911 of Ille Re¥enue and Taxation Code. 

s~~nt ~ 
FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Vincent Guy Serge Nondl 
Fangulnoveny, spouse of the grantee herein 

hereby GRANTS to Mlc:belle A. Edklns, a married woman as her sole and separate properly 

the following described property in the City of San FrandSCD, County of San Franc:ISCD, State of Callfomla: 

See Exhibit A attached hereto for legal clesatptlon. 

It Is the express Intent of the GrantDr, being the spouse of the Grantee, lD convey all right, title and 
intl!ll est of the Granmr, community or otherwise, In and tD the herein desatbed property tD the 
Grantee as his/her sole and separate property. 

Dam:;;'J'111!1 ~ 
VincentGlly~Fllngul.._ 

Mail Tax Statements To: SAME AS ABOVE 



.l - ... 

A.P.N.: LOT: 020, BLOCK: Interspousal Transfer Grant Deed - continued 
2625 

STATE OF Ca Ii fDr n, ·()..... )ss 

File No.: 3807-3882304 (KC) 

COUNTY OF \YLQ fra t1(1 .Sl'b ) 

On__,...._d'(-"-_r~";Jo __ J_/ ____ ~~-.-f ~~~-""'"~~~-..,...~~--~~Nota~ 
Public, personally appeared .J4lll.J~!.'.L...LIUJ,~~:4JLµ12£~L.J::t.~µJ..L.t:l'.f.&~2.V-----

ho proved to me on th sis of evidence to 
person(s) whose name(s)~re subsaibed to the within Instrument and acknowledged to me that 
they executed the same ii@her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that tFiils!her/their signature(s) on 

nstrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) act~ec:ut:ed the Instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PERJURY under the laws of the state of California that the foregoing paragraph Is 
true and correct: 

WITNESS my hand and o~dal seal. 

My COmmission Expires:-------- This area for official not.aria/ seal 

~=r:: l/J S"-5{, 'S r ~c:}Dk 
County of Principal Place of 
Business: Sr= 

Page2 



TRUST AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING 
RICHARD NELSON 2005 REVOCABLE TRUST 

RICHARD NELSON, TRUSTOR 

n 
THIS AGREEMENT is made this i ~ day of August, 2005 by and I}(~ 

between Richard Nelson of San Francisco, California, as Trustor 

and Richard Nelson as Trustee. It is the intention of the Trustor 

to create a revocable trust; and for that purpose, the Trustor 

agrees to transfer certain property to the Trustee. The Trustor 

upon signing this Agreement declares and establishes this Trust, 

to be held by the Trustee in trust subject to all of the terms, 

conditions and provisions of this Agreement; and the Trustee upon 

executing this Agreement agrees to hold and administer the trust 

estate of the Trust and shall dispose of the principal and income 

of the Trust as set forth in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE I 
Name of Trust 

The trust created under this Agreement shall be known as the 

RICHARD NELSON 2005 REVOCABLE TRUST (hereinafter sometimes 

referred to as the "Trust"). 

ARTICLE II 
Family Declarations 

At the date of this Agreement the Trustor has no children, 

living or dead. The Trustor is a single person. 

1 



poses of this trust, the person shall be considered to have 

predeceased Trustor. 

M. No Contest. If any beneficiary under this Agreement 

in any manner, directly or indirectly, contests or attacks this 

Agreement or any of its provisions, any share or interest in the 

trust estate given to that contesting beneficiary under this 

Agreement is revoked and shall be disposed of in the same manner 

provided herein as if that contesting beneficiary had predeceased 

the Trustor and such contesting beneficiary shall not serve in 

any fiduciary capacity hereunder. 

N. The property subject to this Agreement includes, but is 

not limited to, the property on Schedule A, attached hereto and 

incorporated by reference herein. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Trustor and the Trustee have each 

executed this instrument on written above. 

Trust or 

D NELSON, Trustee 

37 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 

; San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Carmen Chu..L Assessor-Recorder 
DOC- ~014-J981856-00 AST Properties Investments 

WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO 
Check Number 1146 
Tuesday, DEC 02, 2014 10:29:!1 

AND MAIL TAX STATf.MENTS TO 

AST Properties Investments 
P.O. Box 1212 
Millbrae, CA 94030 

TU Pd $21 .. 08 Rcpt # 8805056267 
aJl/KC/1-2 

APN: Block 2626 l.ol 003 GRANT DEED SPACE ABOVE 'fHIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

THE UNDERSIGNED GRANTOR(S) DECLARE(S): 

DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX is $0.00 CITY TAX is $0.00 
0 computed on the full value of the property conveyed, or 
0 computed on foll value less value of the liens or encumbrances remaining at the time of the sale, 
[81 real estate not sold 

FOR A VALUEABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledge<!. 

AST Properties lnvcstmenl<;, a California Corporation 

Hereby GRANT(S) to 

AST Properties Investments, a California Corporation as to an undivided 50 percent(%) interest and William Tsao-Wu, si~glc man as to an 
undivided 25 percent(%) interest and Judy Tsai, single woman as to an undivided 25 percent(%) interest, all as Tenants in Common, 

The real property in the City of San Francisco, County of San Francisco, State of California, described as: 

SHE LEGAL DESCRIPTION A TI ACHED 

Property address: 24-26 Ord Street, San Francisco, California 94114 

On.u~~~~!:i!:> 
personally appeare , ...l:!l~~~~U..be'...-.\!~~l=~~L----
who proved to me on the basis o isfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) 
~ subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me tha@/she/they 
executed the same in their authori7..cd capacity(ies), and that b@her/their signature(s) 
on the instrument the person(s). or the entity upon behalf of which the pcrson(s) acted, 
e.xecuted the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal 
(This area for official notary seal) 



RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND '-VHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 

Richard L. Ehrman, Esq. 
THOITS, LOVE, HERSHBERGER & McLEAN 
A Professional Corporation 
245 Lytton A venue, Suite 300 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 

CERTIFICATION OF 

THE GUANABANA TRUST 

PURSUANT TO PROBATE CODE SECTION 18100.5 

THIS CERTIFICATION OF THE GUANABANA TRUST is executed this 10 +l.i day 
of ha. y , c&006 , by Dirk Aguilar, as Trustee (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Truste6") of The Guanabana Trust (sometimes hereinafter referred to as the "Trust"). In 
accordance with California Probate Code section 18100.5, the Trustee confirms the following 
facts concei·ning the Trust: 

1. The Trust is presently in existence and \Vas established by The Guanabana Trust 
declaration of trust executed earlier this day. 

2. The Trust was established by Dirk Aguilar, as Settlor; Dirk Aguilar is the only 
currently acting Trustee of the Trust. Settlor may use the trust property as collateral for any 
personal Joan of Settlor, and the Trustee on behalf of the n·ust may guarantee any such 
personal loans, and, in this connection, the Trustee shall execute, alone, or shall join with 
Settlor in the execution of any guaranties, promissory notes, deeds of trust, mortgages, 
financing statements, escrow instructions, or other documents convenient or necessary in order 
to evidence the loan and the security for the loan, even though the lender shall deliver the loan 
proceeds directly to Scttlor. 

l 0777. 001 /211667 
:May JO, 2006 
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DEFINITIONS 
Words used in multiple sections of this document arc defined below and other words arc defmed in 
Sections 3. 11, 13, 18. 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are 
aJso provided in Section 16. 

(A) ''Securlt)' Instrument" means this document. which is dated May 30. 2013 
together with all Riders m this document. · 
(B) "Borrower" is Dirk Aguilar, Trustee or the Guanabana Trust Dated May J 0, 2006 

Borrower's address is 30 ORD STREET, San Francisco, CA 94114 
. Borro~ is the trustor under this Security Instrument. 

(C) "Lender" ii; Morgan Stanley Prl\·ate Bank. National Assocladon 

Lender is a National Bank 
organized and existing under the laws of United States or America 

60Dfi71toU 

CALIFORNIA-Single Family-Fannie Mae/Freddie llac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WrTH llERS Form 3005 1101 

Wolters Kluwer Financial Services 

VMPeit.-6A(CA) 101111 

"'!I" 1d18 1n11.11: \.A 



The undersigned Borrower request'! that a copy of any Notice of Default and any Notice of Sale under 
I.his Security Instrument be mailed to the Borrower at the address set forlh above. A copy of any Notice of 
Default and any Notice of Sale will ~ sent only to the address contained in lhiii ·recorded request If the 
Borrower's address changes. a new request must be recorded. 

BY SIGNING BELOW. Borrower accepts and agrees to the tenns and covenants contained in this 
Security Instrument and in any Rider executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

Witnesses: 

_______________ (Seal) ______________ (Seal) 

- 8arrCl'llller -Barrowi:r 

600fi710013 
CALIFORNIA-Single Famlly-f.nnle MaelFreddle Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS Form 3D05 1101 
VMP 11'-8A(CA) (0711) P• 14 d ts 
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DEFINITIONS 
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l.oan No.: 1222048592 

l\tlN: 100063412220485923 

DEED OF TRUST 

Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in Sections 3. 11, 
13, 18, 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are also provided in Section 16. 

(A) "Security Instrument., means this docum(.'Dl. which is dated December 27, 2012. together with all Riders 
lo this document. 

(B) ••Borrower,. is STEVEN DEEKS AND l-",\8101.A COBARRUBIAS, llUSBAl'"D AND WWE AS 
COMML:NITV PROPERT\' WITH RIGHT rn: SURVIVORSHIP. Borrowers address is 36-38 Ord St, SAN 
f."RANCJSCO, CA 94114. Borrower is the trustor under Ibis Security Instrument. 

\~i11A s 
(C) "Lender" is EverBank. Lender is a •·ec1eral Savings Association organized and existing under the laws 
of the United States of America. Lender's address is 301 W. Bay Street, .Jacksonville, 1-·1. 32202. 

(D) "Trustee" is First American ·ritle Insurance Company. 

(E) .. MERS" is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems. Inc. M.ERS is a separate corporation that is acting 
solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns. MERS is the beneficiary under this Security 
Instrument. MERS is organized and existing. under lhe laws of Delaware, and has an address and telephone 
number of P.O. Box 202,, •·nnt, l\tl 48501-2026, tel. (888) 679-MERS. 

(F) "Note" means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated Dec:ember 27, 2012. The Note states 
that Borrower owes I.ender Eieht Hundred Eighty Three Thousand and 00/IOOths Dollars (U.S. $883,000.00) 
plus interest. Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic Payments and to pay the debt in full not 
later than January 1, 2028. 

(G) "Properl)·" means the property that is described below under the heading "'Transfer of Rights in the 
Property:· 

C•llfor11I• Deed orTr1111-.<;ioele t"•mil)-FH•IC' l\IHll'mldlC' l\l•r Unlrorm las.arumrnl .MF.RS ~lodiftC'd Form 3005 1181 
The CompH•Mf Soarre, IM. Paa• I of 1:5 l\lodl&tcl by Compll•nce Source l.S301C:A 08/00 Re\'. OJ/12 
lll'W1'".tompllanttSOulft.COm oi:2000.20l2, Th«' Complillnre Soan"«'. Inc. 
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foe is pennitted under Applicable Law. If the fee charged does not exceed the fee set by Applicable Law, the fee is 
conclusively presumed to be reasonable. 

24. Substitute Tnistee. Lender, at its option. may from lime to time appoint a successor trustee to any 
Trnstl"C appointed hereunder by an instrument executed and acknowledged by Lender and recorded in the office of 
the Recorder of the county in which the Property is located. "lbc instrument shall contain the name of the original 
Lender, Trustee and Borrower, the book and page where this Security Instrument is recorded and the name and 
address of the successor trustee. Without conveyance of the Propcny, the successor trustee shall succeed to all the 
title, powers and duties conforrcd upon the Trustee herein and by Applicable Law. "Ibis procedure for substitution of 
trustee shall go\'em to the e3'elusion of all other provisions for substilution. 

25. Statement of OhliJalion Fee. Lender may collect a fee not 10 exceed the maximum amount permitted 
by Applicable I.aw for furnishing the statement of obligation as provided by Section 2943 of the Civil Code of 
California. 

RY SIGNING BEi.OW. Borrower accepts and agrees 10 the terms and covenants contained in this Security 
Instrument and in any Rider executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

1be undersigned Rorrower requests that a copy of any Notice of Default and any Notice of Sale under this 
Security Instrument be mailed to him at the address of the Borrower set fonh above. A copy of any Notice of 
Default and any Notice of Sale will be sent only to the address contained in this reconlcd request. lflhe Borrower's 
address changes, a new request must be recorded. 

STEVEN DEEKS 
(Seal) 

-Borrower 
I Printed Name] 

(Scali 
-Borrower 

[Printed Name] 

{Seal) 
~~~r-;~:::':::"i'":::-=;;-;;;~;;-~~~~-;;--Borrower 

[Printed Name] 

(Seal) 
-Borrower 

!Printed Name] 

C".alilbml• Dttd ofTrut-Singlt t"1mlly-Jo"analt \fae/fmldlr Mar Ualform lnstrumenl !\IF.R.~ ~lodirKI! Jo'orm 3005 IAll 
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ACKi'iOWLEDGMENT 

Stalcof ~~~;, 

Countyof ~~ ~~~S.C.O 

§ 
§ 
§ 

On \ 'U,"'\.."" \'\.... before me. ~ ~ ~ ~"""* c.J..QI\<,, ' ~-~ Q ~ t'-1 
personally appeared STE\'EN DEJ.:KS. who provL-d to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence lo be the person~ 
whose name~ islllR subscribed 10 1he within instrument. and acknowk-dged to me that he/~ exccu1cd the 
same in his/~ir authori1.ed capacity~). and that by hi~ir signatur~ on the instrument the pcraon~. 
or the entity upon behalf of which the person(~acted, cxccutL-d the instrument. 

I certify under PENAL TY OF PF.RJLJRY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
paragraph is true and correct. 

WIThF.SS my hand and official seal. 

Printed Name 

My Commission Expire5"' "'l.. . 4 , '°"' I ~ 

C:aifomm Dftod otl"ru111- ~ingk 1-·11mll~·-l-"H11lt ;\lllt'/Freddlfo )lar Uallbnn lnstrameml !\IERS l\lodlnrd 1-·onn l005 IJOJ 
Thr CompRHtt Sourer. Jae. Pqe 14 or l:!i ModlRM by Compli.nrr Sonrtt 14.JOlCA 08100 Re.·. OJ/12 
•"WW.compliancnl)ul'l'f'.com iD2000-20ll. The Compliantt Sourtt. In&:. 
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50 Flint Street, #4 
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AFFIDAVIT OF CHANGE OF TRUSTEE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) Name of Former Trustee: 
)ss.Dat~ of Change: 

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO } Name of Successor- Trustee: 

Lillian A Hill 
T~ U, 2012 
Roderick D. Hill 

I, RODERICK 0. HILL, of legal age, being duly sworn, depose and say that on August 20, 1995, 

Lillian A. Hill became the sole Trustee of the Survivor's Trust - Trust A, of the Raymond and Lillian Hill Trust, 

dated February 2, 1993. -Lillian A. Hill, as the sole remaining Trustee of the Raymond and Lillian Hill Trust, 

dated February 2, 1993, executed a grant deed, which was dated August ~1. 1995, which was recorded on 

January 7, 1997, as Document No. 97-G099446-00 on Reel G793, Image 0328, of the official records of the 

San Francisca County Recorder, and which conveyed to Lillian A. Hill_, as the Trustee of the Survivor's Trust 

-Trust A of the Raymond and Lillian Hill Trust, dated February 2, 1993, an undivided one-quarter (1/4) 

interest in ttiat property in the City and County of San Francisco, State of California, described as follows; 

BEGINNING at the point of intersedion of the northerly line of 17fh Street and the westerly 
line of Orel Street, running thence northerly along said line of Ord Street 36 feet; thence at a 
right angle westerly 81 feet; thence at a right angle southerly 36 feet to the northerly line of 17th 
Street; and running thence easterly along said line of 17th Street 81 feet to its intersedion with 
the westerly line of Ord Street and the point of beginning. 

BEING a portion of Homer's Addition Block No. 201. 

Commonly known as 4300 - 17" Street. 

Paragraph 6A(2)(a) on page 24 of the Raymond and Lillian Hill Trust, dated February 2, 1993, 

provides that if for any reason the Trustee of the Survivor's Trust - Trust A should be unable to ad as 

Trustee, then she shall have the power to ~esignate a Successor Trustee. A copy of said page 24 of said 

trust is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. On :S-~ 2.5"' , 2012, Lillian A. Hill executed a Designation of • 
Successor Trustee in which she declared that sh_e was no longer able to ad as the Trustee of said Survivor's 

Trust and that she designated Roderick D. Hill to be the Successor Trustee of said Survivor's Trust. A copy 

of said Designation of Successor Trustee is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. On :) ~ 2S , 2012, 

Roderick 0. Hill executed a written Acceptance of said trust and Consent to Act as Successor Trustee and 

·, 
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thereupon became the Successor Trustee of said Trust. A copy .of said Acceptance is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 3. On that date the Trustee of said trust changed from Lillian A. Hill to Roderick D. Hill. 

The undersigned, Roderick D. Hill, is the current and only acting Trustee of said trust. 

Dated: ru.l+t ~2012 
L 

Roderick D. Hill, Successor Trustee 

State of California )ss. 
County of San Francisco ) 

Subscribed and swom to (or affirmed) before me on this 2-'day of ~""''I , 2012, by 
Roderick D. Hill, proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person{s) who appeared before 

(Seal) 

2 

KRISTINA BELTRAN 
Commission ii 1895651 
NOllry Public • C1fitorn11 z 

San Francisco Cauntr ~ 
Comm. ExpfresJul 16, 2014 



CERTIFICATION OF TRUST 
OF THE 

WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN REVOCABLE TRUST 

I, WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN , as Trustee of the \VILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN 

REVOCABLE TRUST ("Trust" herein), certify as follows: 

1. CREATION OF TRUST 

The Trust was established on July 30, 2002, as amended and restated in its entirety on 

December 15, 2009, by William C. Holtzman, as Settlor and Trustee. 

2. NAME OF TRUST 

The name of the Trust is the "WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN REVOCABLE TRUST." 

3. TRUSTEE 

The currently acting Trustee of the Trust is WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN. 

4. SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE 

In the event that WlLLIA.t\1 C. HOLTZMAN shall cease to act as Trustee, SUSAN 

HOLTZMAN, is appointed to act as sole Trustee. In the event that SUSAN HOLTZMAN shall 

fail or cease to act as Trustee, NANCY SHEER is appointed to act as sole Trustee. 

5. TRUST PROPERTY 

The Trustee is now holding as Trustee of the Trust one or more items of property, which 

constitute the Trust Estate. 

6. BENEFICIARIES OF TRUST 

WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN is the current beneficiaiy of the Trust. 

7. REVOCABILITY/IRREVOCABILITY OF TRUST 

The Trust is amendable and revocable. WILLIAJ'v1 C. HOLTZMAN is the person who 

holds the power to amend or revoke the Trust. 

30006.001 
263\12084j5.l 
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Charles H. Packer, Esq. 
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrkh IJJ> 

400 Hamilton Avenue 
Palo Alto. Calilbmia 94301-1825 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO: 
Mr. William C. Holtzman 
60 Lowt:r Terrace 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
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GRANT DEED 

DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX $-0-{None) Revc11ue & Tax Code§ t t•J02-conwyam:e ofgr:rntor·~ 
imercsr to a re\'ocablc lh·ing trust There is no consideration for this transfer. 111is is a transfor to a revocable living 
trust and is excluded from a change of ownership under §62(d) of1he Rc\·cm1c & Taxation Code. 

WILLIAM HOLTZMAN, a single man 

hereby Grunts lo 

WILLIAM C. HOLTZMAN. trustee of the Wll.LIA:'VI C. l-IOLTZMl\N REVOCABLE 
TRUST Jatcd ")..., IJ '3 o , 2002 

all of his right, title, and interest in and to that certain real property in the City of San Fr..mcisco, the 
County of S:m Fmncisco, State ofCalifc:m1i:i, and more p:i.nkulnrly d~scrihed in Exhibit "A"' :llta'-"hcd 
hereto and fully incorporatc:xl herein. 

OlrmDnly krDm as 7 Vulcan Stairway, sa.n Francisoo, CA 94114 

APN: Lot 27, Block 2626 

Plt:asc send tax statements to: William C. Holtzman. 60 Lower Tcrrai:-e. San Francisco.CA 94114 

Gray C:iry'J'A\10240207 I 
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Recording Requested By: Jt Morales 

Return To: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 
Collateral Trailing Documents 
P.O. Box 8000 - Monroe, LA 71203 

Deed of Trust 

Definitions. Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words arc 
defined in Sections 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this 
document are also provided in Section 16. 

(A) "Security Instrument" means this document, which is dated March 4, 2013, together with all 
Riders to this document. 

(B) "Borrower" is William R. Cooper, as Trustee of the William R. Cooper 2000 Revocable 
Inter-Vivos Trust. Borrower's address is 54 LOWER TERRACE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114. 
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument. 

(C) "Lender" is JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A .. Lender is a National Banking Association organized 
and existing under the laws of the United States. Lender's address is 1111 Polaris Parkway, Floor 4J, 
Columbus, OH 43240 . Lender is the beneficiary under this Security Instrument. 

(D) "'lrustee" is JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A .. 

(E) "Note" means the promissoey note signed by Borrower and dated March 4, 2013. The Note states 
that Borrower owes Lender one hundred sixty eight thousand seven hundred thirty-six and 00/l 00 
Dollars (U.S. $168,736.00) plus interest. Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic 
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than March l, 2043. 

(F) "Property" means the property that is described below under the heading "Transfer of Rights in 
the Property." 

(G) "Loan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late 
charges due under the Note, and all sums due under this Security Instrument. plus interest. 

CAl..IFORNIMiin;i. F.-nily-F .... M..iFfadlfe Mac UNIFORM INSTRUllEN1 
v..,. . 
~ ~ Financ:W Servi- 201302274 0 0 0 40Q2.J20110929Y lnill••· A/AC 
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25. Statement of Obligation Fee. Lender may collect a fee not to exceed the maximum amount 
permitted by Applicable Law for furnishing the statement of obligation as provided by Section 2943 of 
the Civil Code of California. 

The undersigned Borrower requests that a copy of any Notice of Default and any Notice of Sale under 
this Security Instrument be mailed to the Borrower at the address set forth above. A copy of any Notice 
of Default and any Notice of Sale will be sent only to the address contained in this recorded request. If 
the Borrower's address changes, a new request must be recorded. 

BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepas and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this Security 
Instrument and in any Rider executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

Borrower 

, JVI ually ate 
ii as Trustee or tbe WILLIAM R. 

COOPER 2000 REVOCABLE 
INTER-VIVOS TRUST under trust 
instrument dated October 16, 2000 ror 
the benefit of WILLIAM R COOPER, 
Borrower. 
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RECORDING REQIJESTED BY: 
Angie Yen Hung Wang 
1 Sablm Street # I 
San Francism, CA 941 14 

WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Angie Yen Hung Wang 
I Saturn S1n:et # 1 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

APN: LOT 43, BLOCK 2626 
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DOC- ~008-1534941-00 
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REEL J576 IMAGE 0429 
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Property Address: 1 Satan Stn:et#I, San Ji'raneileo, Califomia 94114 
Lot Number: 43 
Block Number: 2626 

GRANT DEED 

Mail tax statements to: Angie Yen Hung Wang, 1 Saturn Street # 1, San Francisco. 
California 94 J 14 

FOR AV ALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, 
GRANTOR, Angie Yen Hang Wang, an unmanied woman · 

hereby GRANTS TO Angie Yen Haag Wug, Trustee of the Angie Yen Hung Wang 
Revocable Trust dated i. 1 "'4."'l.w , 2007 the following described real property in 
the City of San Fraaeiseo, County of San Fnnmeo, State of Califonia: 

PARCEL I: 

Condominium Unit No. 1, Lot 43 as shown upon the Condominium Map and diagrammatic 
floor plan entftled •parcel Map of 1 satum Sbeet" which was filed far ramnl on OctDber 28, 
2005 In Co11clominlum Map Boak 92, at pages 81-83, lnclusiwer In the Office of the Reconler 
of the Cty and County of San Frandsm, S18le or callfomia (1eferred ID haei11 • •t11e Map•), 
and as further defined In the Declaration of COW1na1..., COnditlons and Resbidions of 1 
Saturn street recorded on November 9, 2005, in Book J14 Page 850 and following,. Ofllcial 
Records of the City and County of San FnlndscD, Stata of callfornla (n!fened tD herein as 
"the oec:taratton•). 

Excepting therefrom, any portion of the mmmon area lying within said Unit. 

{a) Easements through said Unit, appurtenant ID the CIDllililon area and all alba" Units, fOr 
support and repair at the common ana and all other Units. 

(b) Easements, appurtenant tD the annmon area far a1aaachment upon the air Space of the 
Unit by those portions of the mmmon area located wllhln the Unit. 

PARCELll: 

An undivided 35.010/o Interest in and tD the Common Area as shown and defined on the Map, 
reserving therefrom the following: 



, 
c -#' 

APN: LOT .U, BLOCK 2626 GRANT DEED - continued 

(a) Exclusive easements, other than PARCEL DI, as designated on the Map and reserved by 
Grantar tD units for use as designated in the Declaration; and 

(b) Nonexclusive easements appurtenant to all ... its for ingress and egness. support,. repair 
and maintenance. 

PARCELm: 

(a) The exdusive easement tD use the Parking area(s) designated P..1 on the Map. 

(b) lhe exclusive easement to use the Patio area(s) designated PA-1 on the Map. 

PARCEL IV: 

A nonexclusive easement appurtenant to Pan::el I abOve for support, repair and 
maintenance, and for Ingress and egress through the common Area in acmnlance with 
callfornla Civil Code Secttan 1361 {a). 

PARCELV: 

Encroachment easements appurtenant to the Unit in acx:onlanc:e with the ps:ovisions of the 
Declaration. 

State of California ) 
) SS 
) 

ANIBGW~G 

On / 2.. - Z..2- • 2007 before me, L1.1,'J E.rtr tt"4 • a notary public 
in and for the State of California, personally appean:d Angie Yen Hung Wang. personally known 
to me (or proved to me on 1he basis of satisfactory evidence) lo be the person whose names is 
subscribed lo the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same in her 
authorimd capacity, and that by her signature on the instrument, the person, or the entity upon 
behalf of which the person acted, executed the inslnlment. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal 
J.r"~~---

u.~=~111~ 
llft'lat:r=-
lr Cllll. Ell. - •• 2010 
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DEED OF TRUST 

DEFINlTIONS 
Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in 
Sections 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document arc 
also provided in Scction 16. 

(A) "Security Instrument" means this document, which is dated May :Zl, 2013 
together with all Riden to this document. 
(B) "Borrower" is John W. Frye, Trustee of the John W. Frye Revocable Trust 2004 dated April 
14th, 2004 

Borrower's address is I Saturn Street, APARTMENT 2, San Francisco, CA 94114 
. Borrower is the IJ:ustor under this Security Instrument 

(C) "~nder" is Bank of America, N.A. 

Lender is a Corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of Delaware 

7104757179 
CAUFORNIA-Slngle Family-Fannie M1elFreddl1 Mic UNIFORM INSTRUllENT 
Wolters Kluwer Flnanclal Servicer. ~ 
VMP •·l(CAI 101111 
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Form 3005 11D1 



The undersigned Borrower requests that a copy of any Notice of Default and any Notice of Sale under 
this Security Instrument be mailed to the Borrower at the address set forth above. A copy of any Notice of 
Default and any Notice of Sale will be sent only to the address contained in this recorded request. If the 
Borrower's addrcs.111 changes., a new rcquesl must be recorded. 

BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this 
Security Jnstnnnent and in any Rider executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

Witnesses: 

---------------(Seal) 
_______________ (Seal) 

-eann-- -Bornnw:r 

7114757179 
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State or Califomia 
County of SAN FRANCISCO } SL 

before me, µLe.rt~ I rJ6 f--c flJ, / ,"t.... 

, personally appeared 
On May 22, 2013 

John Warren Frye 

, who 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to ~e person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to 
the within instrument and ackno~ged to me thalJ!9'she/they executed the same in his/her/their 
authorized capacity(ies). and that b5t.!!!!Jhcrlthcir signature(s) on the instrument the pcrson(s), or the entity 
upon behalf of which the person{s) acted, executed the instrument. I cenify under PENALTY OF 
PERJURY under the Jaws of the State ofCaJifomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNHSS my hand and official seal. 

7104757179 . 
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Certification of Trustee 
of 

The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust 
{California Probate Code Section 18100.5) 

NOTICE: California Probate Code Section 18100.S(h) provides 
that "any person making a demand for the trust documents in addition 
to a certification of trust to prove facts set forth in the 
certification of trust acceptable to the third party shall be liable 
for damages,, including attorney's fees,, incurred as a result of the 
refusal to accept the certification of trust in lieu of the requested 
documents if the court determines that the person acted in bad faith 
in requesting the trust documents." 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER.and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER, as Trustors and 
Trustees of The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust, hereby certify 
as follows: 

JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINS SER, as the original 
Trustors and Trustees, created The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust 
pursuant to that certain Revocable Trust Agreement dated May 31, 2013 
(hereinafter referred to as nthe Trust"). 

JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER are the current 
duly appointed and acting Trustees of the Trust. 

The Trust is fully revocable by JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER and 
KATHERINE J. ZINSSER. 

The tax identification number for the Trust is the Social Security 
Number of either Trustor. The Social Security Number of JONATHAN A. 
NEUBERGER i= I • and the Social Security Number of KATHERINE 
J. ZINSSER . ij · 

The Trustees have all of those powers conferred on them by law and 
as described in Exhibit "A", attached hereto and made a part hereof. The 
Trustees are properly exercising their powers under the Trust. 

While JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER are acting 
as co-Trustees, either of them acting alone may bind the Trust in any 
transaction, either of them may act as sole Trustee with respect to 
a trust asset, and any third party dealing with the trust may rely on 
this singular authority without requiring the other co-Trustee to join 
in the transaction. 

Under the terms of the Trust, if either JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER 
or KATHERINE J. ZINSSER fails or ceases to act as a co-Trustee, then the 
other of them is named to act as sole Trustee. If both of JONATHAN A. 
NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER fail or cease to act as Trustees, 
then DEBRA J. DOLCH is designated to serve as successor Trustee of 
the Trust. If DEBRA J. DOLCH fails or ceases to act as successor 

Orfgtnaf Held By 
Dudnlck, Detwiler, RMn & ~ 

351CalifomlaSt.,15thFloar 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

(415) 882-1400 
: . -; ··;~~-



Trustee for any reason, then JEFFREY T. ANTONCHUK, VINCENT MARQUEZ 
and STUART GURREA have the power to designate a successor Trustee 
or series of successor Trustees of the Trust. Any designation by 
JEFFREY T. ANTONCHUK, VINCENT MARQUEZ and STUART GURREA shall be made 
a majority decision if all three of them are available and willing 
to act, or by unanimous decision if two of them are available and 
willing to act. 

The Trust is valid, is in full force and effect and has not been 
revoked, modified or amended in any manner which would cause the 
representations contained in this Certification to be incorrect. 

Title to assets of the Trust may be held in the name of both 
Trustees or either of them as follows: 

Jonathan A. Neuberger and Katherine J. Zinsser, or their 
successor ( s), as Trustees of The Neuberger - Zinsser 
Revocable Trust under- Revocable Trust Agreement dated May 
31, 2013, as amended 

Jonathan A. Neuberger, or his successor ( s), as Trustee 
of The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust under Revocable 
Trust Agreement dated May 31, 2013, as amended 

Katherin? J. Zinsser, or her successor(s), as Trustee 
of The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust under Revocable 
Trust Agreement dated May 31, 2013, as amended 

This Certification is being signed by all of the currently acting 
and authorized Trustees of the Trust. All , of the information 
contained in this Certification is true and correct and the recipient 
of this Certification conducting business with the Trustees may rely 
on this information until the recipient receives written notice of any 
changes signed by the then acting Trustees. 

Each of the undersigned declares under penalty of perjury under 
the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct, 
and that this Certification was executed at San Francisco, California. 

Dated: May .J_j__, 2013. 

2 

co-Trustee 

KATHERINE J. ZINSSER, 
co-Trustee 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

) 
) SS. 
) 

On May 3) , 2013, before me, REGINA M. ZUNIGA, Notary Public, 
personally appeared JONATHAN A. N~UBERGER, who proved to me on the 
basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person ("'SJ whose name (-s-) 
~/aT"~;ibscribed to the within instrume~and acknowledged to me 
t:hat ~she/they executed th~ame in ~/he1/t.fieir authorized 
capacity (-:hss.), and that by hi /he:r:/thei:r signature ('Si on the 
instrument the person(s}, or Ee entity upon behalf of which the 
person(-s+ acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State 
of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

(seal) 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

) 
) SS. 
) 

On May 3} , 2013, before me, REGINA M. ZUNIGA, Notary Public, 
personally appeared KATHERINE J. ZINSSER, who proved to me on the 
~~is of satisfactory evidence to be the person (.,.st"' whose name {-si 
~are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that -he-/<She}/tt:rey executed the same in fl±-s@/~ authorized 
capacitytJ;@:S.), and that by hi.s/('.fleiV~r signature'{·s-) on the 
instrument the person(-s+, or the Ehrt"ity upon behalf of which the 
person(..s.}- acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State 
of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. · 

(seal) 

.. ,.,., .. ,., .. , .. , .•.• E 
) .REGiNAM.ZUNIGA 
- """ COMM. #2014629 l}1 
;; N~Public-Califomia -
W sAN F1W1C1SCO COONIY ... 

); u ... ~ u. ~~:1'.~.2:':«!1~f 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 

JEFFREY T. ANTONCHUK, Esq. 
Dudnick Detwiler 
Rivin & Stikker • LLP 

351 California Street, 15th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Carmen ~ Assessor-Recorder 
DOC-~013-J678268-00 
Check Number 153&1 
Thursday, JUN 86, 2813 13:08:4& 
TU Pd S24.88 R~t # 8884784713 
REEL k912 IMAGE 1042 
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SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

GRANT DEED 
DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX$ 0 - NO CONSIDERATION - Transfer by Grantors to a revocable trult for thei' own benefit. 
.•.• Computed on the conllkleration or value of property conveyed; OR 
...• Computed an the con1td1rallon or value le11 llen1 or encumbrances remalni 

TON 
Jonathan A. Neuberger and Katherine J. Zinsser, husband and wife as community 
property with right of survivorship 

hereby GRANT(S) to 

JONATHAN A. NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER, or their successor(s), as 
Trustees of The Neuberger - Zinsser Revocable Trust under Revocable Trust 
Agreement dated May 31, 2013, as amended, 

that certain real property in the· City and County of San Francisco, State of California, 
described as follows: 

See attached "Exhibit A'' hereby referred to and made a part hereof 
AP#: Lot 049; Block 2626 

Dated: May a I ' 2013 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO }S.S. 

On May&. 2013, before me, REGINA M. ZUNIGA, 
Notary Public, personally appeared JONATHAN A. 
NEUBERGER and KATHERINE J. ZINSSER, who proved 
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the 
persorU) whose nameti» ls@subscribed to the = 
instrument and acknowledged to me that l:lafal:I 
executed the same in hi6'herllfiijJ authorized 
capacitya@§>, and that by -~slgnatund> on the 
instrument the person(D or the entity upon behalf of 
which the persontQ acted, executed the instrument. I 
certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of 
the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true 
and correct. 

(Seal) 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO PARTY HOWN ON FOLLOWING LINE: 
Mr. Jonathan A. Nnub8rqer & Ms. Katherine J. Zinsser 40 Ord Street 

~~~ 
KA THERiNE'S:"ifNSSER 

San Francisco. CA 94114 
City, state, Zip 



l\ll\l\ll\lll\l\\11\1\11\ll\' \lllHlU\\ll l\l 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 

RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 

Ca men Chu Assessor-Recorder 
o~c-Z013-J713388-00 

KAREN M.Z. MITCHELL 
Attorney at Law 

..... _ k Nullber 6299 

....-a 29 2113 14:13:08 

329 West Portal Avenue 
ltr'"pfv·w• ' R~t I IH4745578 
REEL l<S46 IMAG_!1 ~~}1~2 -San Francisco, CA 94127-1411 

MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO: 

DIANE A. VEGAS, Trustee 
487 Vernon Street 
San Francisco, CA 94132 

DOCUME:NTARY TRANSFER TAX $ =N=ON=E~----
Transfer to a re"i"'able ~ the benefit of 

Si9na~t.;'i: .. or Age1: :ucin!.119 t11x F~ rm ,,..,. 

GRANT DEED. 
FOR NO CONSIDERATION 

DIANE VEGAS, a married woman as her sole and separate property, 

hereby GRANT(S) to 

DIANE A. VEGAS, Trustee of the DIANE A. VEGAS 2013 SEPARATE PROPERTY 
TRUST, under Declaration of Revocable Living Trust dated July 24, 
2013. 

The real property in the City and County of San Francisco, State of 
California, described as 

SEE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED HERETO, MARKED EXHIBIT "A" AND 
MADE A PART HEREOF. 

APN: Block 2646, Lot 47 
Commonly known as: 29-31 Saturn Street, San Francisco, CA 

Dated: 

} 
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO } --· 

STATE O~ CALIFORNIA 

On ___ 1-2..4-~O , before me, 
_Dff:f J l N l 4&M , Notary Public, 
personally appeared DIANE 1·~S who proved to 
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the 
person}") whose name)Al is/~ subscribed to the 
within instrument and acknowledged to me that 
J:ie/she/"Eeey executed the same in :t:W.s/her/~ 

authorized capacity(:i.ee), and that by 
lri-s/her/~ signature y.1 on the instrument the 
person !P1', or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person (JI" acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the 
laws of the State of California that the foregoing 
paragraph is true and correct. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

Signature _ 

IJ,&«''~ ~ DIANEGA 

ra· ~ • • DEEPTiNfoAM • 
0 

( 

.... COMM. #1909327 
~ .. Notary Publi;: • CaU~.;rnia 5 
z San Franci'iCO County -• t • . , Mi Coml?J. E~ites Oct: 194 2014 f 

(This area for official notarial seal! 



Recording Requested by: 

t~\. 2 t,"i ~' lot 7t, 
When Recorded Mail to: 
First Republic Bank 
111 Pine Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Attn.: LOAN REVIEW DEPT. 
LOAN# 60-552371-7 

20159K13429000027 
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder 
Carmen Chu, Assessor-Recorder 
DOC 2015-K134290-00 
Acct 2001-Chicago Title Company Concord 
Friday, SEP 18, 2015 13:09:43 
Ttl Pd $96.00 Nbr-0005233940 
oar/RE/1-27 

CT c MN -:?.:, 'SIS lftlor::t:b ruspace Above This Line For Recording Data) 

5 )itnwr st. DEED OF TRUST 
NOTE: This document contains a provision for Adjustable interest Rate and secures a revolving line of credit. 
THIS DEED OF 1RUST ("Security Instrument") is made on August 21, 2015 . The 1rustor is 
Johnny E. Welch and Callan G. Carter, Trustees of The Welch and Carter 2010 Trust dated November 
12,2010 

________________________________ ("Borrower") 
The 1rustee is 

Fidelity National Title Insurance Company 
The beneficiary is First Republic Bank, 

which is organized and existing under the laws of _C_a_lif_o_r_n_ia _______________ _ 
and whose address is 111 Pine Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 ("Lender"). 
This Security Instrument secures (a) all of the obligations of Borrower under that certain agreement entitled 
EQUITY SECURED LINE OF CREDIT AGREEMENT AND FEDERAL 1RUTH-IN-LENDING DISCLOSURE 
between Borrower and Lender (the Note) as the Note may be modified, extended, renewed or replaced from time to 
time. The Note provides, among other things, for the establishment of a revolving line of credit in the maximum 
amount of $ 200,000.00 , an adjustable interest rate tied to an index and other charges, (b) the 
payment of all other sums, with interest. advanced under paragraph 7 to protect the security of this Security 
Instrument, and ( c) the performance of Borrower's covenants and agreements under this Security Instrument and the 
Note. For this purpose, Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee, in trust, with power of sale, the 
following described property, located in SAN FRANCISCO County, California: 
See Legal description(s) attached hereto 
and by this reference made a part hereofA.$ li.XfffCrr A 

which has the address of_5.;;__;;.S..;;.;at.;;....u...;..r"'""n-"S'-"tfl'--'e'-e_t __________ S_a_n_F;....ra...;;,;;;;..;;n_cis---'-co..;__ _____ _ 
(Street) (City) 

California 94114 ("Property Address"); 
(ZIP) 

I of9 ELTDPI Rev. 12124/2014 
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22. Reconveyance. Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument, Lender shall request Trustee to 
reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instrument and all notes evidencing debt secured by this 
Security Instrument to Trustee. Trustee shall reconvey the Property without warranty to the person or persons 
legally entitled to it Borrower will have to pay a recording fee and a reconveyance fee for release of this Security 
Instrument 

23. Substitute Trustee. Lender, at its option, may from time to time appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee 
appointed hereunder by an instrument executed and acknowledged by Lender and recorded in the office of the 
Recorder of the county in which the Property is located. The instrument shall contain the name or the original 
Lender, Trustee and Borrower, the book and page where this Security Instrument is recorded and the name -and 
address of the successor trustee. Without conveyance of the Property, the successor trustee shall succeed to all the 
title, powers and duties conferred upon the Trustee herein and by applicable law. This procedure for substitution of 
trustee shall govern to the exclusion of all other provisions for substitution. 

24. Request for Notices. Borrower requests that copies of the notices of default and sale be sent to Borrower's 
address which is the Property Address. 

25. Statement of Obligation Fee. Lender may collect a fee not to exceed the maximum amount permitted by law 
for furnishing the statement of obligation as provided by Section 2943 of the Civil Code of California. 

26. Riders to this Security Instrument. If one or more riders are executed by Borrower and recorded together with 
this Security Instrument, the covenants and agreements of each such rider shall be incoiporated into and shall 
amend and supplement the covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument as if the rider(s) were a part of this 
Security Instrument. 

Check applicable box( es) 

~ Equity Line Rider ~ Condominium Rider D 1-4 Family Rider 

D Graduated Payment Rider D Planned Unit Development Rider D Biweekly Payment Rider 

D Balloon Rider D Rate Improvement Rider D Second Home Rider 

[R] Other(s) [specify] LEGAL 
Revocable and Settlor Riders, Add. to Equity Line Rider 

BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this Security 
Instrument and in any rider(s) executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

~~ CallanG:a:fur;TrUStee -Trustor -Trustor 

-Trustor -Trustor 

8of9 ELTDP8 Rev. 1212412014 



________ [Space Below This Line for Acknowledgment)----------

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA } 
COUNTYOF ~V) fr({.hC1SW ss. 

On ~~t U. 2DiS befor~me,~fl~·ft':~~--~Lew _______ _ 
Notary Public, personally appeared Ci\J l Ml ti... GIW ttv= 

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personOO whose name¢) is/¢ 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that )fe/she/~y executed the same 
in hls/her/theit'authorized capacity(ies), and that by Bis/her/their signature(81 on the instrument 
the person~, or the entity upon behalf of which the person(sr, acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY, under the laws of the State of California, that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

Loan origination organization First Republic Bank 
NMLS ID 362814 
Loan originator Dyann E Tresenfeld 
NMLS ID 0487194 

9of9 ELTDP9 Rev.12/24/2014 
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CORBETI HEIGHTS NEIGHBORS 
78 MARS ST. 

SAN FRANCISCO.' CA 94114-1828 

90-2267/1211 

DATE 

155 

<JD 
$Q:&~, 

DOLLARS ~ 



APPLICATION FOR 

·i. 
''"'"•··· .... ···'" .. 
: APPLICANT NAME: 

Gt0tr-t WQfv5 
. . - . .. . . . 

APPLICANT ADDl'IESS: TELEPHONE: 

. 76 n01 b i::::;r{l'Q~~ <41'5) 2.79'-5570 
Sot111 'R-c:ll/JCt~CO, C.A ~it 11'(-- EMAIL: 

. ,~zr@corb~hQJ~~ts~o0 
: Ns1atiaoo~ooo 0Rcit1111iV.11oi\t NArc: · 

CorbQj/-- tf Q ;'.ftl;i tS 
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATl6!/i ADDAESS: TELEPHONE: 

· 78 hor~ '51k-<(Q. f-.- <415)J.79-5570 
0C! V1 H'-otlllCtCsCC?l c A3~ 114 • EMAIL: 

; {?r1@corbe_tt-h e~ts.oru 

• DATEOF DECISION (IF ANY): 

. 4/7/ZOll:, 

i;:; iUi 

(All must be satisfied; please attach supporting materials) 

~ The appellant is a member of the stated neighborhood organization and is authorized to file the appeal 
on behalf of the organization. Authorization may take the form of a letter signed by the President or other 
officer of the organization. 

5<(. The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that is registered with the Planning Department 
and that appears on the Department's current list of neighborhood organizations. 

J><i:. The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that has been in existence at least 24 months prior 
to the submittal of the fee waiver request. Existence may be established by evidence including that relating 
to the organization's activities at that time such as meeting minutes, resolutions, publications and rosters. 

Jg!' The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization that is affected by the project and 
that is the subject of the appeal. 



For Depurtment Use Only 

Application received by P.lanning Dcpurtmcnt: 

By: __________________ _ 

Submission Checklist: 

APPELLANT AUTHORIZATION 

CURRENT ORGANIZATION REGISTRATION 

C] MINIMUM ORGANIZATION AGE 

Cl PROJECT IMPACT ON ORGANIZATION 

WAIVER APPROVED WAIVER DENIED 

Central Reception 
'1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco CA 94i03-2479 

TEL: 415.558.6378 
FAX: 415.558.6409 
WES: http://www.sfplanning.org 

Planning Information Center (PIC) 
1660 Mission Street, First Floor 
San Francisco CA 94103-2479 

TEL: 415.558.6377 
Rlanning staff are available by plmne and .at tho PIC counter 
No <dppoitJlrniJr1f ft.; fl(H;IJ.<;~ry. 



CORBETT HEIGHTS NEIGHBORS 
www.corbettheights.org 

May 2, 2016 

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Re: Conditional Use Appeal: 32 Ord St. Board of Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is Gary Weiss. I am the President of Corbett Heights Neighbors, a 
neighborhood association that is registered with the City and County of San 
Francisco and the Secretary of State of California. 

Corbett Heights Neighbors supported Supervisor Scott Wiener's Interim Zoning 
Controls legislation that were passed in 2015. 
This project, as currently designed, does not comply with the intent of the 
legislation. We feel that there are alternative solutions that would allow for an 
equally good design and that would respect the Interim Zoning Controls. We 
previously requested that the Planning Commission deny the Conditional Use 
authorization. We are appealing their decision (Case Number 2014-000174CUA) 
for the same reasons. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Weiss, President 
Corbett Heights Neighbors 

cc: Supervisor Scott Wiener 



Appeal Waiver attachment 

1. The appellant is authorized to file an appeal on behalf of the organization: 

Gary Weiss is President of Corbett Heights Neighbors. 

Source: http://www.corbettheights.org/p/welcome.html 

2. The organization is registered with the Planning Department: 

Corbett Heights Neighbors is a neighborhood organization registered with the 
Planning Department. 

Source 1: http://sf-planning.org/neighborhood-groups-map 
Source 2: 
http://default.sfplanning.org/administration/communications/neighborhoodgroups/Neig 
hborhoodG rouplist.xlsx 

HOME_ l'~S[R< PAG[ 1.A'IOIJT rCR1,11Jl.M DATA ~['ll[W IJIEW ADD-iN5 

B 0 G --

1 
FIRST LAST TITLE ORGANIZATION ADDRESS _ jcnY !STATE ZIP TELE.PHONE EMAIL NEIGHSORH• 

-- -- - - eastro·uPp-er-
SS' Gary Weiss iPros1dcrrt Corbett Heights Neighbors 78 Mars Stroot San Francisco ICA 94i14 415·279-5570 

" '@corbetthe1 htsor West.ofTwmJ 

3. The organization has been in existence at least 24 months prior to the waiver 
request: 

Corbett Heights Neighbors was established in July 2004 and newsletters that date 
back to January 2011 are available on its website. 

Source 1: http://www.corbettheights.org/p/welcome.html 
Source 2: http://www.corbettheights.org/ 

4. Corbett Heights Neighbors encompasses 32 Ord Street: 

"Clayton Street, from Seventeenth Street to Market Street, both sides; Market Street, 
north side, from Clayton Street to Douglass Street; Douglass Street, from Market 
Street to Ord Court, both sides; Seventeenth Street, from Douglass Street to Clayton 
Street, both sides; Corbett Avenue, from Douglass Street to Iron Alley, both sides; 
Ord Street, from Market Street to Ord Court, both sides; Ord Court, from 
Douglass Street to Ord Street, both sides; Saturn Street, from Ord Street to 
Roosevelt Way, both sides; Roosevelt Way, from Saturn Street to 17th Street, both 
sides; Temple Street, from Saturn Street to 17th Street, both sides; Hattie Street, from 
Market Street to Corbett Avenue, both sides; Danvers Street, from Market Street to 
Corbett Avenue, both sides; erritt Street, both sides; Mars Street, both sides; Deming 
Street, both sides; Uranus Terrace, both sides." 

Source: http ://www. corbettheig hts. org/p/map. html 



Pursuant to Planning Code Section 308.1 (b), the undersigned members of the Board of Supervisors 
believe that there is sufficient public interest and concern to warrant an appeal of the Planning Commission on Case No. 
________ , a conditional use authorization regarding (address) ----------
------------------' District_. The undersigned members respectfully request the Clerk 
of the Board to calendar this item at the soonest possible date. 

SIGNATURE DATE 

(Attach copy of Planning Commission's Decision} 

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process8 
August 2011 



FILE NO. 150192 

AMENDED IN COMMITTEE 
3/9/15 

RESOLUTION NO. 76-15 

[Interim Zoning Controls - Large Residential Projects in RH-1, RH-2, and RH-3 Zoning 
1 Districts] 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
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Resolution imposing interim zoning controls for an 18-month period for parcels 

in the RH-1, RH-2, and RH-3 zoning districts within a perimeter established by Market 

Street, Clayton Street, Ashbury Street, Clifford Terrace, Roosevelt Way, Museum Way, 

the eastern property line of Assessor's Parcel Block No. 2620, Lot No. 063, the eastern 

property line of Assessor's Parcel Block No. 2619, Lot No. 001A, and Douglass Street, 

requiring Conditional Use authorization for any residential development on a vacant 

parcel that will result in total residential square footage exceeding 3,000 gross square 

feet; requiring Conditional Use authorization for any new residential development on a 

developed parcel that will increase the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 

square feet and by more than 75% without increasing the existing legal unit count, or 

more than 100% if increasing the existing legal unit count; requiring Conditional Use 

authorization for residential development that results in greater than 55% total lot 

coverage; and making environmental findings, including findings of consistency with 

the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

WHEREAS, Planning Code Section 306.7 provides for the imposition of interim zoning 

controls that promote the public interest, including but not limited to development and 

conservation of the City's commerce and industry to maintain the City's economic vitality and 

maintain adequate services for its residents, visitors, businesses, and institutions; and 

preservation of neighborhoods and areas of mixed residential and commercial uses and their 

existing character; and 

WHEREAS, The area within a perimeter established by Market Street, Clayton Street, 

Ashbury Street, Clifford Terrace, Roosevelt Way, Museum Way, the eastern property line of 
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1 parcel 2620/063, the eastern property line of parcel 2619/001A, and Douglass Street is 

2 composed primarily of residential buildings, many of which are small in scale and located on 

3 large lots and on through lots; and 

4 WHEREAS, Existing zoning controls generally allow residential development much 

5 larger in ?Cale than the existing residential fabric within the boundaries established by this 

6 Resolution; and 

7 WHEREAS, The Planning Code encourages development that preserves existing 

8 neighborhood character yet recent residential development proposals within the boundaries 

9 established by this Resolution have been significantly larger and bulkier than existing 

1 O residential buildings; and 

11 WHEREAS, The interim controls established by this Resolution will allow time for the 

12 orderly completion of a planning study and for the adoption of appropriate legislation; and 

13 WHEREAS, This Board of Supervisors ("Board") has considered the impact on the 

14 public health, safety, peace, and general welfare if these interim controls are not imposed; 

15 and 

16 WHEREAS, The Board has determined that the public interest will best be served by 

17 imposition of these interim controls to ensure that the legislative scheme which may be 

18 ultimately adopted is not undermined during the planning and legislative process for 

19 permanent controls; and 

20 WHEREAS, The Board makes the following findings of consistency with the Priority 

21 Policies set forth in Planning Code Section 101.1: By requiring Conditional Use authorization 

22 for (1) any residential development that will result in total residential square footage exceeding 

23 3,000 gross square feet on a parcel if the residential development will occur on a vacant 

24 parcel; (2) any residential development that will increase the total existing gross square 

25 footage on a developed parcel in excess of 3,000 square feet and by (a) more than 75% 
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1 without increasing the existing legal unit count or (b) more than 100% if increasing the existing 

2 legal unit count; and (3) any residential development, either as an addition to an existing 

3 building or as a new building, that results in greater than 55% lot coverage, these interim 

4 controls advance Priority Policy 2, that existing housing and neighborhood character be 

5 conserved and protected to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our 

6 neighborhoods; and these interim controls do not conflict with the other Priority Policies of 

7 Section 101.1; and 

8 WHEREAS, The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in 

9 this Resolution are in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (California 

10 Public Resources Code, Sections 21000 et seq.). Said determination is on file with the Clerk 

11 of the Board of Supervisors in File No.150192 and is incorporated herein by reference. The 

12 Board hereby affirms this determination; now, therefore, be it 

13 RESOLVED, That pursuant to Planning Code, Section 306.7, the Board hereby 

14 requires that for all parcels zoned RH-1, RH-2, or RH-3 within a perimeter established by 

15 Market Street, Clayton Street, Ashbury Street, Clifford Terrace, Roosevelt Way, Museum 

16 Way, the eastern property line of parcel 2620/063, the eastern property line of parcel 

17 2619/001A, and Douglass Street, (1) a Conditional Use authorization pursuant to Planning 

18 Code Section 303 is required for any residential development that will result in total residential 

19 square footage exceeding 3,000 gross square feet on a parcel if the residential development 

20 will occur on a vacant parcel; (2) a Conditional Use authorization pursuant to Planning Code 

21 Section 303 is required for any residential development that will increase the total existing 

22 gross square footage on a developed parcel in excess of 3,000 square feet and by (a) more 

23 than 75% without increasing the existing legal unit count or (b) more than 100% if increasing 

24 the existing legal unit count; and (3) a Conditional Use authorization pursuant to Planning 

25 
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1 Code Section 303 is required for any residential development, either as an addition to an 

2 existing building or as a new building, that results in greater than 55% lot coverage; and, be it 

3 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Planning Commission shall only grant a Conditional 

4 Use authorization allowing residential development to result in greater than 55% lot coverage 

5 upon finding unique or exceptional lot constraints that would make development on the lot 

6 infeasible without exceeding 55% total lot coverage, or, in the case of the addition of a 

7 residential unit, that such addition would be infeasible without exceeding 55% total lot 

8 coverage; and, be it 

9 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Planning Commission, in considering a Conditional 

1 O Use authorization in a situation where an additional new residential unit is proposed on a 

11 through lot on which there is already an existing building on the opposite street frontage, shall 

12 only grant such authorization upon finding that it would be infeasible to add a unit to the 

13 already developed street frontage of the lot; and, be it 

14 FURTHER RESOLVED, That upon imposition of these interim controls, the Planning 

15 Department shall conduct a study of the contemplated zoning proposal and propose 

16 permanent legislation to address the issues posed by large residential development projects 

17 within an existing fabric of smaller homes; and, be it 

18 FURTHER RESOLVED, That these interim controls shall apply to all applications for 

19 residential development in the area covered by the controls where a final site or building 

20 permit has not been issued as of the effective date of this Resolution; and, be it 

21 FURTHER RESOLVED, That for projects currently scheduled for a hearing at the 

22 Planning Commission under a Discretionary Review as of the effective date of this Resolution, 

23 the Planning Department is requested to expedite the processing and calendaring of any 

24 required Conditional Use authorization under these controls; and, be it 

25 
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1 FURTHER RESOLVED, That these interim controls shall remain in effect for a period 

2 of eighteen (18) months unless extended in accordance with Planning Code Section 306.?(h) 

3 or until permanent controls are adopted; and, be it 

4 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Planning Department shall provide reports to the 

5 Board pursuant to Planning Code Section 306.?(i). 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. City Attorney 
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City and County of San Francisco 

Tails 

Resolution 

City Hall 
I Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 

File Number: 150192 Date Passed: March 10, 2015 

Resolution imposing interim zoning controls for an 18-month period for parcels in the RH-1, RH-2, 
and RH-3 zoning districts within a perimeter established by Market Street, Clayton Street, Ashbury 
Street, Clifford Terrace, Roosevelt Way, Museum Way, the eastern property line of Assessor's Parcel 
Block No. 2620, Lot No. 063, the eastern property line of Assessor's Parcel Block No. 2619, Lot No. 
001A, and Douglass Street, requiring Conditional Use authorization for any residential development 
on a vacant parcel that will result in total residential square footage exceeding 3,000 gross square 
feet; requiring Conditional Use authorization for any new residential development on a developed 
parcel that will increase the existing gross square footage in excess of 3,000 square feet and by 
more than 75% without increasing the existing legal unit count, or more than 100% if increasing the 
existing legal unit count; requiring Conditional Use authorization for residential development that 
results in greater than 55% total lot coverage; and making environmental findings, including findings 
of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

March 09, 2015 Land Use and Transportation Committee - AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT 
OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME TITLE 

March 09, 2015 Land Use and Transportation Committee - RECOMMENDED AS 
AMENDED AS A COMMITTEE REPORT 

March 10, 2015 Board of Supervisors - ADOPTED 

Ayes: 11 -Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang, 
Wiener and Yee 

File No. 150192 I hereby certify that the foregoing 
Resolution was ADOPTED on 3/10/2015 by 
the Board of Supervisors of the City and 
County of San Francisco. 
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